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Abstract

Gold nanoparticles are widely studied because of their interesting optical properties and chemical sta-
bility, with applications such as (photo)catalysis, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, data storage
and photothermal (cancer) treatment. In particular, gold nanorods (AuNRs) have been extensively stud-
ied due to their excellent plasmonic properties. The anisotropic shape of the nanorods results in both
a strong and highly tunable plasmon resonance from 500 to 1200 nm, depending on the aspect ratio
of the rods. In addition to this, the plasmonic properties of the AuNRs can be tuned and enhanced
by self-assembling the rods into larger structures, whereby plasmonic hot spots are created between
the particles. Enhanced plasmonic properties in the visible spectrum can be achieved by introducing a
second metal such as silver, which has superior plasmonic properties compared to gold. In this project,
we �rst synthesized Au-Ag nanorods with either a core-shell or a homogeneously alloyed structure.
The latter could be achieved by heating the Au-Ag core-shell NRs under an inert or reducing atmo-
sphere, without losing the anisotropy of the NRs. We studied the in�uence of composition and metal
distribution on the optical properties and gained insight into the in�uence of the gas atmosphere on
the alloying. Secondly, the plasmonic properties of AuNRs could be enhanced by self-assembly into
novel plasmonic structures. The phase behaviour of silica-coated AuNRs was studied in 2D and in
spherical con�nement via solvent evaporation. Using this method it was possible to form spherical
supra-particles consisting of ordered AuNRs, which may be interesting for applications such as SERS
and plasmon-enhanced �uorescence due to plasmonic hot-spots between the tips of aligned AuNRs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

All throughout history humans have been intrigued by the properties of gold. It is one of very few
metals that can be widely found on earth in its metallic state, and it is likely to be the �rst metal we
have ever found and worked with [1, 2]. Its apparent resistance against chemical reactions such as
oxidation lies at the basis of its use in art and jewellery and earned gold the title of ‘noble metal’. For
most of human history, gold was assumed to react with nothing but a handful of materials. Since the
advent of nanotechnology however, we know these bulk properties do not hold when the size of gold
objects is reduced to the nanoscale range. Many of the bulk characteristics vanish and remarkable new
properties appear. The increased surface to volume ratio leads to an increase in chemical reactivity
and a lower melting point. When the particle size is reduced to the typical length scale of physical
phenomena, con�nement e�ects may appear that lead to drastically di�erent behaviour. The size of
(gold) nanoparticles is thus an important factor for the properties of the material [3–5]. One of these
properties that is a direct result of con�nement e�ects is the interaction of nanoparticles with light.
For small (1–100 nm) gold particles the absorption of light is due to the localised surface plasmon
resonance, which is the collective oscillation of the free electron gas in the metal. Since the frequency
of this oscillation, and thus the frequency of light it interacts with, is directly related to the size of the
particle, the absorption peak can be tuned by varying the particle size.

Figure 1.1: The Lycurgus Cup, the �rst
known example of dichroic glass where
the colour changes depending on whether
light is re�ected (left) or transmitted (right).
Reprinted from [6]

Unbeknownst to them, Roman artisans already used this
over 1700 years ago in one of the �rst known examples of
noble metal nanoparticles as a colourant: the Lycurgus cup
(Fig. 1.1). Due to the e�ects of scattering and absorption
of the nanoparticles embedded in the material, the re�ected
and transmitted light di�er in colour, which makes the cup
seemingly change colour depending on the direction it is
illuminated and viewed from. The secret of this material
was only unravelled when the material was examined with
an electron microscope in the 1980’s, revealing ∼50–100 nm
gold and silver nanoparticles [6]. It was in much the same
way that the presence of gold in their materials allowed me-
dieval artists to obtain the bright red and purple colours in
stain-glass windows for churches. Unlike organic and inor-
ganic dyes, these colours never degraded or bleached upon
prolonged light exposure. It was properties like these, that
inspired scientists to work on the development of nanostructured materials. Since the 1980’s, the num-
ber of publications on nanotechnology and gold nanoparticles have grown exponentially [4].

It is nowadays possible to synthesise nanoparticles with a high degree of control over the chemical
composition, size, shape, monodispersity and surface properties. This enabled the development of
synthesis methods for materials with (optical) properties that are unlike that of any known bulk material.
In this work, we study the properties of rod-like gold nanopartiles, which do not only have a nanometer
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1. Introduction 2

scale size, but also an anisotropic shape. When particles have an anisotropic shape, con�nement e�ects
will be di�erent in the di�erent directions and for gold nanorods, this results in a splitting of the localised
plasmon resonance modes into two: the transversal and the longitudinal directions. The absorption of
light by gold nanorods (AuNRs) due to SPR therefore consists of two distinct peaks. While the transverse
SPR is similar to that of spherical particles with an extinction maximum between 500 and 540 nm, the
longitudinal surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) can be tuned over a wide range of wavelengths from
the visible (∼ 600 nm) to far into the near-IR (� 1200 nm). This tuning is achieved purely by varying
the aspect ratio, the ratio between the length and diameter L/D, of the nanorod [4, 7–9].

1.1 Applications

Because of their remarkable size and shape speci�c properties, gold nanoparticles are useful for a range
of applications in industry, research and medicine. We discuss here some of the relevant applications of
AuNRs in general and of the research in this thesis speci�cally. In industry, gold nanoparticles can be
used for heterogeneous catalysis. Despite the unreactive nature of the bulk material, supported AuNPs
show good activity and selectivity for many reactions such as CO oxidation and selective oxidation
and hydrogenation. Moreover, gold catalysts are often active at much lower temperatures than other
materials which makes safer and more environmentally friendly reaction conditions possible [10–13].
Unlike many other materials, it is even possible to use unsupported colloids as catalysts due to the
excellent stability of gold [13]. While some work has been done on the properties of anisotropic particles
in catalysis, much remains unclear and currently industrial applications are mainly limited to particles
with an isotropic shape [3, 14, 15]. The well-de�ned tunable structure and electronic properties of gold
nanorods in combination with our ability to characterise them very precisely make them ideal as a
model system for fundamental studies of catalytic processes. Moreover, their tunable optical absorption
may make them potential candidates for plasmon-enhanced (photo)catalysis where the absorption of a
photon improves the reaction speed or selectivity [14, 16].

For biological application the AuNRs are of interest because their absorbance can be tuned to have a
maximum between 600 and 1350 nm, where human tissue has the lowest absorption for electromagnetic
radiation [17–19]. Unlike ionising radiation and x-rays, IR-radiation does not cause any damage to
healthy tissue at the dose-rates needed for deep tissue penetration. Furthermore, gold nanoparticles
of >5 nm are considered non-toxic and biocompatible, and can be functionalised with many ligands
for selective targeting of tissues and tumours, for drug delivery applications and for enhanced cell-
uptake [20, 21]. Due to the coupling of the plasmon resonance with phonons, they can be used for
photothermal treatment where the AuNRs locally heat their environment. This IR-irradiated heating
can be strong enough to destroy tissue with minimal damage to surrounding areas [7, 19, 20, 22]. In
addition to treatment, the particles can be used at lower light intensity to act as contrast agent for
in-vivo imaging [23]. Lastly, gold nanoparticles can be used as drug delivery agents by adsorption
of biologically active molecules. Excitation of the LSPR may be used to selectively control uptake
and release of medicines [20]. A third major application of AuNRs is in nanoscale sensing. This is
generally achieved with surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). There, the strong electric �eld of
the resonating electron promotes the signal for Raman-spectroscopy, a commonly used complement
to IR-spectroscopy for the identi�cation or organic molecules [7, 24, 25]. Lastly, AuNRs may have
applications in data storage [26], optoelectric devices and in enhancement of the properties of photonic
crystals [27]. For di�erent applications, the requirements on the properties of the particles vary greatly.
For some applications such as SERS and catalysis rough morphologies may be preferable, while others
rely on smooth defect-free nanocrystals. For bioimaging the near-IR wavelengths are useful while
nanoplasmonic devices or photocatalysts could be more e�ective in the visible.
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1.2 Aim and outline

The aim of this work is therefore to increase the tunability and improve upon the optical properties
of gold nanorods for various applications. To achieve this, we use two main approaches: �rstly, we
use self-assembly methods to obtain novel plasmonic structures of AuNRs. Secondly, we add silver as
second metal to combine the plasmonic properties of Ag and AuNRs.

Similarly to the in�uence of the change in shape on the plasmon resonance, the particles can show
new behaviour as a result of collective properties when two or more particles are brought close to each
other. Between the tips of (aligned) AuNRs, the electric �elds from both particles combine which yields
a much higher �eld enhancement than an individual particle. Furthermore, the plasmon resonances of
both particles can couple, giving rise to collective oscillation modes which do not occur in individual Au
nanoparticles [28–32]. We use self-assembly approaches to obtain ordered structures that may exhibit
such collective properties [33]. From a fundamental point of view it is interesting to study the inter-
particle interactions in high volume fractions, as shape anisotropy can lead to new phase behaviour
and many self-assembled structures with new properties exist [29].

Furthermore, the electronic and thereby optical properties can be strongly in�uenced when a second
metal is introduced. It was recently shown by our group that it is possible to replace part of the surface
of silica-coated AuNRs with Ag, Pt or Pd by controlled etching and metal overgrowth [34]. With this
method both rough and smooth metal surfaces can be created depending on the metal and the thickness
of the layer and the LSPR can be tuned over a wider range. A major downside of AuAg core-shell
particles is their poor chemical stability, and long term storage remains challenging. It has been shown
that the stability of AuAg particles can be greatly increased by mixing the metals into a homogeneous
alloy [35]. A very recent development in the SCM group is to explore the possibility of converting core-
shell like nanorods (CSNRs) into homogeneous alloys without losing the shape anisotropy. By tuning
both the composition and distribution the LSPR peak can be tuned precisely. It was discovered that this
can be achieved for AuNRs overgrown with silver, platinum and palladium by heating the particles in
an inert atmosphere [36]. One of the aims of this project is to gain insight into the processes that occur
during the alloying, in particular under di�erent atmospheric conditions.

In Chapter 2 we provide an overview of some of the general theory underlying this research, such
as the plasmon resonance and phase behaviour of rod-like particles. In Chapter 3 we discuss the back-
ground, methods and results of the synthesis of the gold nanorods used throughout this work, based
on theory and methods reported in the literature. In addition to this, we discuss experiments in which
centrifugation techniques were used for puri�cation of the gold nanorods. In Chapter 4 we describe
methods and results of two types of silica coatings we used for the particles in preparation for further
steps. Chapter 5 covers our experiments with silver overgrowth and alloying of AuNRs. Chapter 6
treats the synthesis and characterisation of self-assembled monolayers and spherical assemblies (supra-
particles). Lastly, we draw and discuss some conclusions (Ch. 7), and we provide suggestions for further
research (Ch. 8).



Chapter 2

Theory

In this chapter we provide a brief overview of some of the relevant theory to provide the reader with a
theoretical basis for reading this work. The subjects discussed here were chosen by the author because
of their relevance to the general concepts of this research and are all established in this �eld. Theory
speci�c to only small parts of this research will be discussed in the appropriate sections throughout
this work.

2.1 Electron microscopy

Electron microscopy is one of the most widely used methods for characterisation of nanomaterials,
and the practical considerations of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are well-known amongst
most researchers in materials science. However, because a considerable part of the analysis in this
work is based on electron micrographs, it is worthwhile to brie�y discuss the theory behind electron
microscopy and to reiterate some considerations and limitations of the various imaging methods used
in this research.

2.1.1 The (transmission) electron microscope

An overview of the transmission electron microscope and the signals generated under illumination of
the electron beam are given in Figure 2.1 (beam angles are exaggerated for clarity). The electrons are
generated in the top of the device, either by thermionic emission (in a tungsten �lament or LaB6 crystals)
or by tunnelling (in �eld emission guns, FEGs). The electrons are then accelerated in an electric �eld,
the potential of which is an important characteristic of the imaging process. Acceleration voltages for
TEM are typically between 100 and 300 kV. The beam is then focussed on the sample by the condensor
system that generally consists of two lenses. The condenser lenses and aperture determine the size
and intensity of the illuminated area on the sample. The objective lens creates the image which is then
selected and magni�ed by the intermediate and projection lenses in the projector system. By insertion
of the objective aperture it is possible to select only the direct beam in bright �eld TEM mode (BF-TEM)
or scattered electrons in electron di�raction mode (ED), while blocking the other electrons.

Most of the signals generated during interaction of the electron beam with the sample can be used for
detection, and they are each associated with their own imaging mode. The most common imaging mode
is bright �eld TEM (BF-TEM, often simply called TEM), where the entire area of interest is illuminated
and the image generated from the transmitted direct beam. When electrons are absorbed or scattered
upon interaction with a particle, the intensity of the electron beam in that spot will be decreased and
it will thus appear darker in the �nal image. The (empty) background scatters and absorbs the least
amount of electrons, and will thus appear bright (hence: bright �eld). Instead of illuminating the entire
image simultaneously, it is also possible to focus the beam into a small spot and scan over the sample in
a line-by-line fashion, such that signals that do not form an image can be collected. This is the principle
behind scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). By using an annular (ring shaped) detector
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5 2. Theory

Figure 2.1: Overview of the transmission electron
microscope. Top: di�erent kinds of signals are pro-
duced under the in�uence of the electron beam,
many of which can be used for detection. Reprinted
from ref. [37]. Right: overview of the microscope
layout. Adapted from ref. [38]
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the scattered electrons can be detected while omitting the direct beam. If the height of the detector
is chosen such that only electrons scattered at high angles are detected, the signal strength depends
only on the transmitted thickness and the atomic number of the material (I ∝ Z∼1.7), as scattering
close to the core is incoherent and di�raction e�ects do not occur. If a particle is present, electrons are
more likely to be scattered in that spot and thus a higher signal intensity will be measured, while few
scattered electrons are detected in the (empty) background. This method is therefore called high angle
annular dark �eld scanning transmission microscopy (HAADF-STEM) [39–41].

Due to inelastic scattering events, electrons can be excited out of core levels of atoms in the sample.
Characteristic x-rays are emitted when valence electrons subsequently relax to �ll the core-hole. Spec-
troscopic (element speci�c) imaging can be achieved by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (STEM-
EDX) which works by analysing the spectrum of these x-rays emitted by the sample. It is also possible
to measure the same energies by measuring the energy loss of the transmitted electrons in electron
energy loss spectroscopy (STEM-EELS) but this is not used in this work [42]. Backscattered or sec-
ondary electrons (the electrons that are ejected from the atoms in the sample due to collision with the
incoming electron beam) can be imaged to image speci�cally the surface of the material. While it is
possible to combine STEM with a secondary electron detector, generally SEM is not performed in a
TEM but rather in a dedicated scanning electron microscope (SEM). These are operated at much lower
acceleration potential to maximise interaction and minimise the depth of the imaged surface [43].

2.1.2 Limitations of electron microscopy

While TEM is a very useful tool, there are several important limitations that should be considered.
Firstly, there are some major contraints for the sample. Because the TEM operates in high vacuum,
samples must be completely dried after deposition on a carbon-coated copper grid. This may not
accurately represent the particles in dispersion, and capillary forces or other drying e�ects may distort
the sample. An example of this e�ect is that it is very hard to judge based only on TEM images whether
particles were aggregated or whether they grouped together during drying. Because a su�cient number
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of electrons must be transmitted for detection, the sample should also be su�ciently thin. Especially
for heavy elements such as gold, a sample of some hundreds of nanometres may already completely
block the electron beam. Changes in the sample may also be induced during the imaging by interactions
between the high-energy electrons and the sample: beam damage. The di�erent ways in which beam
damage can occur are the following:

• Heating. Energy transfer in inelastic scattering events can cause a local temperature change which
quickly reaches a steady state due to thermal conduction in the sample. These elevated temperatures
can melt particles and weaken materials. The heating is mainly governed by the electron current to
the sample which can be reduced by the use of a smaller condenser aperture.

• Atomic displacement. If a high energy electron is scattered by a nucleus, this is associated with a
transfer of momentum and energy from the electron to the nucleus, which may cause it to displace
(for example creating defects in crystallographic lattices). Displacement e�ects are mainly dominant
at high incident energy and can be prevented by lowering the acceleration voltage. A special case of
atomic displacement is sputtering, where atoms are ejected from the surface. Sputtering occurs on
the side where electrons exit the sample and occurs mostly for low-Z elements.

• Electrostatic charging. Charging of the sample, while predominantly a problem in SEM, can occur
in the TEM due to the emission of secondary electrons away from the sample. The copper grid
and carbon coating are conductive and normally ground the sample enough to prevent charge build-
up, but in insulating samples Coulombic forces from excess charge can cause considerable sample
damage.

• Radiolysis. Some materials, in particular organic molecules, can undergo chemical reactions induced
by inelastic scattering e�ects. This can involve breaking bonds and creating free radicals that can
undergo further reactions. Radiolysis is mainly a problem for environmental TEM but may cause
structural changes in some samples.

For a more detailed discussion of beam damage e�ects and how to recognise and prevent them we refer
the reader to the review by Egerton, Li and Malak [44]. In this work, we image almost exclusively gold,
silver and silica, which are highly stable under the in�uence of the electron beam. Melting and heating
e�ects can occur if there is a large density of particles, but this takes a much larger electron �ux than
that is necessary for recording images. The (porous) silica we used as protective shell is more sensitive
than the gold and silver, and collapse of the porous structure of this material occurred at prolonged
exposure to the electron beam. An example image of beam-damage from this research is given in the
appendix (Fig. B.2). For the majority of this work, beam damage e�ects were not of importance.

Lastly, because TEM has the ability to look at very high magni�cations, this also means the �eld of
view is very small. The part of the sample that can be imaged is only a tiny fraction of the total sample
and may not represent the rest of the sample accurately. As an example, it is possible that di�erently
shaped particles separate upon drying (as is sometimes the case for rods and spheres, see for example
Figure 6.1C), or that important features are missed if they are low in number. To prevent bias from the
imaging process as much as possible, samples were always imaged at di�erent magni�cation and in
several di�erent places on the TEM-grid. To assure that statistics such as particle size distributions were
correct, a large number of particles (typically ∼100) must be measured. Where possible, TEM results
should be compared to other (ensemble) measurement techniques.

2.1.3 3D electron microscopy

BF-TEM and STEM are transmission techniques, and thus all 3-dimensional information is projected
into the 2D imaging plane and any information expressed in the z axis (perpendicular to the imaging
plane) is lost. It is however possible to obtain 3D information from the sample if it is imaged at multiple
di�erent angles, as each angle provides information about a di�erent 2D projection in 3D space. The
full 3D structure of a sample is thus somehow contained in a set of images with all rotations from −90°
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a: the forward projection (the imaging process in the TEM) and b: the back-projection.
Reprinted from ref. [45].

to 90°. This principle lies at the basis of electron tomography, a method for 3D-TEM. In reality however,
the data is limited to a discrete and limited set of images. Because of this, a reconstruction algorithm
that approximates the true structure from it’s 2D projections must be used. In addition to this, due to
practical limitations such as the microscope layout and shadowing e�ects of the holder, the tilt range
of the sample is limited to typically ±70°. This means there is missing data in certain directions (the
missing wedge) which introduces artefacts into the reconstructed volume.

The two most common reconstruction methods are weighted back projection (WBP) and simulta-
neous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT). A back-projection (Fig. 2.2) is the opposite operation
of the forward-projection, the image transformation that occurs in the microscope when the electron
beam passes through the 3D volume and expresses this in intensity values on a 2D plane. In the back
projection, each detector pixel is projected back into the reconstruction volume at an angle correspond-
ing to the original tilt angle. Where many rays cross, the intensity is higher and the shape of the original
(unknown) object appears. Naturally, this introduces a very large amount of lines or streaking artefacts
running through the volume that partially obscure the true structure. The back-projection is thus an
imperfect inverse of the forward projection that cannot be calculated exactly. In WBP, a weighing
function or a Fourier-space �lter is used to remove these low frequency artefacts introduced by the
back-projection. SIRT on the other hand is an iterative method that improves the reconstruction by
solving for the reconstruction that most accurately returns the measured dataset. It makes use of the
fact that the forward projection can be calculated exactly and that the original dataset forms a perfect
reference. In SIRT, an ordinary back-projection is preformed �rst to create a trial reconstruction. The
trial reconstruction is then forward projected again, but the resulting projection data will di�er from
the original dataset due to the imperfections of the back-projection. The di�erence between the two
is then back-projected and used to update the trial volume. This can be repeated until convergence is
reached or for a predetermined number of iterations. Both methods have their advantages and disad-
vantages. WBP is computationally very fast, simple to understand and leads to reconstructions which
appear sharp. At the same time, WBP deals poorly with artefacts from the missing wedge and strongly
reconstructs noise. SIRT takes much longer to compute (since the back-projection has to be calculated
every iteration step) but leads to much smoother noise-free reconstructions [46–49]. Many other recon-
struction techniques exist, each with their own advantages and disadvantages. For a detailed discussion
of the theory and practical aspects of electron tomography, we refer readers to our recent literature
report [50].

It is also possible to obtain 3D reconstructions of a sample using SEM. By itself SEM does not
give true 3D information although it does reveal surface topology and some surface reconstruction
can be achieved based on shading. It is however possible to combine SEM with a focussed ion beam
(FIB-SEM) so that a sample can be milled, revealing the internal structure. A complete volume can be
analysed by serial block-face imaging: repeated imaging and removal of slices with the ion beam. While
the resolution of SEM is considerably lower than that of (HR-)TEM, sub-nm resolution is nowadays
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Figure 2.3: A: Surface plasmon polaritons at the metal-dielectric interface of a bulk metal. The arrows indicate
the electric �eld, which is strongly enhanced near the interface and decays exponentially into the dielectric and
the bulk. B: the localised surface plasmon resonance con�ned in a particle with r � λ. Reprinted from ref. [55].

possible in the xy plane. The z-resolution is limited by the thickness of the slices removed by the ion
beam which can be as little as 3 nm [43]. FIB-SEM is a destructive technique and one section can only be
imaged once. Because SEM is possible over many orders of magnitude, FIB-SEM is suitable for analysis
of large volumes and samples that are much thicker than in TEM-tomography. Lastly, it is possible to
use FIB-milling to prepare thin sections for tomography which combines advantages of both methods.

2.2 Plasmon resonance

The optical properties of metallic nanoparticles are dominated in the visible region by plasmon res-
onance. Because electrons in metals are e�ectively free, they can undergo collective motion when
placed in an electric �eld such as that of electromagnetic radiation. This gives rise to surface plasmon
polaritons: delocalised electromagnetic waves travelling over the metal-air interface. The electrons col-
lectively move back and forth between the metal surface (the lattice of positive ions) and the dielectric
(the non-conducting environment around the metal, for example air) which is depicted in Figure 2.3a.
In the bulk these waves in the electron density are quickly lost due to absorption and scattering e�ects
(�1 fs in bulk gold, but typically 15 fs for AuNRs [51]), which depends strongly on the properties of the
metal and the roughness of the surface [52]. Di�erences between the plasmonic properties of di�erent
metals are expressed via the material and energy dependent dielectric function. Using Drude’s theory
of free electrons, the dielectric function is described by known constants and experimental parameters
in equation 2.1:

ϵ (ω) = ϵ1 + iϵ2 = ϵm −
ω2
P

ω2 + Γ2 + i
ω2
PΓ

ω (ω2 + Γ2)
(2.1)

where ω is the frequency, ϵm the dielectric constant of the medium, Γ is a damping constant (which is
�tted from experimental data) and ωP is the plasma frequency, which is given by:

ω2
P =

ne2

ϵ0me
(2.2)

with n the electron density, e the electron charge, ϵ0 the permittivity of free space and me the relative
electron mass. Γ encompasses all scattering and damping e�ects such as electron-electron, electron-
phonon interaction, but also surface and defect e�ects [53,54]. Plots of the dielectric functions for gold
and silver can be found in the appendix in Figure B.1.

If the metal particle size is reduced to typically 10 - 100 nm, the surface plasmon waves become
con�ned in the particles and ultimately form a standing wave over the whole particle whereby the
entire electron cloud shifts with respect to the positive lattice of the nuclei (Fig. 2.3b). Because the
plasmon is now con�ned in the particle, it is no longer delocalised and referred to as the localised
surface plasmon resonance. Like the bulk surface plasmon polariton, this oscillation occurs at a certain
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Figure 2.4: The transverse and longitudinal surface plasmon resonance in nanorods under the in�uence of the
electric �eld of light (not to scale). When the wavelength of the light matches the resonant frequency of the
electron cloud, the extinction reaches a maximum.

resonance frequency and will most strongly interact with light of the correct energy, giving rise to
a distinct peak in the absorption spectrum. Since this e�ect arises from con�nement of the plasmon
resonance in the particle, it depends on the size of the particle. The position of the optical absorption
peak can therefore be tuned by changing the particle size [53, 55]. The dependency of the extinction
of plasmonic nanoparticles on the particle size is theoretically described by Mie theory. The optical
extinction cross-section for spherical particles is given by:

Cext =
24π 2R3ϵ2/3

m

λ

ϵ2

(ϵ1 + 2ϵm )2 + ϵ2
2

(2.3)

where R is the particle radius, λ the wavelength, ϵm the dielectric constant of the medium which is
assumed to be constant, and ϵ1 and ϵ2 are the real and the imaginary part of the dielectic function of
the metal respectively. We note that this is a dipole approximation that ignores multipolar resonances,
which may be important in certain cases. It is also assumed that the entire electron cloud feels the same
electric �eld at the same time, in other words the size of the particle must be much smaller than the
wavelength of the incoming photons [53, 56].

When particles have an anisotropic (nonspherical) shape, the plasmon resonance gets a directional
dependency as the resonance in one direction will occur over a di�erent length than the resonance in
the other directions. In the case of nanorods this results in two distinct plasmon modes, the longitudinal
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) in along the length of the particle, and the transversal surface plas-
mon resonance in the directions perpendicular to the long axis as can be seen in Figure 2.4. We note that
the abbreviation LSPR is used frequently in the literature to denote the localised SPR of nanoparticles
in general, but for clarity is used in this work only to denote the longitudinal SPR (which is strictly
speaking also a localised SPR).

The optical extinction spectra of nanorods can be predicted using Mie-Gans theory, an extension
of Mie theory for spheroids. The extinction cross-section Cext of a plasmonic particle is then given by:

Cext =
2πVϵ3/2

m

3λ
∑
j

P −2
j ϵ2(

ϵ1 + 1−P j
P j

ϵm

)2
+ ϵ2

2

(2.4)

where V is the volume of the particles, λ the wavelength of the light, ϵm the dielectric constant of
the medium, and ϵ1 and ϵ2 are the real and the imaginary part of the dielectic function of the metal
respectively. P j gives the oscillation modes in the three directions due to the particle shape (determined
by the radii A, B and C with A > B = C) and is given by the following equations for spheroids:

PA =
1 − e2

e2

[ 1
2e ln

( 1 + e

1 − e
)
− 1

]
PB = PC =

1 − PA
2

(2.5)
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Figure 2.5: Optical extinction spectra of AuNRs calculated with Mie-Gans theory (using Eq. 2.4). Left: in�uence
of the aspect ratio on the SPR of AuNRs while ϵm was kept constant at 2.0. The inset shows the TSPR in more
detail. Right: in�uence of ϵm on the SPR while the AR was kept constant at 4. Data for the dielectric function for
Au were obtained from ref. [61].

with the ellipticity e that depends only on the aspect ratio and is de�ned as

e =

√
1 −

(B
A

)2
(2.6)

where A and B = C are the radii of the spheroid analogous to the length and diameter of a rod. The
volume V of a spheroid can be calculated using

V =
4π
3

(A
2

) (B
2

) (C
2

)
(2.7)

but can also be determined from experimental data. Figure 2.5 gives the theoretical aborption spectra
for AuNRs of various aspect ratios. With increasing aspect ratio, the longitudinal SPR of gold nanorods
shifts more towards the infrared and the extinction cross-section increases. The transversal SPR under-
goes little to no peak shift upon an increasing aspect ratio. A similar trend is observed if the dielectric
constant of the medium is changed, so a peak shift is expected if the solvent is changed or for exam-
ple if a silica shell is grown over the AuNRs [53, 57–59]. A limitation of these equations is that the
analytical expression is available only for spheroids, while the AuNRs synthesised by most methods
are more accurately described as spherocylinders. Using numerical methods however, expressions for
spherocylinders have been obtained, and they give qualitatively similar results [59, 60].

Based on Eq. 2.4 an increase in the particle volume gives rise to a larger cross-section but does
not a�ect the position of the LSPR peak, as the volume is only a wavelength-independent prefactor. In
reality su�ciently small nanoparticles are necessary for the localised plasmon resonance as Mie-Gans
theory relies on the assumption that the particle size is small with respect to the wavelength of the
incoming light. When the particle size increases further, bulk damping e�ects start to dominate and the
plasmon resonance peak diminishes [53,58]. On the other hand, if particles are small with respect to the
mean free path of electrons in gold (∼ 20 nm), surface scattering e�ects contribute considerably to the
decay of the plasmon resonance. It was found that AuNRs with a diameter between 10 and 20 nm have
the longest dephasing time, and consequently the narrowest linewidth. Lastly, a major contribution to
the damping of the plasmon resonance is excitation of intraband transitions in the metal, which occurs
predominantly when the resonant energy is larger than 1.8 eV (690 nm), so longer lifetimes are observed
for AuNRs with a higher aspect ratio [20].

2.3 Phase behaviour of rod-like particles

Compared to isotropic particles, the anisotropy of rod-like particles gives rise to new phase-behaviour
in the form of (liquid) crystals. Liquid crystals are phases that are somewhere between liquids, which
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nematic smectic A smectic B (columnar) ABC (crystal)

Figure 2.6: (Liquid) crystal phases of rod-like particle with only orientational ordering (nematic), with orien-
tational and positional ordering in layers (smectic), or with long range orientational and positional ordering
(crystals).

Figure 2.7: Phase diagram of hard-core spherocylinders from computer simulations, the grey areas indicate
coexistence. Reprinted from ref. [63] based on data from [65]. Note that here the length L is the cylinder length,
whereas we use L to refer to the end-to-end distance.

posses no orientational or positional ordering, and crystals, which are ordered in all directions. Some
examples are shown schematically in Figure 2.6. In a nematic phase, the particles show orientational
alignment with a net average director, but the centres of mass are isotropically positioned in space
such as in a liquid. Smectic phases show orientational ordering as well as positional ordering in one
dimension as they consist of regularly stacked layers with a characteristic layer spacing. These lamellar
structures often have the main orientational axis perpendicular to the plane of the layers (such as in
smectic A and B). In smectic A phases the rods are positions isotropically within the layer, while in
smectic B there is semi-long range (hexagonal) ordering of the rods within one layer. Other variations
include tilting of the rods with respect to the plane of the layers (smectic C, not shown), chiral structures
(cholesteric) and many others (up to smectic L) have been reported. Lastly, there are fully crystalline
systems such as AAA and ABC where there is long range positional ordering within the layers which
is correlated to that of the next layer and thus extends in 3 dimensions [62–64].

A phase diagram for hard spherocylinders based on Monte Carlo simulations is shown in Figure
2.7. It is shown that for AR ≥ 4 nematic and smectic phases can be expected, while for su�ciently
high volume fraction crystals are most stable. It was found that for charged particles this behaviour
changes as the e�ective length and diameter due to charge repulsion are now more important, and it
was found that the charge destabilises the smectic A and more so the nematic phase, while stabilising
columnar phases like smectic-B and crystals [66, 67]. In addition to charge, experimental systems such
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as silica or gold rods are not perfectly monodisperse. It seems intuitive that polydispersity in the length
will disturb the formation of smectic layers while polydispersity in the diameter may disturb ordering
within layers. It was found in simulations that for a polydipersity of σ > 8% the smectic A phase is
gradually destabilised while nematic and columnar phases become more favourable until a critical point
at σ ≈ 18% above which the smectic A disappears completely [68, 69].

The degree to which there is orientational ordering in a system can be expressed by the nematic
order parameter, which compares the orientation of each rod with the nematic director n̂ which is the
dominant or “average” orientation of the entire system. The 2D and 3D nematic order parameters S2D
and S3D are given by

S2D = 2
〈
cos2ψ

〉
− 1 (2.8)

S3D =
2
3
〈
cos2ψ

〉
− 1

2 (2.9)

whereψ is the angle between the main axis of the individual rods and the nematic director n̂. This is a
convenient parameter because for a fully aligned system S = 1 while for a randomly oriented (isotropic)
system S = 0. This order parameter thus only describes orientational order and does not distinguish
between di�erent liquid crystal structures such as nematic and smectic crystals.



Chapter 3

Synthesis of gold nanorods

A great number of articles has been devoted to the synthesis of AuNRs because of their potential for
applications, but certainly also because of the long lasting challenges in their synthesis. Synthesising
AuNRs with good monodispersity and particularly a large shape-yield, has been challenging [8, 70–
73]. From early on during and shortly after nucleation until the end of the growth, the tendency of
particles to grow into the thermodynamically stable (near) spherical shape has to be overcome. A major
breakthrough in AuNR synthesis was the development of the seeded growth approach. This separates
the two crucial events in the synthesis that require almost opposite reaction conditions: nucleation and
growth. For nucleation, a very rapid reduction of the gold is needed to obtain many small particles. For
the directed growth, a slow reduction of gold is desired to obtain monodisperse particles and to make
optimal use of methods for kinetic shape control. The rodlike shape is out-of-equilibrium (inherently
thermodynamically unstable), and thus thermodynamic control over the shape cannot be used. If the
reaction conditions are too slow, any process is an equilibrium process following a thermodynamic
path, but if the reaction proceeds too fast other reactions in addition to the facet-speci�c reaction that
leads to rod-growth can occur.

3.1 AuNR synthesis: breaking shape anisotropy

Surfactants are commonly used in nanoparticle synthesis to stabilise the particles in a solvent. In the
synthesis of AuNRs, cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) is the most widely used surfactant. In
the method we use most (see Sec. 3.1.1), CTAB is used in combination with NaOL to form a binary
surfactant mixture [74]. Here the role of these molecules is not only to maintain a stable surface, but
also to assist the formation of the anisotropic shape. Selective binding of the CTAB to certain gold
facets can sterically block those sites for additional gold atoms, leading to a decreased rate of growth
in these directions. When other crystal facets are still available for the gold they grow fast with respect
to the CTAB-blocked facets, leading to the elongated rod-shape where the long sides are formed by the
CTAB-stabilised facets. The anisotropic shape is thus the result of kinetic control, and not a result of
any thermodynamically favoured structure. For AuNRs growth occurs mainly along the {111} facets
(that end up exposed only on the tips of the rods) while the long sides of the rods are composed of
the facets that grow slowly. For single crystalline AuNRs prepared with the CTAB method, the long
(lateral) sides consist of alternating {100} and {110} facets [70, 73, 75, 76]. When di�erent surfactants are
used, AuNRs with a di�erent exposed surface (such as the {520}) can be synthesised [77, 78]. Murphy
et al. proposed that the speci�c binding of CTAB on some of the facets can be explained by the similar
size of the CTA+ cation and the distance between adsorption sites. For this mechanism the adsorption
of the Br– ion plays a crucial role [7, 71]. It has also been suggested that CTAB micelles can form a
cylindrical soft template for the formation of the rods [79], although this theory has been subject of
some debate in the literature [78].

It is important to note that a small amount of silver nitrate is added to assist the formation of the
rods, which has a direct e�ect on the aspect ratio. This size control by varying silver concentration is

13
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Figure 3.1: Adsorption sites for silver atoms at di�erent gold facets. The highest coordination of silver occurs
for the {110} plane which is expected to have the highest rate of UPD. The white circles represent atoms one layer
deeper in the metal. Reprinted from ref. [80].

consistent with earlier synthesis protocols [81]. The exact role of the silver in the synthesis of AuNRs
is still widely debated, but a number of mechanisms has been proposed [8, 82]. Firstly, the silver ions
may form a facet-speci�c capping agent in combination with the bromide ions from CTAB. These
Ag+Br– species hinder the addition of Au to the {100} and {110} facets leading to preferential deposition
on the tips of the rods. NMR and mass spectra point towards the presence of AgBr or Ag+Br−CTA
species present at washed AuNRs [71, 80, 81]. A second possibility is the adsorption of silver atoms
onto speci�c surface sites of the particle due to underpotential deposition (UPD). This process relies
on a decrease in reduction potential for Ag(I) due to the in�uence of highly unsaturated gold at the
surface. Under experimental conditions the Ag(I) will not be reduced to form a bulk silver layer on the
particles, however, the reduction potential can be lower for Ag(I) in a favourable surface site. This e�ect
is expected to be stronger for the {110} facet than for the {100} and {111} facets based on the geometry of
these facets (Figure 3.1). The formation of a partial silver layer can decrease the rate of gold-adsorption
on those facets [80, 82].

A third possibility suggested is that the Ag(I) ions su�ciently alter the shape of the CTAB-micelles to
form a cylindrical bilayer. The micelles can then act as soft template for the template-assisted formation
of the rods while con�ning the gold particle to adapt its formation to the the rod-like shape of the
micelle-cavity [79]. It is currently unclear whether such rod-like micelles are formed under the reaction
conditions in the AuNR synthesis and the explanation of rod growth due to CTAB as soft template is
generally considered obsolete after experiments with di�erent surfactants [8,29]. We therefore consider
mainly the �rst two processes although it may well be a combination of various factors that leads to the
rod-like shape. It has been reported very recently, that silver predominantly in�uences the symmetry
breaking point where the spherical seed starts growing anisotropically, while having little in�uence on
further growth of the rod [83]. Using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), an element speci�c
electron microscopy technique, it was demonstrated that the silver is mainly present at the surface of
the AuNRs which is consistent with all mechanisms [84]. The presence of silver atoms on the surface
should be kept in mind, as in many applications such as catalysis and optical e�ects these surface atoms
may have a considerable in�uence on the properties.

3.1.1 Ye & Murray synthesis

The synthesis most commonly used in this work to make the AuNRs is a method reported by Ye &
Murray et al. [74]. This method gives high control over the size and aspect ratio and yields highly
monodisperse AuNRs for most sizes. The rods obtained are mono-crystalline with little to no defects.
A schematic overview of the synthesis protocol is depicted in Figure 3.2. Exact experimental details of
the synthesis are given in Section 3.2.1. A seed solution is prepared by reduction of Au3+ with NaBH4
(a strong reducing agent) in the presence of CTAB. In addition to the seed mixture a growth mixture is
prepared in which gold atoms can be deposited along certain facets of the seed crystals, but in which
no new nuclei are formed. Sodium oleate (NaOL) is added to the growth mixture, which contains a
double bond that can (partially) reduce the Au(III) ions present in the growth mixture to Au(I), which
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Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the synthesis of AuNRs. A seed and growth solution are prepared separately,
a small amount of seed solution is then added to the growth solution and NR-growth occurs. T: temperature, t:
reaction time until the next step, S: stirring speed.

is evidenced by the disappearance of the yellow-orange colour. After 90 minutes, ascorbic acid (AA,
vitamin C) is added which facilitates a slow further reduction of Au(I) to Au(0) catalysed by the seed
particles. Due to the 2:3 molar ratio of AA to Au(I) the synthesis has a maximum yield of 67%. When
the seed particles are added to the growth solution, gold is grown mainly along the {111} facets and
rod-like particles will be formed [74]. Afterwards, the particles can be separated from the synthesis
solution and washed with nanopure H2O by means of centrifugation and redispersion. The particles
can be redispersed in a 5 mM solution of CTAB and stored for long periods of time.

Ye & Murray et al. have reported an extensive investigation into the various parameters that can be
used to control the size and aspect ratio of the gold particles. The general trends in synthesis parameters
and particle shape they found can be summarised as follows:

1. a decreasing pH leads to an increase in length and decrease in thickness, giving precise control over
the aspect ratio

2. decreasing the amount of seed solution leads to an increase in particle volume

3. increasing the CTAB concentration leads to a decrease in particle volume, mainly a�ecting the
diameter

4. AR monodispersity increases with smaller aspect ratio

The in�uence of pH on the aspect ratio can be understood by realising that H+ slows down the reduction
of Au(I) by ascorbic acid. AA is known to have a reduction reactivity that depends on the pH [85], which
we discuss in more detail in Section 5.3. The slow reaction rate results in a stronger in�uence of the
facet-selective blocking by CTAB, and giving atoms more time to �nd the more accessible ends. The
in�uence of the number of seeds added is straightforward as each seed grows out to a rod. The amount
of gold precursor available in the growth solution runs out quicker when more seeds are present while
for low seed concentration the amount of precursor per seed is large. A decrease in diameter at higher
CTAB concentration can simply be explained by (and is evidence for) the selective blocking of the facets
on the side of the rod.

3.1.2 Tips for successful AuNR synthesis

Due to the complicated nature of the synthesis protocol and the many parameters involved it can be
di�cult to improve if any problems with shape impurities and polydispersity arise. The method is
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highly reproducible for those experienced with the procedure, but it may take synthesis of multiple
batches to get good results when attempted in a new laboratory. We would therefore like to provide
the reader with some notes and tips on aspects of the synthesis that are of importance but may be
overlooked when trying to reproduce the synthesis, or that may be crucial to a successful synthesis
but excluded from the experimental section of articles. A detailed discussion of some of these tips is
also provided in the article of Scarabelli & Liz-Marzán et al. [78]. They included several highly detailed
synthesis protocols.

Care should be taken when choosing which chemicals to be used, since di�erent suppliers or dif-
ferent purities from the same supplier may contain small amounts of contaminants that may have a
big e�ect. It was for example shown that AuNR synthesis can be successful or fail when nothing is
changed but the CTAB supplier due to trace amounts of iodide present in some of the supplies [86, 87].
The success was even found to vary from lot to lot when the same supplier was used, and detailed in-
formation on the chemicals used should always be provided when reporting a AuNR synthesis [88, 89].
In addition to this, some of the chemicals used are to be stored in special ways: NaBH4 should always
be stored under vacuum of N2 as it can react with atmospheric moisture. AgNO3 should be kept in the
dark to prevent photodegradation and contact with metal objects (such as a spatula) is to be avoided at
all time. Sodium oleate should be kept in the fridge. The use of vials with a metal-coated cap should be
avoided, in particular for solutions of HAuCl4, HCl and AgNO3 as metal may dissolve and contaminate
the solution. The water used should be fresh ultra-pure (Milli-Q) quality and checked regularly as it is
one of the major sources of irreproducibility of AuNR synthesis. Aside from excess ions, the pH may
vary leading to varying results [78].

Glassware and stirring bars used in the synthesis (in particular the �ask containing the growth
solution) should always be cleaned with aqua regia, rinsed with plenty distilled water and dried in
an oven. This is to prevent any gold particles from previous syntheses to act as seeds in the new
growth solution. The total reaction volume, i.e. the scale of the reaction, can in�uence the results as
di�usion of reactants and heat becomes relatively slow if the volume is larger. The temperature of
the reaction is important during several steps, as the CTAB can crystallise when the temperature is
too low while a temperature that is too high may induce secondary nucleation or decreased kinetic
shape control. If solutions are heated to dissolve the surfactants, one must make sure they are cooled
completely to the appropriate temperature before adding the seeds. Adequate stirring is necessary to
prevent concentration gradients that lead to polydispersity. We found that in particular stirring after
addition of HCl and AA are important. Because CTAB solutions have the tendency to foam, reactants
should always be added below the foam to assure complete mixing. If there are problems during the
synthesis, a small scale (10 mL) reaction can be used to limit these e�ects and narrow down the cause
of any issues [78].

3.1.3 Alternative synthesis methods

Two alternative synthesis methods for obtaining high aspect-ratio rods were tested to expand the range
of aspect ratios that could be synthesised. Wu & Huang et al. [90, 91] reported a multi-step seeded
synthesis with nitric acid (HNO3) to obtain large AuNRs with an aspect ratio of 19 and length of∼350 nm.
Due to their large volume and aspect ratio these particles are not suited for most plasmonic applications,
but their large size also means that they have a high aspect ratio even if a thick silica shell is grown. The
method works by �rst synthesising CTAB-stabilised seeds and then adding them to a growth solution
containing Au3+, AA, CTAB. A small amount of the resulting solution is then immediately added to
a second �ask with growth solution, and again a small amount is taken immediately and added to a
third �ask with growth solution which was acidi�ed with HNO3. Nanorod growth then occurs over the
course of 12 hours during which the rods sediment to the bottom while spherical particles remain in
the top solution.

The second method we used was a seedless method reported by Xu & Liang et al. [92] to synthesise
AuNRs with aspect ratios up to 20. The AuNRs reported for the Xu & Liang et al. synthesis are much
smaller than those from the Wu & Huang et al. method. The high aspect ratio is achieved mostly
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by strong suppression of gold deposition on the lateral facets, thus keeping the diameter very small
(<10 nm). A growth solution is prepared with HAuCl4, CTAB and hydroquinone as a soft reducing agent
and addition of a small amount of NaBH4 initiates nucleation followed by gradual growth. Similar to
the Ye & Murray et al. method, AgNO3 and HCl are added to the growth mixture to control the reaction
kinetics and thus the resulting particles. Control over the aspect ratio is achieved mainly by changing
the HCl concentration.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Ye & Murray AuNR synthesis

Preparation of the seed solution: an aqueous 0.1 M CTAB solution was heated to ∼ 50 ◦C and stirred to
dissolve any crystals and cooled to 30 ◦C. Then, 10 mL of the CTAB solution was added to a 40 mL
scintillation vial which was placed in a 30 ◦C water bath and a magnetic stirring bar was added. The
temperature of the water bath was kept constant for the rest of the reaction. An aqueous solution of
50 mM HAuCl4 was �ltered using a syringe �lter (0.45 µm cut-o�), 51 µL of the �ltered solution was
added to the CTAB solution while stirring at 400 rpm during which a colour change to deep orange was
observed. The solution was left to stir for several minutes. A 0.1 M NaBH4 solution was prepared by
quickly weighing NaBH4 and immediately dissolving it in ice-cold H2O. 120 µL of the solution was then
immediately added to 1.88 mL ice-cold H2O to obtain a concentration of 6 mM NaBH4. The stirring
speed of the CTAB/gold solution was turned up to the maximum speed (1200 rpm) and 1 mL of the
NaBH4 solution was rapidly added, after which the mixture quickly turned black and then gradually to
a light brown. Stirring was turned o� after 2 min and the seeds were left to age at 30 ◦C for at least 30
minutes up to a maximum of several hours.

Preparation of the growth solution: 7.00 g CTAB and 1.23 g NaOL and 250 mL H2O (by weight) were
added to a 500 mL Erlenmeyer �ask, placed in a 50 ◦C water bath and a large stirring bar was added. A
stopper was used to close the �ask during all subsequent steps and only removed to add reactants. The
mixture was stirred at 400 rpm until the CTAB and NaOL were fully dissolved, after which the water
bath was cooled to 30 ◦C while stirring continued. When it the temperature had stabilised, x mL of a
10 mM AgNO3 solution was added. 5 mL of the �ltered 50 mM HAuCl4 solution was diluted to 1 mM
with 245 mL H2O (by weight) and added to the growth mixture, which quickly turned to an orange
colour and then slowly colourless and was left to stir at 400 rpm for 90 min until it was completely
colourless. Then, y mL 37% HCl was slowly added and stirring was continued for 15 min. 1.25 mL of
an aqueous 64 mM AA solution was added and stirring continued for 15 min. Then, z mL of the seed
solution was added and after 15 stirring was turned o� and the mixture was left to react overnight. A
colour change from colourless to light pink, then a deep red to dark brown occurred over the course of
several hours.

Table 3.1: Parameters used for the Ye & Murray synthesis of AuNRs, where x refers to the volume of 10 mM
AgNO3, y the volume of HCl 37% and z the volume of seed solution. # refers to the number of batches made with
that particular method.

method ID AR x (mL) y (mL) z (mL) #
YM1 ∼4.5 7.2 2.1 0.8 8
YM2 ∼7.0 9.6 4.8 0.4 2
YM3 ∼7.0 9.6 5.4 0.8 2a
YM4 ∼6.5 9.6 4.2 0.8 1
YM5 ∼1.5 4.8 1 0.2 1a
YM6 ∼5.0 4.8 4.2 0.05 1a,b

athese were made on a 25 mL scale with all volumes scaled accordingly
b this was made using 9 rather than 7 g CTAB
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Here, di�erent values of x (AgNO3), y (HCl) and z (seeds) were taken to obtain rods with di�erent
aspect ratios, which is summarised for several methods we used in Table 5.3. YM1 was used to make
the rods used for etching and silver deposition and generally resulted in AuNRs with an AR of ∼4.5. In
some cases the AR was lower when this method was used, which always coincided with the presence
of cubic particles and was resolved when the growth solution was given more time to homogenize
before and after addition of AA. The YM2 method was mostly used for preparing high-AR AuNRs for
self-assembly.

3.2.2 Wu & Huang synthesis

1 mL 1 M aqueous CTAB, 250 µL 10 mM aqueous HAuCl4 and 8.75 mL H2O were added to an aqua re-
gia cleaned 40 mL vial containing a magnetic stirring bar and placed in a 30 ◦C water bath. A 10 mM
NaBH4 solution was prepared freshly with ice cold H2O and 350 µL was added while vigorously stirring
(1200 rpm). A colour change to light brown indicated formation of small gold seeds. 100 mL of an aque-
ous growth solution was prepared containing 25 mM HAuCl4 and 1 mM CTAB. Two 25 mL Erlenmeyer
�asks were labelled A and B, 4.5 mL of growth solution and 25 µL 0.1 M aqueous AA solution were
added to both �asks. A 100 mL Erlenmeyer �ask was labeled C, 45 mL growth solution, 250 µL 0.1 M
aqueous AA solution, and 300 µL 0.1 M aqueous HNO3 solution were added. Stirring bars were added
to A, B and C and stirring was turned up to 1200 rpm. 400 µL of the seed solution was added to A, then
within several seconds 400 µL of �ask A was transferred to �ask B. After several seconds, 4 mL of �ask
B was transferred to �ask C. After ∼ 1 min, stirring in �ask C was turned o� and the mixture slowly
turned purple and then brown. It was left to react overnight after which a black sediment was visible
on the bottom of the �ask. The supernatant was removed and the sediment was redispersed in 10 mL
H2O, centrifuged at 1500 g for 15 min and redispersed in 8 mL 5 mM aqueous CTAB solution.

3.2.3 Xu & Liang synthesis

9.65 mL of a 0.15 M aqueous CTAB solution was added to an aqua regia cleaned 40 mL vial containing
a magnetic stirring bar and placed in a 25 ◦C water bath and stirred at 400 rpm. 196.8 µL of an aqueous
25.4 mM HAuCl4 solution, 50 µL of an 100 mM aqueous AgNO3 solution and 500 µL of a 50 mM aqueous
hydroquinone solution were added to the vial. Then, a certain amount of 1.19 M aqueous HCl was
added, we used 10, 15 or 20 µL which we denote as method XL1, XL2 and XL3 respectively. A 10 mM
NaBH4 solution was freshly prepared with ice-cold H2O and 15 µL was quickly added to the vial while
stirring vigorously (1200 rpm). After 30 seconds, stirring was turned o� and the mixture was left to
react overnight, during which the colour changed to dark brown. The particles were collected using
centrifugation (8000 g for 15 min), redispersed in H2O, centrifuged (8000 g for 15 min) and redispersed
in 3 mL 5 mM CTAB. For the 100 mL scale synthesis (XL4) all volumetric quantities were increased by
a factor 10 and a 300 mL erlenmeyer �ask was used. Stirring after NaBH4 addition was maintained for
2 minutes and centrifugation times were increased by a factor of 2.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Ye & Murray method

TEM micrographs of several samples of AuNRs synthesised with the Ye & Murray method are given in
Figure 3.3, TEM-images of more samples are shown in the appendix (Fig. B.3, B.4 and B.5). Statistics and
size measurements from TEM imaging are summarised for part of the samples in Table 3.2. The AuNRs
could be synthesised with many di�erent aspect ratios which was con�rmed with FTIR extinction
spectroscopy and with size measurements from the TEM data. In good correspondence with the theory,
the particles possess an increasing LSPR peak wavelength with increasing aspect ratio, regardless of the
volume of the AuNRs. The width of the LSPR-peak is determined predominantly by the polydispersity
of the samples, and is somewhat wider than the spectra reported by Ye & Murray et al. suggesting that
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Figure 3.3: A–D: BF-TEM images of AuNRs synthesised using the Ye & Murray method with parameters speci�ed
in Table 3.1. A: YM1 method with a large number of shape contaminants, and an aspect ratio of 3.7±16%. B: YM1
method, AR=4.7±9.7%. C: YM4 method, AR=6.7±14%. D: YM2 method, 7.3±11%. E: normalised FTIR extinction
spectra corresponding to the samples in A–D. F: normalised FTIR extinction spectra of 8 batches of AuNRs
synthesised with the YM1 method, numbering is chronologically.
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Table 3.2: Overview of the results of AuNRs synthesised with the Ye & Murray method

Method Batch L (nm) D (nm) AR V (104 nm3) λmax (nm)
YM1 1 89.9±12.7 24.8±3.7 3.67±16% 4.1±1.3 822
YM1 2 91.5±7.8 23.0±2.2 4.01±11% 3.5±0.8 843
YM1 3 88.2±7.4 24.4±2.3 3.65±12% 3.8±0.8 810
YM1 5 77.7±8.4 17.1±1.8 4.59±12% 1.6±0.4 902
YM1 6 75.3±8.6 16.5±2.0 4.60±13% 1.5±0.4 910
YM1 7 74.7±9.3 14.9±1.4 5.05±14% 1.2±0.3 894
YM1 8 72.5±7.4 15.5±1.3 4.90±9% 1.3±0.3 895
YM2 1 119.5±14.0 16.5±2.1 7.30±11% 2.5±0.7 1150
YM2 2 111.3±12.9 15.9±1.6 7.02±11% 2.2±0.6 1148
YM3 1 80.5±13.1 11.6±1.7 7.02±11% 0.8±0.3 1114
YM3 2 100.5±16.2 14.6±2.2 7.03±22% 1.6±0.6 1099
YM4 1 78.5±12.0 12.3±1.8 6.53±20% 0.9±0.3 1075

in our case, the polydispersity is larger. From size measurements on various samples we know that the
polydispersity in the aspect ratio is typically between 10 and 14%. In all samples there were particles
with other shapes but the relative amounts varied. In most instances the percentage of non-rodlike
particles was < 5%, and these shape impurities consisted mainly of spherical particles with diameters
similar to those of the rods. In two syntheses with the YM1 method (speci�cally: the �rst two) that were
performed for this research there were slightly more shape contaminants including also some cubic
particles (Fig. 3.3A) causing an increased extinction peak at 550 nm. These shape contaminants are most
likely a result of concentration and temperature gradients during the synthesis as a result of insu�cient
stirring, as these issues were considerably reduced when longer stirring times were used and extra care
was taken to avoid contaminations. AuNRs with a high aspect ratio (YM2 method) contained slightly
more spherical particles in both cases.

In total, 8 batches of AuNRs were prepared using the YM1 method. FTIR extinction spectra of
these batches (numbered in chronological order) are shown in Figure 3.3F. It can be seen that varying
results were observed in di�erent batches as there is a considerable spread in the peak positions, which
corresponded well to the aspect ratio from TEM size measurements. When two batches of AuNRs were
prepared side-by-side using the same solutions and seeds, the results were always well-reproducible
(see for example batches 5&6 or 7&8). This indicates that the variation in the results is most likely
due to small di�erences in precursor concentration or the seed solution. In one instance, two batches
prepared side-by-side (7&8) had a tail in the LSPR spectrum due to the presence of higher AR AuNRs
in both samples, it is unclear what the cause of this is. It is not possible to comment in detail on the
reproducibility for the Ye & Murray et al. synthesis with other parameter sets as no other methods were
used more than twice (YM2 and YM3). In the case of the YM2 method, two batches were synthesised
independently using di�erent stock solutions and seeds and the results in both cases were highly similar
which suggest good reproducibility. In the case of the YM3 method the two batches di�ered strongly in
volume and polydispersity. We suspect that this is related to the fact that the �rst batch was synthesised
on a 25 mL scale and the second was synthesised on a 500 mL scale.

Based on the gold concentration and the amount of reducing agent (AA and NaOL), about 2/3 of the
Au3+ is reduced to gold nanoparticles. This leads to a theoretical particle concentration of 65 mg L−1,
excluding any additional weight due to CTAB on the surface. For particles of 100×20 nm, this amounts
to a particle concentration of ∼1.1 · 1014 L−1. These values can be used as reference, in combination
with the intensity (maximum value) of the LSPR optical extinction peak to get an estimate of the particle
concentration during the various reaction steps and experiments. To determine the gold concentration
more precisely we attempted �ame atomic absorption spectroscopy (F-AAS) and found that the gold
signal could be measured only when the particles were collected with centrifugation, dissolved in pure
aqua regia and subsequently diluted with water to 10 V% aqua regia. Due to some issues with the
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stability and accuracy of the calibration series, no accurate concentration determination with AAS was
done. Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) was found to be more precise
under similar conditions due to the higher sensitivity and was used to determine the gold concentration
of a sample of AuNRs (AR = 3.7). 200 µL of the sample with an optical extinction maximum of 2.25
was dissolved with 50 µL aqua regia and diluted with water to a total volume of 5.00 mL. The gold
concentration of the diluted sample from ICP-AES analysis was found to be 244±3.4 µg L−1, which
corresponds to 2.71 mg L−1 for a sample with an extinction maximum of 1. The amount of silver in the
sample of gold rods remaining from the synthesis was found to constitute a molar fraction of less than
0.05.

3.3.2 Wu & Huang method

The Wu & Huang et al synthesis was reproduced 2 times and in both cases the results were similar. A
representative TEM image of the resulting particles in the sediment is shown in Figure 3.4A, optical
extinction spectra of the particles and the supernatant are shown in Figure 3.4E. Rodlike particles
were present with L=583 nm, D=37 nm and AR = 17.0 ± 36%. In addition to the rods, a large number of
spherical particles and (triangular) platelets can be seen making the relative shape yield very low unlike
the results reported by Wu & Huang et al. [91]. The extinction spectrum shows a broad line without
any particular features which may be due to the combined contributions of many di�erent shapes and
sizes of particles. No LSPR peak is observed as it would be positioned much further into the IR than the
measuring range of our device. The top solution of the synthesis contained mostly spherical particles
resulting in the peak at 550 nm. The low shape yield when compared to the literature may be a result
of the sensivity of the synthesis protocol to the timing of the seed addition steps. Colour change as a
result of particle growth can be seen within seconds after seed addition and subsequent additions to the
second and third vial which means that a di�erence in the time between subsequent pipetting steps of
seconds can make a large di�erence in the �nal result. As a result, reproducing the results accurately is
very challenging. Because of the poor shape yield we did not consider the Wu & Huang et al. synthesis
for further steps.

3.3.3 Xu & Liang method

TEM images and optical extinction spectra of AuNRs synthesised with the Xu & Liang et al. method
are shown in Figures 3.4 B–D & F. We used the seedless synthesis with parameters that are reported
to yield AuNRs with AR = 15. We could not reproduce these results as we found rods with L=151 nm,
D=29 nm and AR = 5.2 ± 16%, as well as a large number of spherical particles (Fig. 3.4B). We increased
the amount of HCl solution we added from 10 µL (method XL1) to 15 µL (XL2) and 20 µL (XL3) to obtain
a larger aspect ratio, the results are shown in Figure 3.4 C and D. The particles we obtained with method
XL2 had the following dimensions: L=121 nm, D=15 nm and AR = 8.0± 36%. The particles we obtained
with XL3 were very similar and had the following dimensions: L=118 nm, D=14 nm and AR=8.3±28%.
The extinction spectra con�rm that a large number of spherical particles are present in all three cases,
but more so in XL1 than in the others. The width of the peaks indicates a large polydispersity in the
aspect ratio. Based on the peak position, the aspect ratio of XL2 is slightly larger than that of XL3 which
contradicts size measurements from TEM images, but this may be due to the majority of both peaks
being outside of the measuring range of our device.

We scaled the synthesis of XL3 from 10 mL to a 100 mL scale and found particles with a lower
aspect ratio and very similar to those in Figure 3.4B (results not shown), which were grown with only
half the amount of HCl (XL1). This indicates that insu�cient mixing may be the main cause for the
di�erences between our results and the results reported by Xu & Liang et al.. At di�erent stirring
speeds during the NaBH4 addition, the initial gold particles may be di�erent in size and number which
will drastically in�uence the resulting particles. This is a common problem with seedless methods
and often the demands and ideal conditions for fast nucleation and gradual growth are very di�erent.
In seeded growth methods these issues are prevented because the separate small scale seed synthesis
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Figure 3.4: TEM images of AuNRs synthesised with A: the Wu & Huang et al. method [91] and AR = 17. B–D:
the Xu & Liang et al. method [92] and varying amount of 1.19 M HCl. B: XL1 method (10 µL HCl, AR = 5.2). C:
XL2 method (15 µL HCl, AR = 8.0). D: XL3 method (20 µL HCl, AR = 8.3). E: extinction spectra corresponding to
the sediment (containing the rods) and the supernatant (mostly platelets) of the Wu & Huang et al. method. F:
extinction spectra corresponding to samples shown in B–D.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of repeated centrifugation. The supernatant is collected and centrifuged
again. By tuning the speed and duration, di�erent particle fractions can be obtained.

ensures consistency in the seeds while only during growth the parameters are changed [20,78]. Because
we could not reproduce the synthesis of high-AR AuNRs on a larger scale, and because of the large
polydispersity of the particles, this method was not used for the remainder of this work.

3.4 Puri�cation by centrifugation

Although the AuNR synthesis generally has a high yield of rod-like particles, shape-impurities can
be found which are comprised mainly of spherical and cube-like particles. In addition to these shape-
impurities, there is a certain polydispersity in the dimensions of the AuNRs leading to a distribution
of particle-volumes. Both the shape and size polydispersity are unfavourable for self assembly as they
may prohibit the formation of ordered phases or lead to unwanted phase behaviour. In addition, the
use of AuNRs as model system for catalysis is mainly proposed because of their well-de�ned structure,
which relates directly to the purity and monodispersity. While in principle these properties can be
achieved by careful and high quality synthesis, results varied from batch to batch. We investigated
several methods based on sedimentation to fractionate and purify the nanorods and narrow the shape
and/or size distribution of AuNR batches with increased amounts of shape impurities.

3.4.1 Repeated centrifugation

In the most simple case of centrifugation, one can rely on the di�erent sedimentation velocities of
particles of di�erent size and/or shape. If slow centrifugation is employed, only the particles with the
largest sedimentation coe�cients will sediment. The sediment can then be removed and the super-
natant, which still contains the smaller particles, can be centrifuged again to obtain another fraction.
A typical use for this method would be to separate out the heaviest and lightest by-products by cen-
trifuging the particle dispersion twice. A schematic overview of this is given in Figure 3.5. First, the
speed is chosen such that aggregates and heavier impurities sediment while the good particles remain
dispersed. The supernatant, containing the particles, is then centrifuged such that the particles only
just sediment while lighter impurities remain in the supernatant. The sedimented particles can then be
collected and redispersed for further use.

We investigated whether such a repeated process could be used to separate the AuNRs based on
their volume and thus increase their monodispersity. We used relatively slow centrifugation as it
was found that a large fraction of the particles already sediments in a short time at these low radial
forces. In a typical experiment, 500 µL of concentrated rod solution and 3.5 mL H2O were added to
a 5 mL Eppendorf tube and centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min. Afterwards, the supernatant was carefully
collected and transferred to a new Eppendorf tube. This tube was then centrifuged again and the
centrifugation and transfer of the supernatant were repeated another 3 times. The last supernatant
was centrifuged at 15 000 g to collect all remaining particles. The sedimented particles were dispersed
in 1 mL nanopure water each time after the supernatant was removed. Using TEM imaging and FTIR
extinction spectroscopy, we found little to no evidence of separation of AuNRs from Au spheres, and no
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Figure 3.6: Photographs (left) and FT-IR extinction spectra (right) of fractions obtained from the bottom and the
side of the tube. The extinction spectra were normalised to the peak at ∼ 500 nm which arises mainly from the
shape impurities. A higher ratio of the LSPR-peak to the peak at 500 nm indicates a higher purity of AuNRs.

evidence of separation based on NR aspect ratio. The IR-extinction spectra (not shown) of the di�erent
fractions show little to no di�erences indicating that the rods in each fraction are nearly identical. In
some cases very small (10 nm) spherical particles had a slight preference to stay in the supernatant, but
a considerable fraction was always present in the sediment once the majority of AuNRs had sedimented
Repeated centrifugation was however e�ective in the separation of particles with large size di�erences,
such as the removal of aggregates or seed particles remaining after the synthesis. Lastly, particles with
su�ciently di�erent densities such as small silica spheres could be washed away in such a manor.

3.4.2 Shape e�ects in sedimentation

Recently it was reported in the literature that due to their di�erent sedimentation behaviour during
centrifugation, rods and spheres can sediment preferentially on the side or the bottom of a centrifuge
tube [93]. The exact mechanism of this process is unclear, but is generally considered to be an e�ect
of the di�erent sedimentation velocities of the particles. Sharma & Srinivasarao et al. [93] derived the
following expression for the ratio between the equilibrium sedimentation velocities of rods (sphero-
cylinders) and spheres:

vrod
vsphere

=
srod

ssphere
= 6

(D
R

)2 [
2 ln

( L
D

)
− (v ‖ +v⊥)

]
(3.1)

where vrod and vsphere are steady state sedimentation velocities, srod and ssphere sedimentation coef-
�cients, D and L the diameter and length of the rods, R the diameter of the spheres and v ‖ and v⊥
unknown correction factors for the orientation dependency of the rods. It is clear from this formula
that the separation e�ciency of rods and spheres with centrifugation will be dominated by the ratio
between their diameters because of the quadratic dependency. The aspect ratio L/D of the rods on the
other hand, appears in a logarithmic term and will only have a signi�cant in�uence if D/R ≈ 1, but will
lead to a small e�ect in all cases.

Using a procedure adapted from Sharma & Srinivasarao et al. [93] we investigated the sedimentation
behaviour of a mixture of AuNRs and cubic and spherical by-products. 5 mL of the concentrated particle
solution (AR 6.6) as obtained after the YM3 synthesis (Section 3.2.1) was diluted to 30 mL with H2O in
a 50 mL centrifuge tube and centrifuged for 15 min at a radial force of 12 000 g in a �xed angle rotor.
∼ 25 mL of the supernatant was removed carefully without disturbing particles sedimented on the wall.
Using a 100 µL pipette the particles on the bottom of the tube were carefully collected and dispersed
in an aqueous solution containing 5 mM CTAB. The particles sedimented on the side of the tube were
redispersed in the remaining supernatant. Photographs and FT-IR extinction spectra of the two fractions
are depicted in Figure 3.6. A clear di�erence in the two fractions can be observed visually and in the
ratio of the two peaks visible in the absorption spectra. The higher intensity of the LSPR peak (relative
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Figure 3.7: Photographs of centrifuge tubes before and after viscosity gradient centrifugation and normalised
optical absorption spectra of di�erent samples taken from the tube. A mixture of two distinct rod sizes was used.

to the peak at ∼ 500 nm which originates mainly from the plasmon resonance of spherical and cubical
particles) for the fraction on the bottom of the tube indicates a higher purity of the AuNRs. TEM was
used to analyse the fractions; representative images can be found in the appendix (Fig. B.6). Depending
on the exact diameters of samples, this method may be useful to remove a large part of the shape
contaminants, but this comes at the cost of loss of a large part of the sample.

3.4.3 Viscosity-gradient centrifugation

It has been shown that polydisperse reaction mixtures can be fractionated based on size in a viscosity
gradient [94]. Unlike density gradient centrifugation, where the �nal position of a particle is determined
by the density of the particle and the density of the medium, the viscosity solely a�ects the sedimenta-
tion rate. In principle, after a long time all particles will reach their equilibrium position on or near the
bottom of the tube. What is a�ected, however, is the sedimentation velocity of the particles. Since the
hydrodynamic drag of a particle depends strongly on the shape, particles with a similar mass/volume
but a di�erent aspect ratio sediment at a di�erent speed. By tuning the viscosity and the centrifugation
speed and time, a good separation can be achieved. Because the forces of gravity/centrifugation scale
with particle mass and hydrodynamic drag with the surface area, it is expected that particles with larger
mass sediment at a higher velocity.

Solutions of di�erent viscosities were prepared by diluting varying amounts of PVP (40 000 g mol−1)
in a solution containing 5 mM CTAB to keep the particles stable. A viscosity gradient was made by
carefully stacking a certain amount, (in most cases 1.5 mL) of each solution on top of each other with
a glass pipette, starting with the solution containing the highest weight percentage of PVP. A full
overview of the concentrations of PVP (expressed in wt% w.r.t. H2O) and their stacking order in the
centrifuge tube can be seen in Figure 3.7. When added carefully, the layers do not mix due to their
di�erent PVP concentrations and slightly di�erent densities. Lastly, 500 µL of a concentrated solution
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Figure 3.8: Schematic overview of the viscosity gradient stack and images of the tubes before and after cen-
trifugation. The separation occurred based on particle volume but no e�ects of the aspect ratio are seen. The
separation of spherical particles (as evidenced by the extinction at 500 nm is thus most likely a volume e�ect.

containing AuNRs was added on top. The tube was centrifuged at 4000 g for 3 hours using a swinging
bucket rotor (SBR). We note that the use of a �xed angle rotor is not possible as the radial force must be
applied exactly parallel to the gradient. Otherwise, particles quickly sediment on the side of the tube
and slide downwards. This e�ect is already observed to a small extent when the tube is placed o�-center
in the bucket of the SBR. For successful separation, the tubes must therefore always be placed in the
centre of the bucket.

To verify our hypothesis that separation occurs mainly if rods have a strongly di�erent diameter,
we tested the viscosity gradient method for a sample containing two clearly distinct samples of AuNRs.
This sample was prepared by mixing 300 µL of a concentrated solution of particles synthesised using
the YM1 synthesis (batch 1, see Tab. 3.2, Sec. 3.1.1) with 300 µL of a concentrated solution containing
particles made with the YM4 method (batch 1). A viscosity gradient was prepared with 1.5 mL of a 27
wt% PVP solution, 1 mL of the 22.8, 18.7, 14.8, 11.8 and 8.7 wt% PVP solutions and 2 mL of a 5.8 wt%
PVP solution. The (aqueous) solutions were carefully stacked on top of each other (in order of high
to low concentration from bottom to top) in a 15 mL centrifuge tube. 500 µL of the rod-sample was
added drop-wise on top. The tube was centrifuged at 4000 g for 2.5 hours in a centrifuge equipped
with a SBR. Photographs taken before and after centrifugation are shown in Figure 3.7. Afterwards,
samples of approximately 1 mL each were taken at di�erent positions in the tube with a syringe and a
needle with a tip that was bent 90° to prevent disturbance of the fractions due to a vertical �uid �ow.
The samples were diluted to ∼ 4 mL with nanopure water and concentrated by means of centrifugation.
The sediment was washed with 4 mL of an aqueous solution containing 5 mM CTAB, centrifuged and
redispersed in 1 mL 5 mM CTAB. FT-IR extinction spectra were recorded and are depicted in Figure 3.7.

The optical extinction spectra shows two clear peaks from the LSPR of the two sets of particles. The
top and bottom fraction of the AuNR band in the tube (A and B) both contain only one of these peaks,
indicating that highly e�cient separation has occurred. The width of the bands however, remains broad.
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The sample in the middle of the AuNR band corresponds mostly to one of the two dominant peaks in
the spectrum of the mother solution, rather than a peak lying halfway between the two. This indicates
that the separation is not purely based on the AR, and that particles of similar aspect ratio may end up
at di�erent height. TEM imaging and corresponding size measurements con�rm this and demonstrate
that separation occurs predominantly based on volume. As the volume of the particles depends more
strongly on the diameter than on the length of the particles, selection based on diameter is possible. A
small part of the particles ended up on the bottom of the tube, this contained mostly extremely large
particles and some small aggregates.

The viscosity gradient method was subsequently tested for a sample with a more realistic spread
in the particle size distribution (YM4 method, batch 1, Tab. 3.2). Photographs, FTIR extinction spectra
and particle size distributions from TEM are all shown in Figure 3.8. The FTIR extinction spectra of the
mother solution and both fractions di�er only in the peak at 500 nm, while the position and broadness
of the LSPR peak is near identical in all cases. The absence of a change in LSPR peak position directly
indicates that there is no separation based on the aspect ratio. The same conclusion can be drawn
from the TEM size distributions: separation occurs purely based on volume and not based on shape.
This does mean that separation of spherical particles can be e�ciently achieved since their volume
is typically much smaller, which corresponds to the height of the peak at 500 nm that was measured.
The separation methods we investigated thus did not reliably separate polydisperse rod-like samples.
Furthermore, the large number of washing steps involved combined with the inherent losses of selecting
only a small fraction of particles, means that many AuNRs are lost in the process. Other methods for
AuNR puri�cation have been reported, relying for example on density gradient centrifugation [95],
depletion [96] or partial etching [97]. Because it was found that higher monodispersity with fewer
shape-impurities could be achieved using careful AuNR synthesis, we decided not to pursue these
methods further.



Chapter 4

Silica coating of gold nanorods

The AuNRs are colloidally stabilised in polar solvents by a surfactant layer on the surface consisting
of mainly CTAB, and as long as CTAB is present the particles are stable for long periods of time (>1
year). When the AuNRs are washed multiple times with H2O or other solvents that do not contain
surfactant, the double layer will be removed from the surface causing the AuNRs to aggregate. For
many applications it is desirable to stabilise the particles in other solvents and to shield the strong Van
der Waals attractions between the cores, which can be achieved by coating the AuNRs with a silica shell.
Silica is a very widely used material for the stabilisation of nanoparticles and apart from preventing
aggregation, there can be many more advantages of a gold-core silica-shell structure. Although gold is
known to have a high chemical stability by itself, a silica shell may form a protection against oxidising
environments or inversely protect the environment from reactions occurring on the gold surface. Due to
the extensive knowledge on the chemistry of silica surfaces and the variety of silanol reagents, it enables
easy modi�cation of the surface with functional groups such as polymers [98], DNA [99] or hydrophobic
groups [100]. We note that direct functionalisation of the Au surface has been reported with for many
molecules, but these methods remain challenging due to the unstable nature of unprotected AuNRs
[20, 29]. The thermal stability against deformation and loss of the anisotropic shape is known to be
improved by the presence of a silica shell [101]. Lastly, (porous) shells can act as a template for synthesis
of rods [102, 103], branched structures [34, 104] and chiral selectivity [105].

We synthesised AuNR@SiO2 core-shell structures using two di�erent methods that resulted in core-
shell particles with either a relatively thick and highly mesoporous shell which we call AuNR@meso-
SiO2, or AuNRs with an ultra thin silica layer which we denote as AuNR@thin-SiO2. The main mo-
tivation behind the porous silica shell was that it enabled us to synthesise the bimetallic particles in
Chapter 5, since mass transport from and to the AuNRs is still possible through the mesopores. The main
motivation for AuNR@thin-SiO2 was to simultaneously maximise the aspect ratio of the total particle
(including silica) for self-assembly (Chapter 6) and retain the electric �eld enhancement and coupling
of the plasmon resonance which occurs only within very close distance from the surface. Lastly, the
synthesis of a protective shell that still retains the electric �eld enhancement of the AuNRs is of interest
for SERS.

4.1 Experimental

4.1.1 Adapted Gorelikov & Matsuura method for AuNR@meso-SiO2

Using optical extinction spectroscopy, a dilution factor for AuNRs in 5 mM CTAB solution as obtained
from the Ye & Murray synthesis was determined such that the LSPR extinction maximum was 1.0.
The AuNR dispersion was then added to a 300 mL Erlenmeyer �ask an diluted with H2O and aqueous
5 mM CTAB solution to a concentration such that diluting another 10x gave Absmax = 1.0 for AR = 4
and Absmax = 1.2 for rods with AR = 7 (160 mg L−1 of Au, ∼2.5x more concentrated than during the
synthesis), and such that the �nal concentration of CTAB was 1.5 mM. The dispersion was stirred

28
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with a magnetic stirring bar at 400 rpm and per 100 mL of the AuNR dispersion, 1 mL 0.1 M aqueous
NaOH solution was added. 400 µL TEOS was diluted with 1.6 mL ethanol and 300 µL of the ethanolic
TEOS solution (per 100 mL AuNR dispersion) was slowly added to the particles. After 45 minutes,
again 300 µL of ethanolic TEOS was added, and after another 45 minutes this was repeated. If the total
volume of the AuNR dispersion was not 100 mL, the volumes of NaOH and TEOS solution were scaled
accordingly. The mixture was left to react for 2 days while stirring at 400 rpm after which the particles
were collected using centrifugation (8000 g for 25 min), redispersed in water, centrifuged (8000 g for
25 min), redispersed in ethanol, centrifuged (8000 g for 25 min) and redispersed in ∼20 mL ethanol for
storage.

4.1.2 AuNR@thin-SiO2 with APTES or MPTMS

An adapted version of a method reported by Wang & Tian et al. [106] was used to grow thin shells with
an amino coupling agent ((3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane, APTES). 667 µL AuNRs in 5 mM aqueous
CTAB as obtained from the Ye & Murray synthesis was diluted with 667 µL H2O, centrifuged (8000 g
for 10 min) and redispersed in ∼8 mL H2O such that the concentration was equal to that of the AuNR
synthesis (∼60 mg L−1, such that diluting 4x with H2O gave Absmax = 1.0 for AR = 4 and Absmax = 1.2
for rods with AR = 7). A 1 mM aqueous APTES solution was prepared and left to hydrolise for 10
minutes after which 160 µL was added to the AuNR dispersion while stirring vigorously (1200 rpm). The
mixture was subsequently left to react for 15 minutes. An acidi�ed sodium silicate solution (0.54 wt%
at pH=10.02) was prepared by adding 100 µL 27 wt% sodium silicate solution and 300 µL 0.1 M HCl to
4.6 mL H2O. Then, 1.28 mL of the acidi�ed sodium silicate solution was added to the rods after which
they were left to react overnight. Large aggregates were visible which could not be redispersed using
ultrasonication but could be removed by �ltration through a syringe �lter (1 µm cut-o� radius). The
particles were collected using centrifugation (7000 g for 10 min), redispersed in 8 mL H2O, centrifuged,
redispersed in 8 mL ethanol, centrifuged and �nally redispersed in 2 mL ethanol.

As an alternative we used a method developed by Tiansong Deng [107] that utilises a thiol cou-
pling agent ((3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane, MPTMS). Again, a 60 mg L−1 AuNR dispersion was
prepared as described above. To 8 mL of the dispersion was added 80 µL of a 5 V% ethanolic solution of
MPTMS while stirring vigorously (1200 rpm). A 0.54 wt% solution of sodium silicate was prepared by
mixing 100 µL 27 wt% sodium silicate solution with 4.9 mL H2O, 1.28 mL of this was added to the AuNRs
followed immediately by 640 µL 0.1 M aqueous NaOH. The reaction was left to proceed overnight after
which the particles were washed as described above for the Wang & Tian et al. method.

4.1.3 Coupling agent free method for AuNR@thin-SiO2

AuNRs could be coated with an ultra-thin layer of silica using the method we developed with the
following procedure: 667 µL concentrated AuNRs in 5 mM CTAB as obtained during the synthesis
were diluted with 667 µL H2O and collected using centrifugation for 10 min at 8000 g. The supernatant
was discarded and the particles were redispersed in an amount of H2O such that the concentration of
AuNRs was the same as at the end of AuNR synthesis (∼60 mg L−1, such that diluting 4x with H2O gave
Absmax = 1.0 for AR = 4 and Absmax = 1.2 for rods with AR = 7). A 0.54 wt% sodium silicate solution
was prepared by adding 100 µL sodium silicate solution (27 wt%) to 4.9 mL H2O. Then, 640 µL of the
0.54 wt% sodium silicate solution was added to 8 mL of the AuNR dispersion under vigorous stirring
(1200 rpm). The mixture was left to react for 45 minutes. The reaction was stopped by centrifugation
(7000 g for 10 min) and redispersion in 4 mL H2O. The particles were centrifuged again and redispersed
in 4 mL ethanol, centrifuged and redispersed in 2 mL ethanol, centrifuged and �nally stored in 1 mL
ethanol. The reaction was performed at room temperature. The silica-coating could easily be scaled to
larger quantities by scaling all volumes accordingly, a total reaction volume of ∼70 mL was typically
used for a large batch of AuNRs@SiO2. Only the parameters for centrifugation during washing were
adapted slightly because of the use of larger centrifuge tubes, to 6000 g for 30 min.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of the formation of mesoporous silica. The cylindrical CTAB micelles on the
surface form a soft template for the ordered porous structure and can be washed away after the silica-coating is
completed. We note that the way the micelles are attached to the surface may not be represented accurately as it
is likely that a CTAB double layer covers the surface.

4.2 Coating of AuNRs with a thick mesoporous silica-shell

We synthesised AuNR@meso-SiO2 with a method based on the protocol by Gorelikov & Matsuura [108]
and very similar to that of Wu & Tracy [98] which was reported before in ref. [34]. It is a relatively simple
single-step method for CTAB stabilised AuNRs. Full experimental details are given in Sec 4.1.1. In this
method the silica is added in the form of the common silica precursor tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)
which condenses into silica and ethanol in the presence of H2O. The pH of the solution is increased
by the addition of NaOH as the hydrolysis of TEOS occurs much faster when it is base-catalysed,
while at the same time it increases the solubility of the silica which brings the growth closer to an
equilibrium. The TEOS is added in 3 seperate steps with 45 minute intervals to keep the concentration
below the critical concentration for silica nucleation at any point in time. The reaction is performed in
the presence of CTAB which serves three purposes. Firstly, it ensures colloidal stability of the AuNRs
by the formation of a double layer on the surface that gives the particles a positive charge. Secondly,
the gold surface itself does not act as nucleation site for silica condensation and often special organic
coupling agents are needed to prime the surface for binding to the silica. In this synthesis, CTAB serves
such a purpose due to electrostatic attraction (the CTAB bears a positive charge while silica is negatively
charged under reaction conditions) and it has been reported that the CTAB acts as a nucleation site for
silica. Initially silica oligomers are created which form SiO2−CTAB primary particles that subsequently
aggregate on the surface of the gold and grow further by monomer addition [109, 110].

Lastly, the CTAB is needed to obtain the porous structure of the silica which is depicted schemat-
ically in Figure 4.1. Since the CTAB concentration is above the critical micelle concentration (0.9 mM
[111]), micelles are present which adsorb on the gold surface. These micelles form a template for the
pores in the silica as the silica shell can only grow around the CTAB micelles but not replace them.
Interestingly, CTAB is known to posses micelles of many structures depending on the concentration,
solvent and other reactants present, and it is the self-organisation of these micelles that determines
the shape and structure of the resulting pores [112]. This is employed in the synthesis of many highly
porous silica structures such as the MCM materials: MCM-41 (long cylindrical pores with hexagonal
ordering), MCM-48 (3D cubic pores) and MCM-50 (lamellar structure). These structures are made by
growing silica around micelles with these speci�c geometries and subsequent removal of the surfactant.
A similar control over the pore geometry is likely possible here, as both radial [98,108] and parallel [104]
pore structures have been reported, but this is not investigated in this work.

EM images of the silica-coated AuNRs are shown in Figure 4.2. The resulting silica shell has a
thickness of around 20 nm that can be increased by increasing the number of TEOS additions. The
pores have an average diameter of 2–3 nm separated by walls of 2 nm although these measurements
may be inaccurate due to the low resolution of the SE-SEM images. Additionally, it is possible to
measure the pore size from gold branches grown into the pores (see Sec. 5.5) which gave a pore size
of 4.5 nm under the assumption that the gold branches accurately represent the shape of the pores.
The silica-coated particles are colloidally stable in H2O, methanol and ethanol but slight dissolution
and degradation of the silica shell occurred if the particles were stored in H2O for more than several
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Figure 4.2: BF-TEM (left) and SE-SEM (right) images of AuNR@meso-SiO2. A sponge-like porous structure can
be seen.

days. The degradation could also be reduced by storing the particles at 4 ◦C. After shell growth is
completed, the CTAB can be washed out with H2O or ethanol to open up the pores although complete
removal remains challenging with this method. Alternatively, thermal treatment in an oxygen-rich
environment can be used to decompose the remaining CTAB entirely, but subsequent redispersion of
the treated AuNRs@SiO2 is limited. In addition to this, considerable thermal reshaping of the AuNRs
can take place at 500 ◦C depending on the volume and aspect ratio of the AuNRs. A thermal treatment
can strengthen the silica shell by assuring that the silanol groups condense completely, which does not
happen in the low temperature synthesis (30 ◦C). As a result the shell is more �exible and more soluble
than conventional (fully condensed) silica nanomaterials. We did some preliminary experiments in an
attempt to increase the strength of the silica shell where the particles in ethanol were heated to 100 ◦C
under high pressure in an autoclave, but this lead to irreversible aggregation of the AuNRs.

The evolution of the silica growth was studied over time by taking samples as the reaction pro-
gressed (as described in Sec. 4.1.1). TEM images of the �rst two samples are shown in the appendix
(Fig. B.7). It was found that 45 minutes after the �rst TEOS addition very thin (>4 nm) inhomogeneous
patches of silica can be seen on the surface but large parts of the surface remain bare. This corresponds
well to the a formation mechanism where CTAB nucleates small silica particles than aggregate on the
surface [109]. Directly after the sample was taken, a second TEOS addition was performed. A sample
was taken 45 minutes later and revealed particles coated with a rough silica layer with an average
thickness of 13 nm. After another 45 minutes (without a third TEOS injection) we found that the shell
thickness had not considerably increased (14 nm) but was much more smooth and similar in appearance
to the resulting particles after the normal two day synthesis method. From this experiment we can con-
clude that the shell growth occurs relatively fast after a su�cient TEOS concentration is reached after
which the initially rough structure smooths out, which can be attributed to the dissolution equilibrium
in the alkaline aqueous reaction mixture. We expect that the particles do not signi�cantly change after
the initial 2–3 hours.

Other methods have been reported to control the thickness of the silica shell. The concentration
of CTAB (around the critical micelle concentration, CMC) can be used to tune the thickness between
∼10 and ∼30 nm since free micelles lead to secondary nucleation of silica which reduces the available
precursor for the shell and thus leads to a thinner shell [110]. Silica-shells with a thickness between
2 and 17 nm have been synthesised by terminating the shell growth with poly(ethylene glycol) silane
(PEG-silane) before a thick shell has formed. The time at which PEG-silane is added then determines
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the thickness of the shell. A similar approach could be used with other silanes, which has the advantage
of direct functionalisation of the surface. If the porosity of the shell is undesirable, a closed Stöber silica
shell can be grown around the particles in a second step [108].

4.3 Coating of AuNRs with an ultra-thin silica-shell

To study self-assembly of high aspect-ratio rods, it was necessary to use an ultra-thin silica coating
(2-4 nm) as the thickness of the mesoporous shell previously described decreases the aspect ratio con-
siderably, and growing high-aspect ratio rods (AR ≥ 8) without the presence of shape impurities remains
challenging. Several methods are reported in the literature to coat gold nanoparticles with a thin silica
layer, but they all rely on the same concepts [99, 106, 113–115]. Gold nanoparticles in aqueous disper-
sion reacted with a coupling agent that contains a functional group which can bind to the gold surface
(typically amino or thiol groups) and a silanol (typically a trimethoxy- or triethoxysilane) group that
can react with a silica precursor to form a shell. A diluted sodium silicate solution (water glass) is used
as precursor for silica. The growth speed can be controlled by adjusting the pH, because the rate of
condensation of sodium silicate increases as pH decreases [116]. Alternatively, shortening the reaction
time results in thinner silica shells whilst increasing temperature increases the shell growth speed. It is
generally considered important to tune the amount of coupling agent added. When too much is added
it can lead to crosslinking and aggregation of particles, but when too little is added the gold is only
partially covered with silica or not at all. Ideally the concentration of AuNRs and crosslinker is chosen
such that it is slightly below that for a complete monolayer coverage of all particles [113].

4.3.1 In�uence of the coupling agents

Experiment for silica-coating with sodium silicate were performed via several di�erent methods using (3-
mercapto-propyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS), (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) or no coupling
agent. Full experimental details are given in Section 4.1.3. We found that, unlike reported in the
literature, adding a silane coupling agent is not necessary to obtain an ultra-thin homogeneous silica
layer. In fact, addition of a coupling agent such as MPTMS or APTES prior to addition of the silica
precursor did not give good results in any of our experiments. Minor clustering (2 to 3 particles per
cluster) was observed which occurred prior to growth of the silica-shell (Fig. 4.3A), causing multiple
particles to become enclosed in a single shell. This could be easily distinguished from clustering after
shell growth due to the smaller inter-particle spacing, the cold welding that occurs when the bare gold
surfaces come into contact or the deformation behaviour under the in�uence of the electron beam. The
clustering was also visible during the reaction as a colour change occurred due to the plasmon-coupling
of rods that come into close contact. When no coupling agent is used these issues did not occur and
complete coverage of the gold surface with a thin silica layer (typically between 2 and 3 nm) was still
observed.

Curiously, the presence of the coupling agent in the silica shell also demonstrated a ’self-etching’
process inside of the silica shell. Using BF-TEM imaging, many AuNRs could be seen that had a smaller
size than the silica shell grown around them, some examples are shown in the appendix (Fig. B.8). The
volume of the deformed nanorods was unchanged from the initial AuNRs used in the silica-coating,
which indicates that rather than etching of the tips, a reshaping to lower aspect ratio occurs. This
deformation was observed for at least half of samples prepared with a coupling agent, but always only
occurred locally in one place on a TEM-grid where all particles were deformed, while the vast majority
of the TEM-grid contained particles that were all una�ected. The frequency with which and degree to
which these e�ects were observed scaled roughly with the concentration of coupling agent used, but
this is di�cult to quantify due to the relatively low frequency of occurrence and the small �eld-of-view
of the TEM. The fact that these e�ects were observed with such a dependency on location on the TEM
grid means either that there is a very selective and strong e�ect for the particles to collect together when
drying, or the e�ects we observed are related to the e�ects of the TEM grid or the electron beam. Since
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A B C

Figure 4.3: silica shells grown with various parameters. A: a high concentration of MPTMS leads to side-by-
side clustering of the AuNRs during silica shell growth. B: AuNRs with a rough inhomogeneous silica shell. C:
‘secondary nucleation’ or contamination of silica species when the sodium silicate concentration is high.

A B

Figure 4.4: AuNR@thin-SiO2 with the coupling-agent free method. A: standard method with a single addition
of 80 µL 0.54 wt% sodium silicate solution per 1 mL of AuNR dispersion and a reaction time of 45 minutes. B:
increased shell thickness after a second shell growth step.

drying forces are huge and drying was fast, it is extremely unlikely that separation of the deformed
and undeformed particles occurs with such selectivity and precision for particles with nearly identical
hydrodynamic shape. Furthermore, no spectral evidence was seen for the reduced aspect ratio. We
therefore conclude that these e�ects are a result of e�ects of the electron beam combined with the
presence of species that strongly bind gold inside of the silica shell. It is possible that local heating of
contaminations or excitation of the plasmon resonance by the electron beam accelerate this process.
Lastly, it could be that silica with a high percentage of silane coupling agent is softer and thus deforms
more easily.

The formation of a thin silica shell was observed in all experiments we performed, which indicates
the strong preference of silica for the Au surface, contrary to what is reported in the literature. This
is most likely related to the presence of a substantial amount of CTAB on the gold surface to maintain
their stability in the sample. For one AuNR sample we tested the concentration of sodium silicate had
to be adjusted (40 µL of 0.54 wt% sodium silicate solution per 1 mL of AuNR dispersion) to obtain thin
monodisperse silica shells. If 40 µL sodium silicate solution per 1 mL of AuNR dispersion was used,
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of the silica shell thickness over time. Samples were taken at regular time intervals after
the sodium silicate was added. The samples were immediately centrifuged and washed to stop the reaction. At
least 70 size measurements were used for each sample. We note that the polydispersity may be larger than in
reality due to the resolution of the images and size measurements in relation to the shell thickness.

rough shells were obtained that varied widely in thickness. The exact reason for this is not investigated
further in this work, but we suspect it may be related to the presence of HCl from the synthesis that is not
washed away su�ciently, as the pH strongly in�uences the reaction speed. An alternative explanation
is that the CTAB concentration is di�erent, but the issues were not resolved by an extra washing step
with 5 mM CTAB solution. The silica coating protocol is not highly sensitive to the concentration of
AuNRs and it is therefore not necessary to determine the particle concentration exactly each time once
the dilution factor for a sample has been checked by absorption at least once. The concentration of
CTAB on the other hand seems rather important for the stability of the AuNRs during the reaction and is
currently mainly determined by washing parameters used before the silica-coating. If the AuNRs stored
in 5 mM CTAB are diluted with H2O prior to the reaction, the concentration of CTAB is still high and
this may induce secondary nucleation of silica. If the particles are diluted with a large volume of H2O
before centrifugation, or centrifuged and redispersed in H2O two or more times, the concentration of
CTAB is too low to sustain a coverage of the particles which causes them to aggregate before a protective
silica layer can be formed. We found that good results for the particle stability were obtained when
the particles in 5 mM CTAB were diluted 50/50 with H2O followed by centrifugation and redispersion.
This maintained stability of the AuNRs long enough for a silica layer to form, although we note that
the particles cannot be stored in this way for longer than several hours. It is generally best to prepare
the dispersion from a stock solution with 5 mM CTAB directly prior to the reaction.

A BF-TEM image of the particles grown in such a manner without coupling agent is shown in Figure
4.4A. Additional images of other samples prepared using the same method are shown in the appendix
(Fig. B.9). The particles were covered with a thin silica shell that was smooth and had a consistent
thickness for all particles in the sample regardless of their size or shape. There was however quite
a large variety in thickness between di�erent samples, even when prepared using the same particles,
reactant concentrations, reaction time and washing parameters. We suspect that these di�erences may
be related to small changes in silica concentration and pH, as these mostly depend on the volume
of liquid remaining after centrifugation and removal of the supernatant. The temperature was not
controlled during the reaction and may be of in�uence as well. In some cases, in particular those
prepared from one speci�c batch of AuNRs, the shells we obtained were rough and inhomogeneous
within the sample (Fig. 4.3B). This roughness could be reduced, but not completely omitted, by using
a 50% lower sodium silicate concentration. In all cases the resulting particles were stable in H2O and
ethanol, indicating complete coverage of the surface with silica.
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Figure 4.6: Growth of a Stöber-like silica shell with controlled thickness. A: Particles after 30 min. of reaction
with 100 µL of a 1 V% ethanolic TEOS solution. The roughness in the silica was already present in the initial thin
silica shell and not a result of the secondary layer. B: Particles after reaction overnight with 100 µL of a 1 V%
ethanolic TEOS solution. C: Particles after reaction overnight with 200 µL of a 20 V% ethanolic TEOS solution.

4.3.2 Reaction speed and shell thickness

The growth of the silica layer happens relatively quickly after the addition of the silica precursor and
complete coverage of the gold was already observed after 15 min. The thickness of the silica shell as
function of time is given in Figure 4.5. This is in direct contradiction to the literature where reaction
times of typically 1 to 2 days are reported for a reaction at room temperature, although it is not reported
what happens within minutes after the addition of silica precursor. This is remarkable given that we do
not acidify the sodium silicate solution such as in the work by Liz-Marzán et al. [113] and Li et al. [106],
which is typically done to increase the reaction speed. When using an acidi�ed sodium silicate solution
as precursor, silica contaminations and secondary nucleation were observed as a result of the fast
reaction (Fig 4.3C). Similar problems occurred when the volume of sodium silicate that was added was
doubled in an attempt to further increase the shell-thickness, despite the increase in pH of the �nal
solution this was accompanied with. It was possible to obtain thicker shells without a considerable
increase in secondary nucleation if additional sodium silicate was added in a seperate step. For this
method, 8 mL particle dispersion was �rst prepared and reacted with sodium silicate for 45 minutes in
the same way as before, after which the particles were collected with centrifugation and subsequently
redispersed in 8 mL H2O. Then, 320 µL 0.54 wt% sodium silicate solution was added and the mixture
was stirred for another 45 minutes after which the particles were washed as before.

An alternative method to increase the shell thickness is to use the initial thin layer for further growth
with established methods for silica coating, such as a Stöber-silica like growth [100, 113, 117]. This
enables for more facile control of the thickness as it depends directly on the amount of precursor added.
Furthermore, the properties of the resulting silica are well-understood, contrary to the water-glass shell
that results from the sodium silicate method. AuNR@thin-SiO2 was dispersed in 10 mL of a 4:1 V:V
ethanol:H2O at a concentration such that 4x dilution with ethanol gave a LSPR maximum extinction
of 4.0. Per 10 mL of dispersion, 200 µL of a 0.1 M NaOH solution was added, followed immediately by
100 µL of an ethanolic TEOS solution while stirring rapidly. The concentration was tuned for di�erent
shell thickness between 1 and 20 V%. The reaction was stopped either after 30 minutes or the left
overnight, and the rods were washed in the same way as described in Sec. 4.1.3. BF-TEM images of
particles with di�erent shell thickness are shown in Figure 4.6. The slow monomer addition of silica
from the controlled TEOS condensation preserves the shape of the original particle very well and the
rods have a smooth spherocylindrical shape. If particles with a rough initial silica layer were used the
resulting Stöber shell retained this rough shape. If the concentration of TEOS was too high, secondary
nucleation occurred (Fig. 4.6C). Due to the thick shell, the particles had excellent colloidal stability.
Due to time constraints no attempts were made to grow even thinner secondary shells or to use these
particles for self-assembly.



Chapter 5

Synthesis and Properties of Bimetallic
Nanorods

The plasmonic properties of nanoparticles do not depend only on their shape and size, but also on their
composition as we have discussed in section 2.2. The plasmonic properties of the AuNRs are widely
tunable, but they are ultimately limited to a certain spectral range and extinction cross-section, in
particular in the visible range of the spectrum. It is however possible to utilise the plasmonic properties
of other materials by combining them with the gold. Silver nanoparticles are known for their good
plasmonic properties in the visible region as there is less damping and the intraband transitions are
located at higher energy than gold. A combination of silver and gold can lead to properties not present
in particles consisting of only one of the two metals, particularly tunability in the visible range with
high extinction cross-section. The ratio between the two metals and their respective morphologies
provide additional parameters to tune the optical properties [53, 54, 118, 119]. Furthermore, bimetallic
particles are of great interest because of their catalytic properties. Both gold and silver show unique
catalytic activity for a variety of reactions, but bimetallic particles can o�er more than simply the sum
of the two individual components (so called ‘synergistic e�ects’) [80, 120, 121]

We use the AuNRs as a basis for gold-silver bimetallic nanorods that possess properties of both Au
and Ag, as well as the unique properties of the rod-like shape. Because we start with only the AuNRs,
the large degree of control of the shape and size is mostly maintained. The growth of a silver shell of
controlled thickness around these particles assures that the shape is largely preserved while the gold-
silver ratio can be maintained. A silver overgrowth on directly on AuNRs has been reported before with
resulting particles having a brick-like shape and gold-silver ratios (V:V) between 7 and 57 [122] The
synthesis of bimetallic core-shell particles that we use is based on the method developed in our group by
Deng et al. [34], a schematic overview of the di�erent steps is given in Figure 5.1. The particles are �rst
coated with a silica layer (AuNR@meso-SiO2) and then partially etched to obtain a cavity in the silica
shell with the shape of the original AuNR. The shell then acts as a template during the epitaxial growth

AuNR
synthesis

silica
coating etching silver

deposition alloying

Figure 5.1: Outline of the di�erent steps in the synthesis of bimetallic particles. In this chapter, we discuss
etching with H2O2/HCl, deposition of a silver shell and alloying.
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of a silver shell by reduction of silver nitrate on the surface of the AuNRs. Such a template e�ect in
the synthesis of anisotropic metal nanoparticles has already been demonstrated before [102, 123]. The
epitaxial growth is a result of the very small lattice mismatch of gold and silver. In a last step, we alloy
the particles by heating to 500 ◦C [36].

5.1 Experimental

5.1.1 Etching

In a typical etching experiment, 5 mL of a concentrated dispersion of silica coated AuNRs in ethanol was
diluted with 3 mL methanol. The particles were collected using centrifugation (9000 g for 10 min). The
supernatant was removed and the particles were washed with 8 mL methanol, centrifuged (9000 g for
10 min) and redispersed in a volume of methanol (typically ∼ 50 mL) such that the maximum extinction
of the LSPR peak was 3.0 (for particles with AR 4) and transferred to a 100 mL round bottom �ask
with stirring bean. Per 50 mL particle dispersion, 1 mL of a concentrated HCl solution (37 wt% in H2O)
was added while stirring at 400 rpm. A 0.06 wt% H2O2 solution was prepared by diluting 20 µL of a
30 wt% aqueous H2O2 solution with 9.98 mL of methanol. Per 50 mL particle dispersion, 1 mL of the
diluted H2O2 was added to the AuNRs while stirring at 400 rpm. The �ask was placed in an oil bath
at 60 ◦C and stirring was continued for a certain time (generally around 15 min) during which a colour
change could be observed due to the changing size and aspect ratio of the AuNRs. The �ask was
then removed from the oil bath and a large volume of ice-cold ethanol (∼ 50 mL) was added to quench
the reaction. The particles were collected with centrifugation (8000 g for 20 min), washed with ethanol
(50 mL), centrifuged, washed with ethanol (50 mL) and centrifuged again. The sediment was redispersed
in 10 mL of ethanol and stored for further use.

Etching in ethanol was achieved in a qualitatively similar way with the exception of methanol being
replaced by ethanol and an increased etching time. The silica coated AuNRs were directly diluted with
ethanol (without aid of centrifugation) to obtain a dispersion with an extinction maximum of 3.0. The
0.06 wt% H2O2 solution was prepared by diluting 20 µL of a 30 wt% aqueous H2O2 solution with 9.98 mL
of ethanol. The etching time was increased slightly to ∼ 20 min. The particles were washed twice with
ethanol and stored in ethanol. This could not be reproduced on a large scale (50 mL) as etching occurred
very slowly.

5.1.2 Silver overgrowth: Deng et al.

For the silver overgrowth the protocol by Deng et al. [34] was slightly modi�ed, that is, pure water
was used instead of a PVP-solution to reduce secondary nucleation. In a typical experiment, 2 mL
of the etched particles as described in Section 5.1.1 were diluted with 2 mL H2O and collected using
centrifugation (9000 g for 10 min). The sediment was redispersed in 4 mL of H2O, centrifuged, and
redispersed in a volume of H2O (typically 9 mL) such that the extinction maximum of the LSPR peak
was equal to 2.1. This dispersion was stored for a maximum of 2 days at 4 ◦C prior to use to prevent
degradation of the silica shell in an aqueous environment.

Core-shell particles were prepared as follows: 300 µL of the aqueous Au-core dispersion was trans-
ferred to a 4 mL glass vial, and 30 µL of a x mM aqueous AgNO3 solution was added. Here, x refers to
the concentration of silver, that could be varied from 0 to ∼5 mM (depending on the degree of etching)
to obtain a di�erent shell thickness. The vial was placed in a shaker for several minutes to ensure homo-
geneous mixing. 30 µL of a 4 · x mM solution of ascorbic acid (AA) was then rapidly added and the vial
was quickly placed in the shaker. The concentration of AA was chosen such that it was always 4x higher
than the concentration of the AgNO3 solution used. Upon addition of AA a rapid colour change to green
was observed, indicating the shift of the LSPR due to the formation of the silver shell. The dispersion
was left to mix for 30 minutes to ensure a complete reduction. The shaker was stopped and 3.64 mL
H2O was added. The particles were collected with centrifugation (8000 g for 10 min), redispersed in
4 mL H2O, centrifuged, and redispersed in 1 mL H2O.
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For a larger scale version of this synthesis the method was slightly altered: 2.5 mL of the aqueous
Au-core dispersion was transferred to a 20 mL glass vial containing a large stirring bean, and 250 µL of a
0.5 mM aqueous AgNO3 solution was added while stirring at 400 rpm. After several minutes, the stirring
speed was increased to ∼ 1000 rpm and 250 µL of a 2 mM AA solution was rapidly added. Stirring was
continued for 30 minutes after which the particles were washed as previously described except with
volumetric quantities scaled accordingly.

5.1.3 Silver overgrowth at reduced temperature

An aqueous solution of the etched Au-cores was prepared as described in Section 5.1.2. 10 mL of this
solution was added to an aqua regia clean 40 mL vial with a stirring bean. The vial was placed in an
ice bath and slowly stirred for 10 min to reach a stable temperature. 1 mL of an aqueous 1 mM AgNO3
solution was added while stirring. Then, the stirring speed was turned up to 1200 rpm and 1 mL of an
aqueous 1 mM AA solution was rapidly added. Stirring was continued for several minutes after which
the reaction mixture was aged for 10 minutes in the ice bath to ensure a complete reduction of the
silver. The vial was taken out and left for 10 minutes to warm up to room temperature and complete
the reaction. The particles were collected with centrifugation (8000 g for 10 min), redispersed in 4 mL
H2O, centrifuged, redispersed in 4 mL ethanol, centrifuged and redispersed in 4 mL ethanol.

5.1.4 Silver overgrowth at reduced pH

In all cases an aqueous solution of the etched Au-cores was prepared as described in Section 5.1.2. For
small scale silver deposition at di�erent acid concentrations, 5 2 mL Eppendorf tubes were labelled A
to D and to each tube the following solutions were added: 1 mL of the Au-cores, 100 µL of a freshly
prepared 1 mM AgNO3 solution and x µL of a 0.1 M HCl solution where x was varied for the di�erent
samples and can be found in Table 5.3. The mixture was homogenised with a vortex mixer. Then,
100 µL of a 4 mM AA solution was rapidly added and the tube was immediately closed and mixed with
a vortex-mixer for 20 s, and placed in an ultrasonic bath and left to react for 2 h. 1 mL of H2O was added
and FT-IR extinction spectra were recorded which can be found in Figure 5.8D. 2 mL of H2O was added
and the particles were collected with centrifugation (8000 g for 10 min), redispersed in 4 mL ethanol,
centrifuged and redispersed in 1 mL ethanol. Large scale synthesis of core-shell nanorods (CSNRs)
using HCl was typically done on a 50 mL scale: 50 mL of aqueous cores (at a concentration such that the
LSPR extinction maximum equals 2.2) was added to a 100 mL round bottom �ask and 5 mL of a 2 mM
AgNO3 solution was added while stirring at 400 rpm. 300 µL 0.1 M HCl was slowly added and a slight
colour change could be observed. Then, stirring was increased to 1200 rpm and 5 mL 8 mM AA was
rapidly added after which the mixture gradually turned green/brown over the course of ∼1 min. Stirring
was continued for at least 30 min to allow the reaction to complete, after which the particles could be
collected with centrifugation (8000 g for 20 min), redispersed in 40 mL H2O, centrifuged, redispersed in
40 mL ethanol, centrifuged and redispersed in 5 mL ethanol.

5.1.5 Alloying

To alloy the particles, AuAgNRs dispersed in ethanol were dried in a 4 mL glass vial at 30 ◦C under a
light nitrogen stream. The glass vial (without cap) was then placed in its entirety in a glass gas-�ow
reactor tube that was closed with an air-tight cap. A nitrogen �ow of 200 mL min−1 was used for > 5 min
to �ush all residual air out of tube and to test if the setup was completely leak proof. The tube was
then placed in a computer controlled oven set to 30 ◦C while the gas mixture and �ow were regulated
automatically with mass-�ow controllers. The tube was �ushed for 30 min with 30 mL min−1 of the
desired gas mixture (pure N2, 20/80 O2/N2, 20/80 H2/N2, 20/80 CO/N2, all ratios by volume) at 30 ◦C.
The gas �ow was then reduced to 10 mL min−1 and the oven was slowly heated to 500 ◦C with a heating
ramp of 5 ◦C min−1 after which it was left to cool, which took ∼6 h. The particles were then redispersed
in ethanol using ultrasonication and stored at 4 ◦C.
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Figure 5.2: Etching of AuNR@meso-SiO2. A&B: BF-TEM images of etched AuNRs. C: FT-IR extinction spectra
taken during the etching show an approximately linear trend in both peak position and intensity in the measured
regime. D: LSPR peak-position as a function of etching time.

5.2 Etching of SiO2-coated AuNRs

In order to facilitate the growth of a silver shell, sterical hindrance by the silica-shell should be min-
imised. Deng et al. used an oxidative etching procedure where the outer layer of gold was dissolved
through the pores of the silica shell and washed away, leaving a spacing between the AuNR and the
silica shell. The size of this spacing could be conveniently tuned using the reaction time and/or temper-
ature. The reproducibility of this protocol however is not ideal as only freshly prepared AuNRs@silica
could be etched and equal reaction time does not always lead to an equal degree of etching. It was
suspected these issues arose from the use of dissolved atmospheric oxygen as oxidant, as the oxygen
content of methanol depends on many parameters. To circumvent this an adapted protocol developed
by J.E.S van der Hoeven was used, that utilises diluted H2O2 as oxidant. Typically, the addition of 2 V%
concentrated hydrochloric acid (37% HCl) followed by the addition 2 V% of a solution of 0.06 wt% H2O2
in methanol was su�cient. Etching was triggered by quickly heating to 60 ◦C and could be quenched
by adding cold methanol or ethanol.

Because the use of large volumes of methanol is undesirable from a health and safety point of view,
especially when open containers have to be used (for example when removing the supernatant after
centrifugation) we studied whether the etching procedure could be done in ethanol. While in principle
the etching occurred in a similar fashion, it was found that the protocol was poorly reproducible and
did not work very well for volumes exceeding ∼10 mL. While etching did occur in ethanol, the time it
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Table 5.1: Overview of the results of some of the etching experiments in methanol. Subscripts i and f stand for
‘initial’ and ‘�nal’, referring to the sizes before and after the etching. t refers to the etching time.

t (min.) H2O2 dil.
(V%)

Li (nm) Di (nm) ARi Lf (nm) D f (nm) AR f Vol. loss
(%)

13 0.17 92±8 23±2 4.0±0.46 65±9 22±2 3.0±0.51 38
15 0.06 92±8 23±2 4.0±0.46 69±11 22±2 3.1±0.49 30
15 0.06 92±8 23±2 4.0±0.46 72±11 22±2 3.2±0.49 27
15 0.06 92±8 23±2 4.0±0.46 72±10 22±2 3.3±0.50 27
18 0.06 92±8 23±2 4.0±0.46 65±9 22±2 2.9±0.45 36
10 0.17 72±11 19±2 3.8±0.60 57±9 18±2 3.2±0.51 25
10 0.17 72±11 19±2 3.8±0.60 66±10 19±2 3.6±0.47 10

Figure 5.3: Photograph of AuAg CSNRs made with (from left to right) 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 mM AgNO3 and
cores that were etched for 10$. The samples were diluted 2x with H2O.

took varied for two di�erent batches of the same sample at the same concentration. The exact reason
for this is unknown and was not studied further, but may be related to e�ects of the temperature. As a
compromise it was found that only the etching itself has to be done in methanol, while quenching the
reaction and washing the particles can be done with ethanol, thereby limiting the amount of methanol
and risk of exposure.

TEM images of samples etched for di�erent times under similar conditions are shown in Figure
5.2 and show empty space in the silica shell and a decreased length while the diameter only decreased
slightly. FTIR-extinction spectra of the AuNRs during the etching procedure are shown in Figure 5.2
and show a blue-shift of the peak position as a result of the decreasing aspect ratio of the nanorods. The
peak shift follows a roughly linear trend in time which allows for easy control over the degree of etching
by quenching the reaction after a certain time. The decrease in the peak intensity is a result of both
the decreasing aspect ratio and the decreasing volume. Some of the results from size measurements of
AuNRs before and after etching are given in Table 5.1. The etching speed �uctuated somewhat between
samples, but generally a small scale test gave a good indication of the parameters needed. In some cases,
such as the two samples etched for 10 minutes, there were large di�erences in the degree of etching
(the percentage of gold that is etched), but these can be explained by the scale of the reaction. When a
small sample was tested (4 mL methanol) etching started immediately upon placement of the �ask in
the oil bath and 25% of the gold was etched after 10 minutes. When this was repeated using the same
parameters but on a larger scale (32 mL methanol), it took longer for the volume to fully heat up in the
oil bath, causing the etching to start later. As a result, only 10% of the gold was etched after 10 minutes.
These issues can be circumvented by �rst heating the mixture and then adding the HCl and H2O2. The
�uctuations between di�erent batches were not a major issue as the progress of reaction could easily
be followed with FTIR-spectroscopy by taking and measuring small samples.
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Figure 5.4: Silver deposition with an increasing AgNO3 concentration. A: FTIR extinction spectra of the AuAg
CSNRs made with Au cores that were 10% etched, The samples were diluted 2x with H2O before measuring the
spectrum. B: FTIR extinction spectra of the AuAg CSNRs made with Au cores that were etched 38%, The samples
were diluted 3x with H2O before measuring the spectrum.

Table 5.2: Overview of results of AuAg CSNRs synthesised from two batches of etched AuNRs. The �rst batch
(VAu = 1.67 · 104 nm) was 10% etched and had little space. The second batch (VAu = 2.17 · 104 nm) had 38% of
the Au etched away resulting in a larger void. VAд was calculated by subtracting the core volume from the total
volume.

AgNO3 (mM) VAu (104 nm3) VAд (104 nm3) XAu AR (L/D) λmax (nm)
0 1.67 0 1.00 3.6±13% 776
0.5 1.67 0.29 0.85 3.6±15% 745
1.0 1.67 0.75 0.69 3.3±15% 753
1.5 1.67 1.40 0.55 3.3±15% 749
2.0* 1.67 1.37 0.55 3.2±16% 730
3.0* 1.67 3.43 0.33 2.7±20% 695
0 2.17 0 1.00 3.0±17% 702
1.0 2.17 0.75 0.75 2.8±12% 688
2.0 2.17 1.73 0.56 2.9±14% 697
4.0 2.17 3.38 0.39 2.8±16% 703
6.0* 2.17 6.08 0.26 2.4±15% 678

*these samples contained secondary nucleation

5.3 Synthesis of AuAg core-shell nanorods

Experimental details of the silver deposition, which were slightly di�erent than reported in the literature,
can be found in Section 5.1.2. The thickness of the resulting silver layer, and thus the gold/silver ratio
could be controlled in several ways, such as a change in the etched AuNR concentration, a change
in etching time, the amount of AgNO3 solution added or the concentration of the AgNO3 solution.
We used the AgNO3 concentration as the main method of controlling silver shell thickness, and the
etching time to assure that su�cient space is present in the silica shell. When a short etching time /
concentration is used, the maximum concentration of AgNO3 that can be used is low. Figure 5.4A shows
extinction spectra of samples prepared with varying silver concentration and Au cores that were etched
to a limited degree (10 minutes with 0.066 V%H2O2, 10% of the gold was etched away) thus keeping
the size of the core large and creating space for a Ag shell of limited thickness. With increasing silver
concentration, the intensity of the peak increases and the position undergoes a blue-shift. It should be
noted that the peak shift is not always a blue shift, and depends on many factors such as the molar
fractions of gold and silver, the shape and morphology of the surface, the volume and aspect ratio of
the total particle and the dielectric constant of the medium. All of these may change from sample to
sample and during the reaction itself.
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Figure 5.5: Size distributions of AuAg CSNRs synthesised with cores etched to a 38% volume decrease and
di�erent AgNO3 concentration.

When an AgNO3 concentration of 2 mM or more is used, peak broadening occurred and extinction at
∼550 nm increased. Using TEM, these e�ects were con�rmed to be a result of both secondary nucleation
and increased inhomogeneity due to bursting silica shells. When particles were used that were etched
to a larger degree (38%), a considerably higher silver concentration up to 4 mM could be used to obtain
a thicker silver shell without problems (Fig. 5.4B). In this case broadening of the extinction peak and
the formation of silver particles were not observed until the AgNO3 concentration was 6 mM. The
molar fraction of both metals can be estimated based on the volume of gold and silver in the particles,
which can be determined by measuring the volume of the cores and the core-shell particles. The molar
fractions are then calculated using the following equation:

XAu = 1 − XAд =
xAu

xAu + xAд
(5.1)

Where subscripts denote the metal, X is the molar fraction and x the average number of moles per parti-
cle, given by x = V /V̄ withV the measured volume and V̄ the molar volume (10.21 and 10.28 cm3 mol−1

for Au and Ag respectively).
Results of gold-silver core-shell nanorods (AuAg CSNRs) synthesised based on the two batches of

etched AuNRs are summarised in Table 5.2. We note that even though the second batch was etched to
a larger degree, the volume of the gold core is larger. This is a result of the larger starting volume of
the AuNRs@meso-SiO2 used, and not of insu�cient etching. Size distributions of the second batch and
some of the resulting AuAg CSNRs are also given in Figure 5.5. In both cases, the results from TEM
measurements con�rm the �ndings based on the FTIR extinction spectra. A silver shell grows preferably
onto the gold surface with an increasing thickness for increasing silver concentration, until a threshold
is reached. Up to that point, the aspect ratio decreases slightly in some cases. At silver concentrations
above this threshold, secondary nucleation starts to dominate, the AR decreases rapidly and many of
the silica shells crack due to the pressure of the increased silver volume. Since this threshold depends
on the empty space within the silica shell and since it corresponds with the concentration at which
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Figure 5.6: A–C: BF-TEM images of AuAg CSNRs synthesised with cores etched for 10 min. and di�erent
AgNO3 concentrations. A: 0.5 mM AgNO3, the Ag shell is too thin to observe in BF-TEM for individual particles.
B: 1.5 mM AgNO3, a core-shell structure is clearly visible for most particles. C: 2.0 mM AgNO3, small Ag particles
are observed and some silica shells are broken. D: STEM-EDX map showing the core-shell-shell structure of Au,
Ag and Si for AuAg CSNRs grown with 1 mM AgNO3. D&E: HAADF-STEM and STEM-EDX images of AuAg
CSNRs grown with 2 mM AgNO3.

shells start to crack, we conclude that this is the maximum amount of silver that can be deposited within
the shell. When the amount of silver is increased further, only two possibilities remain: silver growth
outside the shell or destruction of the silica. The change in the position of the LSPR can be explained
predominantly by the change in AR, although e�ects of the di�erent dielectric functions of gold and
silver are of course expected. The increase in the peak intensity is largely an e�ect of the increasing
particle volume.

5.3.1 Scaling up CSNR synthesis

One of the major di�culties in the synthesis of Ag@Au CSNRs with the method by Deng et al. is the
small scale and therefore small number of particles obtained. When this method is scaled up, large
inhomogeneities are found in the shell thickness throughout the sample, and the experiments are more
prone to the formation of silver particles due to secondary nucleation. These problems can also occur
on the small scale if the samples are not rapidly mixed directly after addition of ascorbic acid. Based on
these observations we suspected mixing of the ascorbic acid and silver ions to be the limiting factor in
the success of the metal overgrowth. This is likely the result of the extremely rapid reduction of Ag+

by AA as a colour change is observed directly after addition of the reductant. If the local concentration
of Ag+ and AA exceed the critical nucleation concentration, silver nanoparticles can be nucleated.
We therefore propose that for a successful metal overgrowth, mixing and full homogenisation of the
reactants should occur on a shorter time scale than the reaction itself. This can be achieved in two ways,
one can 1) increase the mixing speed and 2) slow down the reaction rate. A third option is to perform
the synthesis in many small batches, but this is time consuming and only possible if the method is
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Figure 5.7: reaction mechanism for the oxidation of ascorbate to dehydroascorbate. Adapted from [125]. pKa
values for the �rst and second deprotonation are 4.17 and 11.57 respectively [126, 127].

highly reproducible. Our experiments show that for the small scale method this is not the case. While
mixing speed is initially easy to increase experimentally (for example by using a bigger stirring bean
or by stirring at a higher radial speed) it quickly reaches a practical maximum with the standardised
magnetic setup. Sub-second homogenisation of volumes much larger than several mL is not possible
with conventional lab techniques. Furthermore, it is di�cult to standardise and depends heavily on
many parameters such as volume, vessel shape and size and stirring method.

Reducing the reaction rate on the other hand, can be achieved in several ways. It is important
to realise that the particle formation can depend strongly on kinetic e�ects, and that changing the
reaction rate can lead to a di�erence in the particles obtained. Ideally this could be used as a method
to control the morphology of the bimetallic particles. One of the most commonly used methods to
control the reaction rate is by controlling the temperature. The relationship between reaction kinetics
and temperature is expressed in the Arrhenius equation [124]:

k = Ae
− Ea
kBT (5.2)

where k is the reaction rate, Ea the activation energy of the reaction, T the absolute temperature, kB
the Boltzmann constant and A a pre-exponential factor. This is essentially a Boltzmann-exponent for
the probability of particles to have su�cient energy to cross the energy barrier, and it is clear that
an increased temperature leads to an increase in the reaction rate and visa versa. To test whether a
reduced temperature and thus reaction rate leads to increased monodispersity and decreased secondary
nucleation we performed the silver overgrowth at reduced temperature by suspending the reaction vial
in an ice-bath. Experimental details can be found in Section 5.1.3. The colour change to green upon
addition of silver was spread out over at least several seconds indicating a lower rate of silver deposition
than in the experiments at room temperature. The procedure was repeated 4 times to obtain a larger
quantity of AuAg CSNRs and to evaluate reproducibility of the protocol, FT-IR extinction spectra of
the di�erent batches (named A to D) are given in Figure 5.8. It is clear that only minimal di�erences
between the batches exist as the peak position and height depend strongly on the thickness of the silver
layer. The batches were mixed to yield a total volume of 12 mL after washing. Representative TEM
images are given in the appendix (Fig. B.10). The AuAg CSNRs had an average length of 77±8 nm, an
average diameter of 28±2 nm and an aspect ratio of 2.7±0.28. The molar fraction gold was 0.59.

Another more chemical method to reduce the reaction rate is to decrease the reduction strength or
available amount of reductor (AA) at any given time. In the case of ascorbic acid this can be achieved
by lowering the pH which can be understood based on the reaction mechanism of the oxidation of AA
(Figure 5.7). In order to donate two electrons to the silver, two H+ must be removed from the ascorbic
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Table 5.3: acidity molar ratio HCl:AA and reaction times for the silver deposition at low pH. x is the volume
of 0.1 M HCl added per 1 mL of Au-core dispersion. The reaction time was estimated based on the time it took
until no more colour change could be observed by eye. The Au cores used were etched for 15 minutes and had
AR=3.3±15%, VAu=2.57 · 104 nm3 and λmax=736 nm. 1 mM AgNO3 and 4 mM AA were used.

x (µL) pH [HCl]/[AA] reaction time VAu+Aд (104 nm3) XAu AR (L/D) λmax (nm)
0 3.91 0.0 < 1 s 3.97±29% 0.65 2.7±12% 688
1 3.74 0.2 ∼10 s 3.89±22% 0.66 2.7±11% 707
4 3.39 1.0 ∼1 min 3.90±23% 0.66 2.8±11% 705
8 3.12 2.0 > 10 min 3.94±27% 0.66 2.6±12% 715
20 2.75 4.9 > 30 min 3.92±27% 0.66 2.7±13% 725

acid. The presence of a higher concentration of H+ will drive these equilibria to the protonated (and
inactive) species. The pKa for loss of the �rst proton is 4.17 [126], which means that under neutral
conditions almost all AA will be present in the form of ascorbate, the active species. When the pH is
lowered to 3 on the other hand, less than 10% of the AA is present as ascorbate. This limits the speed of
the reaction to the speed at which AA converts to ascorbate, thus slowing the reaction down. Ruiz et
al. proposed that under acidic conditions loss of the second electron is the rate limiting step [128]. It is
however important to realise that we use a 4 times excess of AA w.r.t. Ag(I) (or 8 times if you account
for two electrons e.g. two reduced silver atoms per AA molecule) and full oxidation of AA is not needed
for full reduction of the silver. We therefore assume that only the reaction rate of the �rst electron is
relevant and that further oxidation of AA occurs via a di�erent pathway, for example recombination
of two ascorbate radicals to form ascorbate and dehydroascorbate. If this is the case, the equilibrium
conditions of the dissociation of the �rst proton will have the strongest in�uence on the reaction rate.

We studied the silver deposition at low pH via the addition of HCl prior to the reduction on a
small scale. Experimental details of the procedure can be found in Section 5.1.4. As initial test, the
in�uence of pH on the reaction rate could be estimated based on the time it took for the sample to fully
turn green due to the shift of the LSPR. The acidity had a strong e�ect on the reaction rate and shows
promising results for use as means of kinetic reaction control. TEM analysis revealed that in all cases the
particles obtained were homogeneous CS-particles with a smooth Ag layer and no secondary nucleation,
aggregation or broken shells (Figure 5.9). Although no degradation of the silica shells could be seen,
the TEM grids of samples with higher acid concentration contained slightly more silica contaminations,
which indicates the possible dissolution of the silica shell at lower pH. While there is a minimum in
solubility for amorphous silica at pH 7, and the addition of acid increases the solubility slightly to a
maximum around pH 3, this increase in solubility is very small and the e�ect is much stronger when
increasing rather than decreasing the pH [129]. It was found that a decrease in pH did not measurably
degrade the silica shell on a time-scale of the reaction. Storage over a longer time than ∼1 day was done
in ethanol to prevent such issues.

The reaction could be followed in-situ by performing the silver deposition reaction in a cuvette
while measuring the FTIR extinction spectrum at regular time intervals. The evolution of the extinction
spectrum was measured for etched AuNRs using 1 mM AgNO3 and 4 mM AA. Prior to the addition of
AA, a certain volume of 0.1 M HCl was added to the cuvette, we used volumes of 0.25%, 0.50%, 0.75%
and 1.00% of the volume of the core dispersion. For each sample, the AA solution was rapidly added
and the cuvette was swirled for 2 seconds to mix the sample, and then immediately placed in the FTIR
spectrometer. Time between addition of the AA and the start of the �rst measurement was roughly
10 seconds. The spectra were automatically recorded at regular time intervals depending on the speed
of the reaction. The dataset with 0.75 V% 0.1 M HCl is shown in Figure 5.8B, the other samples can
be found in the appendix (Fig. B.11). The maximum extinction is plotted versus the reaction time for
the di�erent samples (Fig. 5.8C) and clearly shows a decrease in reaction rate with increasing acid
concentration (decreasing pH). It should be noted that the detection limit of our device (Abs = 2.5) was
reached quickly for two samples and that the constant value they reach is higher in reality than could
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Figure 5.8: FT-IR extinction spectra of CS-NRs. A: comparison of di�erent batches synthesised at low tempera-
ture. B: evolution of the spectrum over time during the silver deposition at pH 3.15 (0.75 V% 0.1 M HCl) with a
time interval of 1 minute between the start of the measurements. C: the LSPR maximum extinction as a function
of the reaction time. D: ex-situ measurements of AuAg CSNRs synthesised at varying pH. B–D were al on a 1 mL
scale.

be measured. This problem would be prevented by performing the reaction in a more dilute system,
but a change in these parameters will change the course of the reaction and make the results harder to
compare with our other experiments. It can be deduced however that at high acid concentration, the
maximum intensity reached after the reaction is completed (no more change in the spectrum) is lower
than for the samples with less acid. This trend corresponded with ex-situ FTIR extinction spectra of
diluted samples after the silver deposition (Fig. 5.8D). A red shift was observed with increasing acid
concentration while the extinction has a maximum intensity at around 0.1–0.4 V%. When the acid
concentration is increased further, the peak starts to broaden. During the in-situ measurements we
observed that at the highest acid concentration (1.00 V%, pH 3.03) the particles started to aggregate and
sediment slowly, causing the intensity to drop after 40 minutes (appendix Fig. B.11C).

Based on the small scale experiments, the ideal amount of added acid is 4 µL 0.1 M HCl per 1 mL of
AuNR-core dispersion to slow the reaction down enough for e�ective mixing without strong dissolution
of the silica shell. When higher silver concentrations were used to grow thicker shells, the amount of
acid was increased slightly to 6 µL 0.1 M HCl per 1 mL of AuNR-core dispersion to compensate for
the higher AA concentration. To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the reduced growing speed for up-
scaling, a large batch of 55 mL was made using 2 mM AgNO3 and 0.6 V% 0.1 M HCl. The particles
were comparable to those obtained from small scale silver deposition with good coverage of all AuNRs,
homogeneous silver layer thickness and no nucleation of new silver particles.

5.4 Alloying of bimetallic nanorods

We studied the formation of alloyed AuXAg1-XNRs from the AuAg CSNRs by means of heating, where
X is the molar fraction of gold. In the bulk phase, gold and silver have a negative mixing enthalpy for
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A B C

D E

Figure 5.9: TEM images of AuAg CSNRs grown at di�erent acidities. A: without HCl (pH 3.91), B: 0.4 V% 0.1 M
HCl (pH 3.39) and C: 2.00 V% 0.1 M HCl (pH 2.75). D&E: large scale (55 mL) batch

all gold silver ratios, and thus mixing is always energetically favourable [130, 131]. The structure of
the gold-silver alloy is a solid solution with random placement of the Au and Ag atoms on the face-
centered cubic (fcc) lattice [130]. The ∆Hmix for bulk Au and Ag in the liquid phase depends on the
mole fractions of gold (XAu ) and silver (XAд) via Eq. 5.3 [131]:

∆Hmix = XAuXAд (−16.803 − 3.233XAu + 4.525X 2
Au )kJ mol−1. (5.3)

It is unlikely that these values will be accurate for the case of our particles as the nano-scale size strongly
in�uences the energetics and mixing most likely does not take place in a fully liquid phase due to the
low alloying temperature. Many studies on thermodynamic properties and stability of AuAg nanoalloys
have been reported with varying conclusions [132]. Molecular dynamics simulations of small (<1000
atoms) spherical Au-Ag alloy particles demonstrated favourable mixing similar to the bulk phase but
with slightly lower energy gain [133, 134]. For very small nanoclusters and nanocrystals it has been
reported that the lower surface energy of Ag combined with the small enthalpy of mixing leads to
surface segregation whereby the silver concentration on the surface of the particles is higher than
in the centre. Such an e�ect in�uences the surface properties and the plasmon resonance [118, 132].
In experimental studies on larger particles such an e�ect was not found [35, 119, 135] and surface
seggregation of silver after the alloying was also reported previously for our system [36]. The melting
points of small particles in simulations was between 600 and ∼720 ◦C for both core-shell spheres and
alloys, while a silver shell generally melts at slightly lower temperature than the gold core [133, 134].
In any case, these melting temperatures are far higher than those used in our alloying, which explains
in part how the out-of-equilibrium shape can be preserved.

Results of the alloying of AuAg CSNRs under di�erent gas atmospheres are shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: BF-TEM images (left), HAADF-STEM images (middle) and EDX-maps (right) of AuAgNRs alloyed
under di�erent atmospheres.Top: particles alloyed under N2 atmosphere. Middle: particles alloyed under syn-
thetic air (20 V% O2 in N2). Bottom: particles alloyed under 20 V% H2 in N2.
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Figure 5.11: A: normalised FTIR extinction spectra of particles alloyed in inert or reducing atmosphere. B:
normalised FTIR extinction spectra of particles alloyed in synthetic air.
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When the AuNRs are alloyed with a low heating ramp (5 ◦C min−1) to a maximum temperature of 500 ◦C
in a nitrogen environment (10 mL min−1 N2), which is considered inert to the particles, we see that the
core-shell structure has made place for a mixed phase. EDX-STEM mapping was used to image cold
and silver separately, and con�rmed that homogeneous alloys were obtained. Size measurements of
the particles before and after alloying con�rmed that no deformation occurred as the AR remained
constant at 2.7. When the same procedure was used but under a synthetic air atmosphere (20% O2
and 80% N2, V:V) however, results were quite di�erent. In most particles, deformation occurred which
was visible due to the empty space in the silica shells near the tips. Size measurements con�rmed
this �nding and the aspect ratio of the rods went from 2.7 to 2.4. Furthermore, large metallic particles
were observed on the TEM grid, outside of the silica shells of the NRs. EDX-STEM revealed that these
particles consisted solely of silver, while the NRs consisted mostly of gold with some silver. Because the
presence of an oxidising environment had such a strong in�uence on the results of the alloying, it was
interesting to see what the e�ect of a reducing environment would be. For this purpose, two batches
of the same particles were alloyed under 20% H2 in N2 and 20% CO in N2 atmospheres (by volume)
respectively. Images are shown in Figure 5.10 for H2 and in the appendix in Figure B.12A&B for CO.
For both particles alloyed under H2 atmosphere and the particles alloyed under CO atmosphere, the
results were highly similar to the particles alloyed under N2 (appendix Fig. B.12A&B). In both cases the
aspect ratio remained at 2.7 and no silver or other particles were observed outside of the silica shell.
EDX-STEM showed homogeneous alloys in the case of particles alloyed in H2. No EDX-STEM mapping
was done for the particles alloyed in CO, but no particles with a core-shell structure were observed
in BF-TEM and the optical extinction spectrum was consistent with an alloy. The particles alloyed in
H2 could be redispersed more easy than samples alloyed in other atmospheres. This may be related to
reduced condensation of -OH groups on the surface of the silica, but may very well be a coincidental
observation.

The extinction spectra of the alloyed AuAgNRs show a similar pattern. The spectra of the samples
alloyed in 100% N2, 80/20 N2/H2 and 80/20 N2/CO have nearly identical spectra (Fig. 5.11A) with a
LSPR maximum at ∼675 nm (∼20 nm lower than the AuAg CSNRs) con�rming that the presence of a
reducing atmosphere does not in�uence the alloying or deformation of the AuAg CSNRs in any other
way than an inert atmosphere. A larger background extinction is seen over most of the wavelength
range, which we attribute to increased scattering of (small) aggregates because full redispersion of the
particles after heating was challenging. Extinction spectra for samples alloyed in synthetic air were all
distictly di�erent (Fig. 5.11B). When the standard heating programme (5 ◦C min−1 up to 500 ◦C followed
by ∼6 h of cooling) was used in combination with a synthetic air atmosphere, a much stronger peak
broadening occurred and the LSPR extinction maximum shifted further to the visible (661 nm). The
large peak shift is a result of the lower aspect ratio due to deformation, the broadness of the peak
is a result of both scattering of aggregates and the varying degree of deformation. To obtain more
information about the alloying in (synthetic) air, we heated the particles to 200 ◦C where alloying is
not expected. The AuAg CSNRs were heated to 200 ◦C (5 ◦C min−1) and kept at this temperature for
4 h, which roughly corresponds to the time particles are at a temperature higher than 200 ◦C during
the standard 500 ◦C heating programme. The spectrum shows almost no shift of the LSPR indicating
little to no alloying or deformation, which was con�rmed with BF-TEM imaging (appendix Fig. B.12C).
When 24 h of heating at 200 ◦C was used, a slightly larger shift of the LSPR to 681 nm was measured,
but a core shell structure was still observed in TEM imaging indicating no considerable mixing of Au
and Ag had occurred. There were some signs of minor deformation such as small silver particles and
�attened tips of the AuAgNRs, but nothing near the scale for the particles alloyed in air at 500 ◦C.

The deformation that was observed in air is a peculiar observation that is consistent with previous
�ndings in our group [36], although it should be noted that these e�ects are far less severe in our
experiments than in the experiments reported there. In those experiments, the aspect ratio decreased
from 2.7 to only 1.7 while almost 50% of the metal volume was lost due to silver migration. An important
di�erence between these experiments is that we use a slow heating ramp while previously the particles
were heated quickly to 400 ◦C which was maintained for 30 min. Other experiments on the same system
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Figure 5.12: DSC curves of AuNRs@meso-SiO2 in di�erent gas atmospheres (left) and a comparison between
AuNRs@meso-SiO2 and AuAg CSNRs in argon atmosphere (right). The heating speed was 5 ◦C min−1 and the
cooling speed was 10 ◦C min−1 for all measurements. The y-axis is exothermic.

with a lower heating ramp (such as in-situ synchrotron measurements by J.E.S. van der Hoeven) showed
a similar decrease in the deformation and the silver migration. An experiment to con�rm this would
be to heat two batches of particles at a low and high heating rate respectively. While initially it seems
intuitive that this e�ect is a result of some silver oxide species, this is unlikely to be a full explanation as
Ag2O is thermodynamically unstable at temperatures above 200 ◦C, and up to this temperature no real
deformation was observed [136]. It has been suggested that despite this, the surface of Ag nanoparticles
may be oxidised even at higher temperature, which could a�ect the mobility of silver species through
silica materials [137, 138].

A wide range of processes could occur in the complicated environment of the interface between
the metal, silica and air. To study processes that occur during the alloying we turned to di�erential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), the results are shown in Figure 5.12. First, we compared the heat curves
of AuNR@meso-SiO2 in inert (argon) atmosphere and in air. The choice for AuNR@meso-SiO2 rather
than actual bimetallic particles was made because they are easier to synthesise and a relatively large
amount of sample is needed per measurement (>2 mg). It should be noted that these results were
part of preliminary tests and that the two measurements were not on particles from the same batch,
so di�erences observed could in principle stem from that. The spectra show striking di�erences for
inert and oxidising atmosphere as the latter is dominated by (at least) three large exothermic peaks.
This pattern corresponds well to the decomposition (burning) of CTAB and in agreement with TGA
measurements on similar samples, that showed weight loss associated with a.o. CO2 and H2O. When
the particles are heated under argon atmosphere, the CTAB cannot burn and thus these peaks are not
observed. No other signi�cant peaks could be detected for AuNR@meso-SiO2 under argon atmosphere.
While the concentration of CTAB is most likely lower in the AuAg CSNRs than in AuNR@meso-SiO2
because of the etching and the repeated washing steps, it is likely that some CTAB remains in the pores
and that its decomposition may play a role during the alloying. From TGA measurements, we know that
the CTAB comprises 11 wt% of the particles after the silica coating so heating e�ects can be substantial.

Although enhanced mobility of silver oxide species may play a role in the deformation and espe-
cially migration of the silver atoms through the shell, we propose that the deformation is mainly an
e�ect of local heating. When oxygen is present and CTAB decomposes, this strongly exothermic re-
action may increase the heat very locally in the silica shell. This can increase the local temperature
beyond the intended temperature of the system which in turn leads to loss of the aspect ratio. The
higher temperature also brings the metals closer to their melting point and increases mobility. Lastly,
it is possible that the decomposition gasses with possibly water condensing from the silica lead to an
overpressure inside of the silica shell, driving particles and molecules residing in the pores out of the
shell. For all these e�ects, the heating ramp will in�uence the results. When the heating is rapid, a
large amount of the CTAB decomposes at once leading to a sharp increase in temperature. In addition,
mixing of Au and Ag has not occurred at all and the more unstable silver shell is most exposed. Recent
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experiments by J.E.S. van der Hoeven also provided a method to completely remove CTAB, and those
particles did not deform more when heating under air than they did when heated in N2, unlike AuNRs
with CTAB still present.

When comparing the DSC curves for AuNR@meso-SiO2 and AuAg CSNRs under inert environment,
few di�erences between the two are observed. The absolute magnitude of the heat �ow per mass di�ers,
but these di�erences fall within the error in the measurement of the sample mass because of the very
small amount of sample available (∼2 mg). While some minor �uctuations can be observed, there are
no major peaks identi�able related to the mixing enthalpy or melting. Other processes that occur and
may appear in the DSC curves are: further condensation of the silica shell, evaporation of water and
ethanol from the pores, desorption of CTAB and (surface) melting of the silver. These e�ects could
not be unambiguously distinguished, but are in all cases far weaker than the heat �ow due to CTAB
decomposition and would most likely be masked completely in a measurement of AuAG CSNRs in air.
For this reason and because of the labour intensive synthesis of large quantities of particles, we decided
not to perform further DSC measurements on AuAg CSNRs in di�erent environments.

5.5 Other morphologies and metals

Branched particles

The metal overgrowth procedure is versatile and overgrowth of several di�erent metals has been shown
simply by changing the metal precursor and slight adaptations of the concentrations of metal precursor
and ascorbic acid. In addition to silver, core-shell particles with both Pt and Pd as a shell were reported.
Interestingly, for these two metals both smooth and rough morphologies could be obtained depending
on the reaction speed [34]. In this work, some preliminary experiments were done to increase the
number of possible compositions and morphologies. Using the protocol for the silver overgrowth, but
with a 1 mM HAuCl4 solution instead of AgNO3, we were able to grow an extra gold layer around the
etched AuNRs (Fig. 5.13A). The resulting particles no longer had smooth sides like AuNRs produced
with the Ye&Murray synthesis. The surface consisted of rough round features and small protrusions,
without the sharp spikes that extend a considerable distance into the pores of the silica shell. Due to the
irregular shape of the particles, a peak broadening with respect to the etched cores is observed. These
particles may have enhanced properties for SERS due to the presence of corners and edges at which the
electric �eld is ampli�ed. For catalysis these particles may also be of increased interest, as their high
surface curvature contains more reactive facets and dangling bonds.

Secondly, a galvanic replacement method was used to grow an additional gold layer around AuNRs.
In this experiment, AuAg CSNRs were prepared as described previously. These bimetallic particles
were then washed once and redispersed in an equal amount of water as during the silver deposition.
A 1 mM HAuCl4 solution was then added to the particles. Due to the higher reduction potential of
Au3+ than of Ag+, the silver shell can act as reducing agent for the gold. As a result, a colour change is
observed immediately upon addition of the gold as the gold replaces the silver. We used a subsequent
AA addition to assure completion of the reaction, but as a result of this it is expected that the silver
is again reduced and deposited on the particles. The structure of the AuAgAu NRs (Fig. 5.13B) shows
highly branched particles with spikes and small particles grown into the mesopores of the silica shell.
In some cases, these spikes grew long enough to reach the outside of the shell where then a small
metal particle could grow. It is expected that the spikes consist predominantly of gold and are formed
during the galvanic replacement step, but this was not con�rmed with EDX. The extinction spectrum
(Fig. 5.13D) shows a larger broadening than the rough AuNRs due to the increased degree of branching.
Furthermore, the extinction continues more into the infrared with increased extinction in the visible
due to the presence of small particles in the shell. Aside for their possibly enhanced properties for SERS
and catalysis, these branches can be used to probe the pore structure of the silica shell. We note that
this can also be achieved by growing Pt or Pd spikes into the pores directly as is investigated in our
group by J.E.S. van der Hoeven. Spiky branched AuNRs (without silver) have been reported elsewhere,
and were indeed found to have increased SERS activity [104].
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Figure 5.13: Alternative compositions and morphologies using the metal overgrowth method. A: AuNRs after
an extra Au deposition. B: Au spikes by galvanic replacement of an Ag shell. C: nanoporous structures after
dealloying of alloyed AuAg CSNRs. D: normalised FTIR extinction spectra of samples A&B. E: normalised FTIR
extinction spectra of attempted Cu deposition.

Dealloying

The possibility of using the alloyed gold silver particles as a starting point for the formation of nanoporous
gold was explored. Nanoporous gold has received considerable attention because of the high surface
area, catalytic activity and plasmonic hotspots. These structures are usually synthesised by using a
dealloying process: a gold-silver alloy is etched with concentrated nitric acid which dissolves the silver
but leaves the gold. The resulting structure consists of a monocrystalline structure of ligaments and
pores [139, 140]. Recently, a synthesis was reported for colloidal nanoporous gold spheres which used
a similar process for fabricating alloyed AuAgNPs@SiO2, but needed an extra etching step of the silica
to make it su�ciently thin for di�usion of ions through it [135]. Our alloyed particles can be used for
such a method directly due to the porosity of the shell. Furthermore, the anisotropy may increase the
optical extinction and thus the enhancement of the plasmonic hot spots. When we used AuAg alloyed
nanorods (ALNRs) with a XAu = 0.58, no structural change of the AuAg ALNRs was observed. The
low amount of silver is in this case insu�cient to allow for etching into the alloy, and only silver at the
surface is etched. We synthesised a batch of CSNRs with a very large amount of silver (two subsequent
overgrowth steps with 3 mM AgNO3 each). The resulting particles were extremely polydisperse (Fig.
B.13) with the gold fraction XAu as low as 0.09 for some particles, while others contained barely any
Ag. The particles were then alloyed at 500 ◦C 20% H2 in N2 (by volume) as described previously.

Dealloying was achieved by �rst redispersing the particles in 250 µL H2O followed by drop-wise
addition of 250 µL concentrated nitric acid. After three hours of reacting at room temperature, the
particles were washed with H2O twice and in ethanol. Due to the small scale of this test it was not
possible to measure an FTIR extinction spectrum. TEM images are shown in Figure 5.13C and in the
appendix (Fig. B.13). Many deformed NRs are now seen, with varying structures. The larger structures
all have a true porous structure similar to the literature, indicating that the dealloying was successful. A
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large number of the smaller particles has some form of a hole or ‘pore’ running through it. The absence
of a truly porous structure can be explained by the length scales involved. The width of the ligaments
of nanoporous gold varies depending on the protocol, but is typically at least around 5–10 nm, which
is only marginally smaller than the diameter of the AuNRs themselves. Lastly, a considerable number
of the NRs seems una�ected but this can be explained by the presence of a large number of rods with a
much higher Au:Ag ratio before dealloying. The large amount of broken and/or empty silica shells is a
result of the strain introduced in the silver overgrowth, and not related to the dealloying itself.

Copper deposition

Finally, we attempted to expand the number of metals that can be used in the metal overgrowth protocol
by exploring the synthesis of AuCu CSNRs. The presence of Cu has several advantages for catalysis
due to the high reactivity of copper and copper oxides, while a combination with gold is expected
to considerably improve the stability [141]. We note that direct synthesis of AuCuNRs has also been
reported [142, 143]. In aqueous conditions, Cu(0) is not stable and will quickly oxidise to form Cu2O.
Epitaxial growth of Cu2O on gold nanoparticles of various shapes has been reported and yielded in-
teresting structures and morphology [9, 144]. Alloying of such anisotropic AuCu structures has not
been reported yet to the best of our knowledge. When a protocol such as described for Ag was used
with 2 mM CuCl2, no evidence was found of a reaction occurring within 12 hours, even if the pH was
increased to 10.9 with NaOH after addition of AA. When the concentrations of CuCl2 and AA were
increased ten-fold (to 20 mM and 80 mM respectively) and the pH was adjusted to 11.9, a rapid colour
change to yellow occurred upon addition of NaOH. This colour change was found to be a result of
the formation of small copper or copper oxide particles (appendix Fig. B.14) with a strong extinction
between 400 and 500 nm. We found no evidence for the presence of copper on the surface of the gold
nanorods. When 2 mM CuCl2 and 6 mM H2NOH.HCl were used and ajusted to pH 11.7, a slight redshift
of the LSPR occurred (∼30 nm), however no core-shell structure was seen in TEM or HAADF-STEM.



Chapter 6

Self-Assembly of Nanorods

In this chapter, we study the spontaneous organisation of the rod-like particles into ordered (or disor-
dered/isotropic) systems in 2D, con�ned to the liquid-air interface, and in 3D, in spherical assemblies.
The main motivation for these studies is that collective plasmonic e�ects can occur in ordered sam-
ples, that lead to new plasmonic properties and ‘hot-spots’ where the electric �elds of multiple AuNRs
combine into a much stronger local �eld [30, 31, 145, 146]. In many studies on alignment of AuNRs, the
surface is functionalised to promote certain structures [20,33,147], but we choose to use a silica coating
to reduce (speci�c) attraction between the particles and study e�ects of predominantly the particle
shape, as systems of (nearly) hard rods have been extensively studied using colloidal model systems
and computer simulations.

6.1 Pattern formation of AuNRs on TEM-grids

2D self assembly of CTAB stabilized nanoparticles and AuNRs in particular has been explored theoret-
ically and to some extent using electron microscopy. Bates & Frenkel [148] did a simulation study on
2D self assembly of hard rods and found that hard spherocylinders do not exhibit a nematic phase for
AR < 7, and that rods of lower aspect ratio form crystals at high volume fraction but generally assume
a globally isotropic phase with local smectic ordering at lower volume fraction. Before moving on to
theoretically understandable but experimentally challenging systems of equilibrium 2D self-assembly,
we can look at the behaviour of particles dried on a TEM grid and compare these to the literature. Pat-
terns formed upon evaporation of a solvent containing CTAB-stabilised gold particles on a TEM grid
were described by Sau & Murphy for drop casting the particles in dispersion on a TEM grid followed
by evaporation of the solvent [149]. Many of these patterns could be recognised, but due to the com-
plicated hydrodynamic e�ects and strong capillary forces during drying these methods are not suitable
for reliable SA. Pattern formation after solvent evaporation on a TEM grid is often hard to reproduce
and many di�erent patterns can be observed on a single grid. Nikoobakht & El-Sayed et al. demon-
strated the formation of ordered smectic-like structures on TEM-grids partially submersed vertically in
an evaporating AuNR dispersion [75]. Several examples of structures we often observed in the TEM are
shown in Figure 6.1. These grids were all prepared with particles in aqueous dispersion under ambient
conditions. To highlight the in�uence of the drying speed on the pattern formation, we prepared a TEM
grid by extra slow droplet evaporation in a closed H2O-saturated environment without air currents over
the course of 2 days. On this TEM-grid (Fig. 6.1D&E), much more ordered structures of AuNRs were
observed than on grids of the same sample dried under ambient conditions. Despite the relatively low
amount of particles, the AuNRs collected at high concentration in small regions and multilayer smectic
stacks were found in places. Extremely fast evaporation of a dispersion in cyclohexane reproducibly
resulted in networked ring-like features (Fig. 6.1D).

54
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A B C

D E F

Figure 6.1: Ordering observed when a concentrated AuNR dispersion is dried on a TEM grid. A: isotropic
“ordering” of AuNRs. B: overall isotropic phase with local smectic ordering. C: Separation of rod-sphere mixtures
into regions rich in rods and regions rich in spheres. A–C were found on TEM-grids prepared by dropping
5 µL of a concentrated AuNR-dispersion in H2O on the grid and allowing the water to evaporate under ambient
conditions. D&E: ordered structures found on a TEM grid prepared by H2O evaporation under a H2O-saturated
closed environment. F: ring-like structures due to extremely fast evaporation of cyclohexane under ambient
conditions. The particles in F were functionalised as described in Sec. 6.3.

6.2 Experimental

6.2.1 SiO2 surface modi�cation with OTMS

Hydrophobic functionalisation of AuNR@meso-SiO2 in toluene was achieved as follows: 3 mL of a
dispersion of silica-coated AuNRs (0.8 g L−1) was centrifuged (8000 g for 10 min) and the supernatant
was removed as much as possible. By repeated addition of toluene, sonication and rapid pipetting
the rods were transferred to a glass vial with the �nal amount of toluene totalling to 10 mL1. Then
1 mL OTMS and 1 mL butylamine were added and the vial was quickly placed in a sonication bath
that was pre-heated to 50 ◦C, and sonication at 50 ◦C was maintained for 4 h. The vial was removed
from the bath and left on a roller-mixer overnight to ensure completion of the reaction. The particles
were collected with centrifugation (8000 g for 10 min) and washed once with toluene and once with
cyclohexane. The particles were dispersed in 1.2 mL cyclohexane (equalling ∼ 2 g L−1) and stored for a
maximum of several weeks at 4 ◦C to prevent evaporation of the solvent.

AuNRs with an ultra-thin silica shell could be functionalised with OTMS in ethanol as follows:
750 µL of the silica-coated AuNR dispersion was diluted with 1.75 mL ethanol. 250 µL OTMS and 125 µL
butylamine were added sequentially and the vial was placed in a sonication bath at room temperature.
The mixture was sonicated for 2 h during which it went cloudy as the particles precipitated together
with a large volume of a plastic-like substance. Due to the ultrasonic waves the vial heated up to ∼30 ◦C.

1repeatedly washing the eppendorf tube with toluene while sonicating is necessary as toluene acts as anti-solvent to the
AuNRs and rapid aggregation and deposition on the walls tube occurs when sonication is stopped.
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After two hours, the solid components of the mixture were collected using centrifugation (100 g for 30 s
to sediment the precipitate and 5000 g for 30 s to compress it). The supernatant was removed and 4 mL of
toluene was added which dissolved the sediment and dispersed the AuNRs. The NRs were collected with
centrifugation (7000 g for 10 min), redispersed in 2 mL cyclohexane, centrifuged, redispersed in 2 mL
cyclohexane, centrifuged, redispersed in 250 µL cyclohexane and stored at 4 ◦C to prevent evaporation
of the solvent.

6.2.2 2D monolayer formation

OTMS-functionalised AuNRs (20 µL) were diluted with 500 µL cyclohexane. A 20 mL vial was �lled
for about three quarters with H2O (MQ) and the particle dispersion was carefully dropped on the
water surface forming a single droplet in the middle of the vial. A piece of para�lm was placed over
the opening and penetrated approximately 10 times with a needle to allow the cyclohexane to slowly
evaporate. After evaporation of the medium, a thin �lm of AuNRs could be seen �oating on top. The
area covered by the NR-�lm was typically several mm2 and visible to the naked eye because of the
strong optical extinction of the rods. The �lm was carefully scooped out of the water with a TEM grid
which was subsequently dried in air. When ethylene glycol (EG) was used as substrate, 10 mL of EG
was deposited in a 50 mL crystallising dish. 100 µL particle dispersion was carefully put on top and the
dish was covered with a watch glass and a second crystallisation dish was placed upside down over the
dish containing the liquid, and wetted with a small amount of additional cyclohexane to saturate the
atmosphere. The setup was left undisturbed for at least an hour to allow for complete evaporation after
which a sample could be scooped out with a TEM-grid and dried under vacuum.

6.2.3 Supraparticle synthesis

To form AuNR-supraparticles, 400 mg dextran and 50 mg SDS were dissolved in 10 mL H2O. Then,
200 µL of the OTMS-functionalised silica-coated AuNRs (∼2 mg L−1) was added, and the mixture was
emulsi�ed. Emulsi�cation was achieved either by using a Taylor-Couette type shear cell with a rotor
spacing of 0.1 mm and a rotor speed of 7500 rpm, or by swirling a vial in a sonication bath for 1 minute.
For both methods, the mixture was pre-emulsi�ed by manual shaking and vortex mixing. The emulsion
in a 4 mL vial was covered with para�lm which was penetrated several times with a needle to allow
cyclohexane vapour to slowly escape, put in an orbital shaker and left swirling overnight to allow for full
evaporation of the cyclohexane. Alternatively, a stirring bar at 400 rpm was used to prevent creaming
of the oil droplets. The particles were collected with centrifugation (500 g for 30 min), redispersed in
4 mL H2O, centrifuged, redispersed in 4 mL H2O, centrifuged and redispersed in 500 µL H2O. For the
particles with thin silica, several samples were made using 200 mg dextran instead of 400 mg which
seemed to increase ordering.

6.2.4 Tomographic reconstruction

5 µL of an aqueous dispersion of AuNR supra-particles was deposited on a quantifoil TEM-grid. HAADF-
STEM tilt series were recorded for two supra-particles with tilt angles from −70° to 68° with tilt in-
crements of 2°. The optimal focus was determined automatically at every tilt angle and manually
adjusted when necessary. The datasets were adjusted for extreme values (for example because of x-
rays hitting the detector) and aligned automatically using a cumulative cross-correlation method using
ETomo, a program for tomographic reconstruction in the IMOD software package (version 4.9 on Win-
dows) [150–152]. The data were binned 4 × 4 pixels and cropped to contain only the particle prior
to the reconstruction to reduce noise and computation time. WBP reconstructions were performed
as implemented in ETomo. SIRT reconstructions were performed using an algorithm in the ASTRA
Toolbox for Matlab [153–155] and incorporated a positivity constraint (all negative values are set to
0). The full code is given in the appendix. Typically, 30 SIRT iterations provided a reasonable tradeo�
between quality, noise and computation time. After the SIRT iteration, a cuto� value was determined
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from the histogram of the reconstruction and used to truncate all excessively high intensity voxels.
The grey-values were then normalised and the reconstruction was analysed in 3dmod, which is part of
IMOD.

6.3 OTMOS functionalisation

To enable the use of reported methods for solvent-evaporation induced self-assembly, the particles
needed to be stable in hydrophobic solvents such as toluene and cyclohexane. It is possible to directly
phase-transfer AuNRs to hydrophobic solvents using a ligand exchange with thioalkanes [156–158] but
the approach taken in this work is to utilise a silica-coating and then functionalise the silica surface,
as this has several advantages with respect to stability and imaging. Silica surfaces grown by tradi-
tional methods such as aqueous or ethanolic TEOS condensation or using sodium silicate precursor are
terminated by Si−OH groups and highly polar. A surface modi�cation of the silica was necessary to
stabilise the AuNRs in apolar solvents and to prevent phase transfer from the apolar to a polar phase.
Octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS) contains a silane-group that can bind to the silica surface and a long
hydrophobic (C18) tail, and is frequently used for the hydrophobic functionalisation of silica surfaces.
It forms a densely packed alkane layer of 2 nm thickness on the surface which provides good stability
in a wide range of hydrophobic solvents, and has a H2O contact angle of > 100° [159, 160].

For OTMS functionalisation of AuNR@meso-SiO2 we used a protocol based on a method previously
reported by our group (SCM) for (large) silica colloids [161, 162]. In this method, the silica-coated
particles are �rst transferred to toluene which acts as an anti-solvent. The reaction of the silica-surface
with the OTMS molecules is done in an ultrasonication bath to continuously disperse the particles as
much as possible and thereby prevent crosslinking and keep the surface accessible. We use a very large
(orders of magnitude) excess of OTMS as no reaction is expected to occur with the particles once the
reaction is completed, and an accurate estimation of the total surface of the particles and the glass
vial is impractical. While the reaction proceeds, the stability of the particles increases until they are
fully dispersed. The excess reactants can then be washed away by centrifugation and redispersion.
While this method works well for AuNR@meso-SiO2, it cannot be used for AuNR@thin-SiO2 due to the
irreversible aggregation that occurs when transferring the particles to toluene. As a result of the thin
silica shell and the large contact area, Van der Waals attractions between the gold cores are too strong
for ultrasonication to overcome.

To omit the transfer to an antisolvent of the bare silica surface, a new protocol was developed
for OTMS-grafting in ethanol (although similar approaches in polar solvents are known [163]). We
used a similar OTMS concentration (10 V%) and a 2x lower concentration of butylamine (5 V%), lower
temperature (30 ◦C) and shorter reaction time (2 h) to reduce the chance of degradation of the silica
and aggregation of the particles. OTMS, butylamine and toluene are all fully miscible with ethanol at
30 ◦C, although interestingly this is only the case for fresh unreacted OTMS. Once hydrolised, the OTMS
slowly precipitates/separates out of the solution. During the reaction in ethanol this could be observed
as a large volume of solid-like components emerged and sedimented together with the particles. The
substance, which we assumed to be an excess of hydrolised OTMS, appeared to be more soluble at
elevated temperature (∼ 50 ◦C). The (mostly solid) precipitate of the reaction could be separated from
the ethanol by very slow and short centrifugation (100 g for 30 seconds) and was dark brown, while the
ethanol supernatant was completely clear. This indicated that the AuNRs had precipitated together with
the excess OTMS. The sediment could easily be redispersed in toluene by brief shaking or vortex-mixing
which demonstrated the excellent stability of the functionalised particles in hydrophobic solvents. The
nanoparticles can be seen in a toluene-water two-phase system before and after OTMS-functionalisation
in Figure 6.2, showing the strong a�nity of the particles for the respective polar and apolar phase before
and after functionalisation.

Even with the altered protocol in ethanol, there were issues with the stability of AuNR@thin-SiO2 in
roughly half of the cases. In those batches, the particles aggregated sometimes during the reaction, but
more often during subsequent washing steps with toluene and cyclohexane. In most cases the particles
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Figure 6.2: Photograph of the particles before (left) and after (right) OTMS-functionalisation. The top and bottom
phase are toluene and H2O respectively. The vials were vortex-mixed and left to phase separate before taking the
image. The darker colour after functionalisation is due to a higher particle concentration.

could be redispersed succesfully in toluene (indicating successful surface modi�cation) but subsequent
washing steps caused aggregation. It is currently unclear what causes the instability, but we found that
the aggregation depends strongly on the thickness of the silica-shell. When the shell was at least 4 nm
thick the particles remained stable, while shells of 2–3 nm aggregated in most cases. When the silica
shell was rough and inhomogeneous no aggregation was observed. When aggregation occurred, it
was irreversible (in toluene, cyclohexane, ethanol and H2O) and prevented the successful formation of
supra-particles or 2D monolayers. The severity of the aggregation varied between many small clusters
to a single large chunks visible to the naked eye. Many di�erent washing methods were used, including
slower centrifugation, longer sonication, washing with solvents containing 5 V% butylamine and fewer
washing steps. While some samples exhibited better stability than others, no washing parameters were
found that prevented aggregation for all samples. Work on preventing these issues is ongoing and
expected to lead to better results in later steps.

6.4 Self-assembled monolayers

We used a 2-phase solvent evaporation approach to allow for slow formation of a monolayer on a
substrate (water or ethylene glycol surface) under 2D con�nement similar to those used for example
in the formation of quantum-dot super-lattices [164, 165]. OTMS functionalised AuNRs were dispersed
in cyclohexane and placed on top of a water surface. By controlling the particle concentration and
evaporation-time, densely packed monolayers could be obtained over large areas (in the order of mm2

up to more than 1 cm2). Details of the method can be found in Section 6.2.2. Slow evaporation is crucial
as it allows for the AuNRs to settle on the water-cyclohexane interface before the shrinking droplet
forces them into a small volume. If the concentration is high or the evaporation is fast, multiple layers
of particles are formed on top of each other. The monolayers could be transferred to a TEM-grid simply
by scooping it from the water surface. Alternatively, ethylene glycol (EG) could be used as the substrate
which had several advantages. Firstly, the higher viscosity of EG with respect to water makes the
surface more stable and less prone to waves and vibrations that may disturb the self-assembly. and
while scooping with the TEM grid. Secondly, the wetting properties of cyclohexane on EG are more
favourable than on water as the droplet is more �at and spreads out over the surface, which reduces
the chance of forming multiple layers on top of each other. Lastly, cyclohexane is mildly soluble in EG
which allowed us to slow down the reaction more easily by saturating the EG and atmosphere with
cyclohexane prior to addition of the particles. A downside of using EG is that it does not wet glass well
enough to form a considerable meniscus, which would help to keep the cyclohexane droplet centred
in the vial. Secondly, it is harder to scoop the layer without destroying it when EG is used and often
droplets remain between the grid and the particle-layer.

Images of some the self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are shown in Figure 6.3. When particles with
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A B C

D

Figure 6.3: Self-assembled 2D monolayers of AuNRs. A: AuNRs with a thick silica shell (AR = 1.8) self-assembled
on H2O. B-D: AuNRs with a thin silica shell (AR = 7) self-assembled on ethylene glycol. B: detail of a monolayer
shows the local smectic ordering. C: partial coverage of the interface when a lower particle concentration is used.
D: low magni�cation overview with the rods coloured according to their orientation with OrientationJ. The NRs
used in D has a rough silica shell.
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Figure 6.4: Left: distribution of the orientations of all pixels in Fig. 6.3D found with OrientationJ. Right: pixel
orientation distributions of smaller sections of Fig. 6.3D. When the image size is on or below the order of the size
of ordered domains, most pixels collapse into a single peak.

a thick silica shell are used, no long range ordering in the system is observed. This can be attributed to
fact that the e�ective aspect ratio (that of the silica shell, ca. 1.9) is much smaller than for rods with a
thin shell, as increasing the shell thickness leads to increasingly spherical particles. The particle shape
is therefore not su�ciently rod-like to induce nematic or smectic ordering based purely on maximising
the packing fraction under con�nement. In addition to this, the thick shell largely shields the strong
Van der Waals attractions between the gold cores that favours the maximum interface between the long
sides of two AuNRs. Lastly, the shape of the silica shell is not always a nice spherocylinder. If many
particles have more rounded sides, like in the case of prolate spheroids, this may decrease the chances
of side-by-side ordering. There does appear to be some degree of very local ordering but this rarely
persists over more than several particles. It is also possible that the disorder is related to the sensitivity
of the H2O–cyclohexane system to vibrations and air currents that keep it out of equilibrium.

The SAMs with AuNR@thin-SiO2 are quite di�erent in appearance and several properties can be
noted straight away. Firstly, large aggregates were present in almost all of the systems we imaged.
These aggregates are characterised by a more random open structure that extents in 3D (which was
veri�ed by tilting the sample in the TEM). We know that this is not a result of a excessively high
AuNR concentration that leads to multiple layers on top of each other because they could be seen even
when the concentration was too low to completely cover the surface (Fig. 6.3C). We suspect that the
aggregates are created during the silica-coating and more so during OTMS-functionalisation. Secondly,
the spherical impurities present from the AuNR-synthesis are predominantly located in or directly
around the aggregates. Between the aggregates we see large “valleys” of mostly AuNRs that are locally
ordered in rows of up to ∼30 NRs wide. This ordering sometimes extends over multiple rows but this
rarely exceeds a distance of 3L. We note that some images we show (Fig. 6.3D, B.15 right) are of a SAM
made with a rod-sample where the silica-shell possessed some form of roughness and inhomogeneity
which may a�ect the ordering. In our analysis we did not see any major di�erences between these and
other images where smooth AuNR@thin-SiO2 particles were used.

To easily visualise and (to some extent) analyse the degree of ordering in the 2D system of AuNR@thin-
SiO2 we used OrientationJ [166], a plugin for the widely used open source image analysis program Im-
ageJ [167,168]. OrientationJ determines a structure tensor for each pixel by calculating the local spacial
derivative using a cubic B-spline interpolation over a Gaussian area around the pixel. The eigenvector
with the largest eigenvalue then gives the local predominant orientation. From this a distribution of
the orientations of all pixels can be plotted, and the local orientation can be visualised by assigning
colour to the pixels depending on the orientation, a legend for the colour can be seen in Figure 6.4.
OrientationJ can also calculate the dominant eigenvector for the entire image, which we used as the
nematic director. Due to the high contrast of the TEM images and the corresponding sharp gradients,
OrientationJ worked with single-particle precision even at very low magni�cations. We found that the
orientations are very slightly anisotropic (S2D = 0.15) over large distance (Fig. 6.4) which we attribute
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Figure 6.5: Orientational correlation functions for 2D monolayers of AuNR@meso-SiO2 (left) and AuNR@thin-
SiO2 (right) with the distance r is normalised to the total particle diameter D. For each sample, two images were
analysed and plotted in di�erent colours.

to drying e�ects and potentially shear forces from scooping the sample on the TEM grid. At higher
magni�cation these e�ects become obscured by the peaks of individual domains. When the analysed
area is of the same order as the domain size, the distribution becomes a single sharp peak again.

While OrientationJ is convenient to visualise orientation and to determine the global order param-
eter (for whole images) it cannot easily be used to determine the length scale of local ordering. For this
reason, a custom script for Wolfram Mathematica [169] was written to determine the particle positions
and orientations. The full code is given in the appendix. Brie�y: a thresholded edge detection was used
to �lter out only the edges of the high-contrast gold. The morphological components were automati-
cally detected and selected based on prede�ned selection criteria (minimum and maximum width and
minimum aspect ratio of the smallest bounding box of the shape). This removed spherical particles and
overlapping particles that could not be detected individually. A list of the centre-of-mass coördinates
and the bounding box orientations could then be extracted for analysis. Two images with the tracked
rods are given as example in Fig. B.15 in the appendix.

We calculated the orientational correlation function which we de�ned in a similar fashion as the
standard 2D nematic order parameter (Eq. 2.8). However, instead of determining ψ ’s for each particle
with respect to the average of the whole image (expressed in n̂), we calculate individual ψ ’s for all
particle pairs at a distance between r and r + ∆r . Theseψ ’s are plugged into Equation 2.8 and averaged
over all ψ ’s in a distance bin with width ∆r . This calculation is implemented computationally from a
list of coordinates and orientations as following:
1 for r = rmin to r = rmax do
2 for i = 1 to i = N do
3 find all particles j between distance r and r + ∆r from particle i;
4 ψi j = |(θi − θ j ) mod π |;
5 end i;

6 S (ri j ) = 2
〈
cos(ψi j )2

〉
− 1;

7 r = r + ∆r;
8 end r;

where N is the total number of particles, 0≤θ ≤π the angle with respect to the (arbitrary) orientation
of the image and 〈...〉 indicates an average over all particle pairs ij. We note that in this way all pairs
are counted double, but due to the averaging this does not in�uence the results. This can be prevented
with a possible gain in computation speed by removing each particle i from the list after it is evaluated.

The orientational correlation functions for 2D monolayers of AuNR@meso-SiO2 and AuNR@thin-
SiO2 are given in Figure 6.5. We see that at a distance equal to the diameter of the particles (including
silica) the particles are always fully aligned (S = 1), which is expected for any rodlike particle since
the distance between the centres-of-mass of two particles can only come at such a close distance when
the particles are perfectly adjacent. If a misalignment is present and overlap cannot occur, any possible
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Figure 6.6: Schematic overview of the emulsion-droplet supraparticle synthesis from de Nijs and van Blaaderen
et al. [170] for AuNR@SiO2. Particles are dispersed in the droplet phase of an emulsion and compressed as the
droplets slowly evaporate.

geometry with Si j < 1 will result in a greater distance than r = D. In the same way, a complete
misalignment (ψi j = 90°) cannot occur at a distance smaller than r = (D +L)/2. If no long-range order is
present, we expect to �nd isotropic ordering in the limit of large r and thus S (rmax ) = 0. By evaluating
the inter-particle distance r for which S goes to 0 we get a measure for the length scale of preferential
orientation.

For AuNR@meso-SiO2 we see that S (r ) rapidly declines after r = 1 and then oscillates around 0, with
maxima where r is a multiple of D. Because the system is relatively closely packed and most particles
are in contact with others, aligned particles will mostly be found at multitudes of D while either an
empty space or a misaligned particle between two particles is needed to �nd a ψ =0° at other inter-
particle distances. For a conventional nematic order parameter negative values cannot occur because
that would imply that the majority of particles is oriented away from the dominant direction of the
particles, which is impossible. With our de�nition however negative values can be found when particle
pairs at a certain distance are on average misaligned more than in an isotropic system. The oscillations
quickly dampen out due to e�ects such as particle polydispersity, non-closed packing and randomness
in the orientation, and we see that already at a distance of ∼4–5 particle diameters the orientation is
virtually uncorrelated. At longer distance the system behaves isotropic (S = 0) as expected. In the case
of AuNR@thin-SiO2 the behaviour is quite di�erent. The initial decline of the correlation function is
much more long ranged, but this can be mostly explained by geometric arguments as a 45° misalignment
(Si j =0) cannot occur at r/D < 2.5 and a 90° misalignment (Si j =−1/2) cannot occur for r/D < 4. Aside
from this, there is a longer ranged correlation although this is not a very strong e�ect (S = 0.1–0.2).
It does persist up to ∼ R/D = 15 and S , 0 until ∼ r/D = 30 (not shown here) which is much more
long-ranged than the lower AR particles.

6.5 AuNR supra-particles

The supra-particles consisting of AuNRs were made via an emulsion droplet solvent evaporation method
by de Nijs & van Blaaderen et al. [170, 171]. The method is similar to other reports [172], although
di�erent approaches can also be used to obtain such structures [173]. The droplet evaporation-method
is depicted schematically in Figure 6.6. This method is similar to the 2D case, however now the mixture
is emulsi�ed to obtain �nely dispersed droplets containing the particles. When these droplets shrink due
to evaporation, the volume fraction of the AuNRs increases gradually as they are spherically con�ned.
When the droplet has fully evaporated, a spherical assembly of the AuNRs remains which is held
together due to the e�ect of continuous phase acting as an anti-solvent to the individual NRs. We used
an cyclohexane in water emulsion with dextran and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as additives. The
purpose of dextrane is predominantly to increase the viscosity of the continuous phase which improves
emulsi�cation with a shear-cell, but this also slows down phase separation and creaming due to the
di�erent densities of cyclohexane and water. SDS is a negatively charged surfactant that serves two
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Figure 6.7: Spherical supra-particles of AuNR@meso-SiO2 made with emulsion droplet self-assembly and shear-
cell emulsi�cation. A: BF-TEM. B: HAADF-STEM. C: BSE-SEM. D: SE-SEM

purposes. Firstly it stabilises the emulsion droplets and prevents coalescence during the drying phase
so that evaporation can be completed before the phases start to separate. Secondly, as the SDS is on
the cyclohexane-water interface it forms a layer around the particles once the droplet has evaporated,
thereby stabilising the supra-particles in aqueous dispersion despite the hydrophobic nature of the
individual AuNRs.

6.5.1 Supraparticles of low AR AuNR@meso-SiO2

We synthesised the supra-particles with the two types of silica shell: AuNR@meso-SiO2, Au AR = 4.0,
total AR = 1.9, and the high aspect-ratio AuNR@thin-SiO2, Au AR = 7.3, total AR = 7.0. EM images of
the supra-particles made from AuNR@meso-SiO2 are shown in Figure 6.7 and 6.8. The supra-particles
have an average diameter of 325 nm ± 30% (N = 188) when made using a shear-cell and no individual
AuNRs were observed outside of the SPs. When the emulsi�cation was done by means of sonication,
the average size and polydispersity are larger: 564 nm±48% (N =170). Lastly, if the emulsion was mixed
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Figure 6.8: A: TEM image of supra-particles made with sonication-emulsi�cation. B: TEM image of supra-
particles made with CTAB. C: size-distributions for supra-particles made with di�erent emulsi�cation methods.

using a vortex mixer only, the diameter of the supra-particles was 910 nm ± 46% (N =155). Histograms
with the size distributions of the three emulsi�cation methods are given in Figure 6.8C. Low resolution
SEM images of these three samples can be found in the appendix (Fig. B.16) and clearly show the
di�erence is size. These di�erences can be attributed to a di�erence in the size and polydispersity of
the emulsion droplets as the particle concentration in cyclohexane was kept constant. While the shear
cell provided the highest monodispersity and gives most control over the droplet size, sonication was
used in most experiments in this thesis due to technical issues with the shear cell. An advantage of the
polydispersity is that using one sample, the ordering in supra-particles of many di�erent sizes can be
analysed.

Irrespective of their size, the supraparticles are stable and do not aggregate although in all cases the
particles sediment within an hour. The particles can be redispered by shaking or vortex mixing. This
indicates good stability of the particles, which can be attributed to charge stabilisation. It is unlikely
that the silica-shell possesses a signi�cant surface charge after the functionalisation with OTMS, since
the –OH groups that normally give rise to the silica surface charge are now replaced with the OTMS
molecules. We therefore expect that the charge of the supra-particles is predominantly determined by
the surfactant used in the emulsion. Using SDS, this will result in negatively charged supra-particles. To
obtain sulphur-free supra-particles we replaced SDS in the synthesis with an equal molar concentration
of CTAB. The resulting particles are expected to be positively charged. The supraparticle surface charge
and particle size can be experimentally determined using electrophoresis, but this was not done in
this work. The emulsion was dried at 30 ◦C in a water bath to prevent precipitation of the CTAB.
Although supra-particles were formed, some individual AuNRs were also seen (Fig. 6.8B). This may be
a result of the properties of CTAB such as the positive charge or di�erent surface coverage, but may
also result from the di�erent drying method. Because of the water bath, an orbital shaker could not
be used and a magnetic stirring bar was necessary to prevent creaming of the emulsion. When the
CTAB concentration was increased slightly (20%), the ratio between the supra-particles and individual
particles decreased.

To study the internal structure of the SPs we performed electron tomography experiments on SPs
with AuNR@meso-SiO2 and recorded two HAADF-STEM tilt series, one of a small particle (200 nm)
and one of a large particle (500 nm). Details of the data acquisition and the reconstruction are described
in Section 6.2.4 and some of the results are shown in Figure 6.9. We used both weighted back projection
(WBP) and the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) to reconstruct the datasets. The
WBP reconstructions show sharp boundaries which makes them appear sharper to the eye. Artefacts
due to misalignments and the missing wedge are strong and the background is large which reduces
the contrast. While the reduced contrast was no issue for the smaller particle, it obscured all particles
in the centre of the larger supraparticle. A reconstruction using 30 SIRT iterations was found to more
accurately reconstruct the interior of the large supraparticle due to the higher contrast and reduced
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Figure 6.9: Tomographic reconstruction of AuNR supra-particles. A&B: projection image at 0° from the HAADF-
STEM tilt series for a small and a large supraparticle. C: XY orthoslice of a WBP reconstruction of the small
particle. D–F: XY, XZ and YZ crossections of a SIRT reconstruction of the small supraparticle, 40 iterations were
used. G–I: XY, XZ and YZ orthoslices of a SIRT reconstruction of the large supraparticle, 30 iterations were used.
The yellow cross in the orthoslices indicates the positions of the other two perpendicular planes that are depicted.

artefacts. Nonetheless, the reconstruction quality of the larger particle was considerably poorer than
the smaller particle due to the cupping artefact, which makes large strongly scattering objects appear
hollowed out. This is a result of the thickness and strong contrast of the gold: atoms on the inside of
a particle receive a lower beam dose due to the scattering and absorption of the beam higher up in the
sample. Once the electrons are scattered on the inside they have to penetrate a larger amount of material
to get to the detector, which further reduces the signal strength [174–176]. In our case this e�ect occurs
both within single AuNRs in the sample and in the particle as a whole. As a result the intensities of
particles in the centre of the sphere have a lower absolute intensity than those on the outside, which
makes reconstruction and analysis challenging. It is possible to correct for non-linear thickness e�ects
but this requires knowledge on the absolute intensity of the incoming beam and measured signal as
well as calibration of the detector [174]. An alternative is to use a higher acceleration potential to give
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Figure 6.10: 3D particle visualisation of the tomographic reconstruction. A: thresholded xy orthoslice from the
SIRT reconstruction. B: isosurface rendering of the thresholded model shown in A. C: visualisation of the 3D
particle tracking where the colour indicates the orientation of the rod.

the electrons a bigger penetration depth, or to measure in incoherent bright �eld STEM, which su�ers
less from these e�ects.

Aside from artefacts from the missing wedge and non-linear thickness e�ects, there were consid-
erable artefacts visible in the reconstructions due to tilt-axis misalignments. These artefacts can be
seen for example in Figure 6.9C and are recognisable by their characteristic asymmetric crescent shape.
Missing wedge artefacts on the other hand, are generally symmetric. The images were aligned prior
to the reconstruction using a cross-correlation approach which is very e�cient at removing the ‘jitter’
between subsequent images, but less so for removing a systematic drift of the sample over the entire
tilt series. By using cumulative correlation (where each image is compared to the sum of the previous
images as opposed to only comparing subsequent pairs) and limiting the correlation to only the particle
and the least amount of background we tried to minimise the misalignment. Nonetheless, the rotation
was not around a single consistent axis for the entire tilt series. Cross-correlation is more e�ective for
more planar samples than for a spherical volume, and better methods have been proposed for nanoma-
terials such as the centre-of-mass alignment [177,178]. As this method is not currently implemented in
the most common software packages for tomographic reconstruction, they were not used in this work.

Another method to improve the quality of the reconstruction is to use a reconstruction method
that incorporates more prior knowledge of the sample, such as the knowledge that the sample consists
of a small number of di�erent materials or that boundaries between materials are sharp. The discrete
algebraic reconstruction technique (DART) is based on prior knowledge of the number and intensity
of grey values in the sample. By limiting the allowed grey values in the reconstruction, artefacts are
strongly supressed and the shape of particles is reconstructed much more accurately even the the quality
of the dataset is limiting. While the intensities are generally not know a priori they can be estimated from
algebraic reconstructions and by trial-and-error optimalisation of the reconstruction [179–181]. Using
DART, we could successfully reconstruct the AuNRs in the small particle using only 15 DART iterations
and 2 grey values (appendix Fig. B.17), although improvement is still possible. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to remove the noise with further iterations due to limitations of GPU-memory. With further
tuning we suspect it would be possible to also reconstruct the silica shells. The DART method could not
be used for the large particle due to the large variance in grey values in the dataset. As an alternative
the total variation minimization technique (TVM) can be used. TVM works in a similar way to SIRT,
but in addition to minimizing the di�erence between the data and the reconstruction, it assures that
the gradient of the image is sparse (mostly empty) which leads to sharp edges between materials. This
strongly reduces artefacts and limits the number of grey values found in the reconstruction [182, 183].
Because this assumption is accurate for our sample we expect that a TVM reconstruction would be more
appropriate and would facilitate considerably easier analysis due to the clean-up of the background.
Due to time constraints and lack of a openly available code for TVM, it was not used in this work. Lastly,
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Figure 6.11: FIB-SEM cross-sections of supra-particles made from AuNR@meso-SiO2. The particles were de-
posited on a silicon wafer and coated with 3 nm of Pt before the imaging. An acceleration voltage of 22.5 keV and
a ’through-the-lens’ detector for back-scattered electrons (TLD-BSE) were used.

it may be an interesting idea to use the very speci�c prior knowledge available on the particle shape and
reconstruct the supraparticle under the constraints that it consists of discrete spherocylinders. While
such a reconstruction has been used for large assemblies of spherical particles [176], it has not been
reported for any anisotropic shapes.

For the small supra-particle it was possible to use a threshold in the SIRT reconstruction to generate
a 3D isosurface rendering (Fig 6.10), or to use a real-space tracking algorithm to determine the positions
and orientations of rod-like particles, which was developed in our group [63,184]. Because this method
relies on a smoothing step and a backbone search, where the centre of the particle is assumed to be
bright, we used a SIRT reconstruction with a smaller number of iterations (20) as this leads to smoother
reconstructions with less noise, and sharper boundaries are not important. The results of the rod
tracking code are shown in Figure 6.10C and coloured according to the orientation in a similar fashion
as OrientationJ, except in 3D. Because the particle is so small, the structure is determined mostly by
the surface and does not provide much information about whether these particles can form ordered
structures. In the larger particle, the intensity di�erences between the edge and the centre of the
supraparticle were too large to allow for automated tracking of the rods. The rod-tracking algorithm
either over�tted artefacts near the outside or missed out on rods in the centre, so no successful track
could be obtained. By manually inspecting the reconstructed stack we determined that there was no
evidence of preferential orientation of the AuNRs in the particle as even nearest neighbours were often
found at completely di�erent orientations.

In addition to tomography, We imaged the internal structure of the densely packed SPs by means of
�eld ion beam SEM (FIB-SEM), where a focussed beam of gallium ions can be used to selectively remove
part of the sample. The then exposed surface can be imaged with SEM. By repeatedly milling small
slices and imaging of the milled surface a volume can be reconstructed. A major advantage of FIB-SEM
with respect to ET is that much larger samples can be analysed and that it is a real space technique
that does not require computationally challenging reconstruction. Downsides are that is has a lower
resolution, it is a destructive method and that deformations from the milling can occur. Some results of
FIB-SEM measurements on a supra-particles made from AuNR@meso-SiO2 are shown in Figure 6.11.
The measurements con�rm the results from the tomographic experiments and show isotropic ordering
of the AuNRs in the supraparticle. We note that this is a visual observation and this was not analysed
statistically. In one of the particles we milled and imaged, empty regions can be seen near the centre of
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Figure 6.12: An ordered batch of spherical supra-particles AuNR@thin-SiO2 made with emulsion droplet self-
assembly. A: BF-TEM. B&C: HAADF-STEM. D–E: SE-SEM. C and E were recorded simultaneously.

the particle (Fig 6.11 left). This may be an e�ect of fast drying where particles near the interface form a
shell and get jammed in this state before the droplet has fully evaporated. Previous experiments in our
group by F. Montanarella have demonstrated a similar e�ect for supra-particles of quantum dots.

6.5.2 Supraparticles of high AR AuNR@thin-SiO2

For the supraparticles composed of AuNR@meso-SiO2, the silica shell successfully functioned as a spacer
between the high-contrast gold particles in the TEM. This enables BF-TEM imaging up to reasonably
large particle thickness as discussed in the previous section. In HAADF-STEM mode di�raction contrast
e�ects are eliminated and larger particles can be imaged while still distinguishing the individual AuNRs.
When analysing supra-particles made with AuNR@thin-SiO2, imaging was more challenging. Due to
the more densely packed AuNRs in the samples with the thin silica, it is considerably harder to image
the inside of the supra-particles with AuNR@thin-SiO2. EM images of the supra-particles are shown
in Figure 6.12. In bright-�eld TEM the beam could not penetrate even the smaller particles, mainly due
to di�raction contrast. The number of particles was enough to always have some AuNRs with their
crystallographic lattice aligned to the electron beam. HAADF-STEM formed a major improvement
as the internal structure of small SPs could be imaged which revealed a high degree of ordering in a
large fraction of the supra-particles. The larger assemblies however were still too dense to reveal any
structure in STEM imaging. By using a secondary electron detector in combination with STEM we
could visualise the surface of the SPs, but this does not reveal the internal structure of the particles.

We imaged the internal structure of the densely packed supra-particles using FIB milling and SEM
imaging of the exposed surface to analyse the structure and ordering inside of the particles. The results
of FIB-SEM measurements on a SP are shown in Figure 6.13. While the exterior of the particles reveals
no alignment over more than several particles, the majority of the inside consists of domains of ordered
AuNRs. These domains however are randomly oriented with respect to each other, and no true smectic
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Figure 6.13: FIB-SEM slice-and-view of supra-particles with long aspect-ratio nanorods. From left to right and
top to bottom a layer was milled away each time. Ordered domains that extend throughout a considerable portion
of the particle can be seen on the inside without being visible on the surface. An acceleration voltage of 22.5 keV
and a TLD-BSE detector were used.

or columnar order was observed. This is consistent with the results from the 2D SAMs although in 3D
the number of particles per domain is much larger. Several particles were analysed as well as one of
the larger structures of AuNRs that did not have a spherical shape (Fig. B.20). At the time of writing no
full slice-and-view reconstruction of a particle has been measured. Remarkably, very little deformation
of the individual AuNRs from the FIB milling is observed for both AuNR@meso-SiO2 and AuNR@thin-
SiO2. The individual rods do not deform at the cutting plane and the resolution of both milling and
imaging are easily good enough to reveal even small fragments of AuNRs. This may be related to the
stabilising e�ects of the silica, although a recent FIB-SEM study on a similar structure reported stronger
deformation after silica coating [185]. We did observe slight �attening of the smaller supra-particles
during the milling, causing the spherical shape to become somewhat oblate. In future measurements
we suspect this can be limited by performing the milling and imaging at cryo-temperatures.

6.5.3 Reproducibility

The experiments described here are a selection of a much larger number of tests and protocols, which
had varying results. For that reason we would think it is worthwhile to discuss reproducibility and re-
lated �ndings in the synthesis of the AuNR SPs. OTMS-functionalisation and self-assembly of AuNR@meso-
SiO2 were highly reproducible under varying conditions. The thick silica shell su�ciently stabilises
the particles to prevent unwanted aggregation under a wide range of conditions during the OTMS-
functionalisation and subsequent washing. A shear cell, sonication and vortex mixing with manual
shaking could be used to obtain �nely dispersed emulsions with similar results. Drying in an orbital
shaker or by stirring with a stirring bar yielded good results although in the latter case some larger
aggregates formed.

Unfortunately this was not the case for the ordered particles. While the results shown here could
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be reproduced eventually, it is worthwhile to point out that this had a success rate of approximately 1
in 4 in our experiments due to issues with stability of the AuNRs@thin-SiO2. We suspect that this is
related to the thickness of the silica shell as a di�erence in thickness of only one or two nm can have
a considerable in�uence on the screening of the van der Waals forces and on charge stabilisation. We
found that control over the precise thickness was poor with our protocol, but in cases where the silica
shell was somewhat thicker (∼ 4 nm) the aggregation did not occur. In the cases where the silica shell
was thick and rough, no aggregation occurred but the roughness prevented ordering. For these samples
supra-particles could be synthesised but they consist of isotropically oriented NRs (Fig. B.20). Lastly,
in some cases even when the particles were seemingly stable we observed little to no ordering in the
supra-particles.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

Gold nanorods are an exciting material with many unique and highly tunable properties. Their optical
characteristics, in particular the longitudinal surface plasmon resonance, have received wide interest
because of the strong optical extinction in the visible and near infrared, which makes them candidate
for many applications. Using the binary surfactant synthesis by Ye & Murray et al. [74], we successfully
synthesised gold nanorods with di�erent sizes and aspect ratios. In some cases the particles contained
spherical and cubic gold particles in addition to the rod-like particles, but these shape impurities could
mostly be prevented by su�cient mixing and careful experimentation. When done under optimal
conditions, the synthesis was highly reproducible and the large parameter space that can be used to tune
the reaction makes it very �exible. The size, shape and optical properties of the AuNRs corresponded
well with typical results in the literature. To explore the possibility of synthesising AuNRs with even
longer aspect ratio, we used two other synthesis methods. With the synthesis by Wu & Huang et
al. [90, 91] we could synthesise extremely elongated AuNRs, but the shape yield with this method was
extremely low (<50%) as many nano-triangles and platelets were present. Additionally, the large size
results in poor optical properties which makes these AuNRs less desirable for applications. We suspect
the poor reproducibility is related to the seed addition steps where a change in timing of seconds can
have drastically di�erent results. Using the seedless synthesis methods of Xu & Liang et al. [92] it
was possible to synthesise AuNRs with favourable size and aspect ratio, but the particles were very
polydisperse. The method was poorly reproducible and our results di�ered considerable from the
literature. Lastly, seedless methods are poorly scalable in general because the result depends strongly
on mixing conditions during the nucleation of the gold particles.

We explored possibilities for removing shape contaminants by means of centrifugation for some
of our samples that contained spherical and cubic gold nanoparticles. In addition, we studied if it was
possible to separate gold nanorods based on their aspect ratio or size. We concluded that the separation
achieved by (repeatedly) tuning the centrifugation speed and time under normal conditions does not
have the separation e�ciency to separate rods and other particles with similar volume. Such a method
was only successful to remove large aggregates or very small particles (<10 nm in diameter) such as seeds
remaining after the synthesis. By using a reported method for high speed centrifugation it was possible
to achieve partial separation of rod-like and spherical particles based on the their preference to sediment
either on the side or in the bottom of a centrifuge tube. The spherical particles sedimented preferentially
on the side of the centrifuge tube while most of the rod-like particles sedimented on the bottom. The
e�ciency of the separation was reported to depend mostly on the ratio between the radii of the rods
and the spheres and not the aspect ratio of the rods. What mechanism exactly determines the position
in the centrifuge tube remains unclear. Lastly we used a method for viscosity gradient centrifugation
where the viscosity of the solvent increases as particles go lower in the centrifuge tube. Using this
method we demonstrated very e�cient separation of a mixture of two samples of AuNRs with distinctly
di�erent AR and volume. The separation was however not e�cient enough to considerably decrease the
polydispersity of a sample of AuNRs from a single synthesis. It was found that the separation occurred
based on the volume (and thus the mass) of the particles, and shape e�ects played no role.
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After the synthesis, the AuNRs could be coated with a protective silica layer using two methods
resulting either in a thick mesoporous shell (AuNR@meso-SiO2) or a thin (presumably nonporous)
waterglass silica shell (AuNR@thin-SiO2). The mesoporous silica shells could be grown using literature
methods [34,108] with CTAB as soft template for the formation of pores, which resulted in a sponge-like
structure as observed with SE-SEM. The resulting particles were stable in water, methanol and ethanol.
We reported, for the �st time, a method for the condensation of a very thin (as little as 2 nm) silica shell
on gold nanorods that does not rely on silanol coupling agents to prime the gold surface. Our method
is a very simple single step addition of sodium silicate solution to aqueous AuNRs without the need for
precise control over the particle and precursor concentration, pH, reaction time and particle shape. The
reaction time (typically 45 min.) is also much shorter than those reported in the literature (1–2 days).
While the formation of a silica layer was highly reproducible under a wide range of conditions, control
over the exact shell-thickness was poor and results varied between ca. 2 and 5 nm. Due to the large
Van der Waals attraction between the AuNRs and the small shell, this can lead to large di�erences in
particle stability. We suspect that these di�erences are related to the CTAB concentration during the
coating, which is currently poorly controlled and largely unknown.

Using a literature method [34, 36] we could selectively etch part of the gold of AuNR@meso-SiO2
through the silica shell using diluted H2O2 and HCl in methanol at elevated temperature. By controlling
the reaction time, the degree to which the particles were etched could be controlled. These etched
AuNRs were then overgrown with a silver shell as reported before [34, 36] to obtain AuAg CSNRs. By
tuning the etching time and/or the silver precursor concentration the thickness of the silver shell, and
thus the gold-silver ratio could be controlled. We synthesised particles with molar fractions of gold
ranging from 1 to 0.26, but it is most likely possible to go even lower using longer etching times and
higher silver concentrations. When the thickness of the silver shell signi�cantly exceeded the available
space due to etching, secondary silver particles were nucleated and some of the silica shells were cracked
open, which led to strong broadening of the ensemble LSPR peak. The formation of a silver shell caused
the optical extinction of the particles to increase and undergo a peak shift, although the magnitude
and direction of this shift depends on many factors (change in AR, dielectric function of the particle,
dielectric constant of the medium, morphology, etc.). The silver deposition method as reported (on a
300 µL scale, ∼40 mg L−1) is poorly scalable due to the rapid reaction and limitations on mixing speed. To
synthesise bimetallic particles on a larger scale, we studied the in�uence of temperature and pH on the
reaction rate. By performing the silver deposition in an ice-bath, the reaction proceeded visibly slower
and could reproducibly be scaled at least 10-fold to 3 mL. Addition of a small amount of HCl to lower
the pH was found to decrease the reaction speed as it in�uences the oxidation mechanism of ascorbic
acid. We demonstrated good control over the reaction speed with in-situ FTIR extinction spectroscopy
by changing the HCl concentration, and found that 0.4 mM HCl gives a good balance between a reduced
reaction speed and stability of the particles. Using this method, the metal overgrowth could be scaled
to >100 mL (∼5 mg particles).

The bimetallic core-shell particles could be alloyed without loss of the anisotropic shape in a similar
manner as recently reported [36]. A slow temperature increase (5 ◦C min−1) up to a maximum tempera-
ture of 500 ◦C in a gas-�ow reactor with mass-�ow controllers was used to study the in�uence of the gas
atmosphere on the alloying protocol. We found, in correspondence to the literature, that the presence
of oxygen lead to deformation of the AuNRs and to migration of silver from the rods out of the silica
shell. When inert (N2) or reducing atmosphere (H2 or CO) were used, no such e�ects were observed.
The deformation could be attributed to local heating of the particles due to exothermic decomposition
of CTAB surfactant present in the silica shell. How this leads to the migration of silver species remains
unclear, but most likely relates to the fact that this process occurs before the alloying starts.

In addition to the formation of a silver shell, we demonstrated control over the morphology of
the nanorods by using alternative overgrowth protocols. By deposition of a gold layer on etched
AuNR@meso-SiO2 particles were obtained with a rough surface with rounded features and some small
spikes. When a gold solution was added to AuAg CSNRs, the galvanic replacement of the silver shell
by the gold resulted in the formation of spikes in the pores of the silica shell. These particles had a very
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broad extinction peak and it is expected that the electric �eld is enhanced strongly at the tips of the
spikes. After synthesising and alloying gold-silver bimetallic nanorods with a very high silver content
is was possible to use a ‘dealloying’ method with nitric acid, to obtain a nanoporous gold structure. We
observed nanoporous gold, but truly porous structures were only possible for larger chunks of metal
than the nanorods, as the width of the ligaments and pores in the porous gold were of the same size
scale as the diameter of the nanorods. As a result, many particles appeared curvy and irregular, or con-
tained one or multiple holes running through. We propose that synthesis of nanoporous gold nanorods
is possible if AuNRs are used with a much larger volume, and a large silver shell is grown. It is currently
unclear how the (optical) properties of an overall rod-like porous particle would compare to those of
approximately spherical nanoporous gold particles. In addition to gold and silver, we did several pre-
liminary tests to synthesis AuCu CSNRs. In our experiments, either Cu (or more likely Cu2O) particles
nucleated, or no metallic Cu or Cu2O was observed at all. Apart from a peak shift in one experiment,
no evidence for the formation of a copper shell was observed.

Since ordered structures of AuNRs can lead to enhanced collective properties we studied the self-
organisation of silica-coated gold nanorods using solvent evaporation methods. To enable this we
�rst functionalised the silica shell (AuNR@meso-SiO2 or AuNR@thin-SiO2) using OTMS. For the thick
AuNR@meso-SiO2 particles we could use a literature method that reacts OTMS with the silica surface
in toluene, an antisolvent for the silica prior to functionalisation. In the case of AuNR@thin-SiO2, the
aggregation this induced was irreversible, and a new method was developed to functionalise the silica in
ethanol. Using this new method, AuNRs with a su�ciently thick and stable silica shell (>∼4 nm) could
be reacted with OTMS in ethanol, after which the particles were stable in toluene and cyclohexane.
In many cases (usually when the silica shell was >4 nm) aggregation of the particles occurred during
transfer to cyclohexane, the cause for this is unknown. The ordering in self-assembled monolayers was
studied by drying cyclohexane containing particles on the water-air or ethylene glycol-air interface.
When AuNR@meso-SiO2 was used (with an average AR of 1.9) no preferential orientation or ordering
was observed visually or by computational analysis, other than very local geometric e�ects due to
constraints preventing overlap. For AuNR@thin-SiO2 we observed locally ordered domains with a high
degree of short-ranged orientational correlation, but no true long range ordering.

Using an emulsion droplet evaporation method we prepared spherical supraparticles from the silica
coated AuNRs. Using di�erent emulsi�cation methods it was possible to obtain di�erent supraparticle
sizes containing between only 2 or 3 up to thousands of AuNRs. Supraparticles made from AuNR@meso-
SiO2 were studied in 3D using HAADF-STEM tomography and FIB-SEM cross-sectioning, and exhibited
isotropic orientation of the AuNRs inside, which we attribute to the low aspect ratio. Additionally, we
prepared supraparticles from the high aspect-ratio AuNR@thin-SiO2 and found that in some cases
strong ordering was observed. For those samples, ordered domains of AuNRs were present in the
particles which, to the best of our knowledge, has never before been reported in the literature for
supraparticles of AuNRs. Orientational ordering that extended over the entire supraparticle was only
observed for supraparticles <300 nm. Why ordering only occurred in some samples remained unclear,
but it is expected that this is related to the nanorod stability as well as the drying conditions.



Chapter 8

Outlook

Since this study covered a broad range of subjects in a limited time-frame, it is far from complete and
much work remains to be done. In this chapter we discuss some of the experiments needed to con�rm
or reject predictions made in this report as well as suggest some ideas for further research and related
topics. It may for example be interesting to consider other synthesis methods for the AuNRs used for
various experiments. A huge amount of attention has been devoted to the synthesis of AuNRs with an
ever increasing domain of synthesis parameters, sizes and aspect ratios. This research is based heavily
on one such synthesis method, while for di�erent projects di�erent properties are of interest and new
possibilities are still being explored, such as CTAB-free and silver-free synthesis, or methods to achieve
much higher monodispersity. In our experiments, it may very well be that lower polydispersity and the
absence of spherical particles would have lead to a higher degree of ordering. Preliminary experiments
with more monodisperse AuNRs withAR = 5 demonstrated ordered supraparticles similar to the results
shown in this work, but with little to no spherical particles. Using citrate-stabilised seed particles it
is possible to synthesise pentatwinned AuNRs, which have a very di�erent crystallographic structure
that may behave di�erently during alloying and catalysis.

In this work, no experiments on the catalysis of the gold or bimetallic nanorods were done. For
any suitable model reaction, many di�erent parameters could be varied to study their in�uence on the
catalysis. Possibilities would be to vary particle size (surface to volume ratio), aspect ratio (ratio of
di�erent exposed facets), composition (gold/silver ratio), surface morphology (smooth/rough, gold/sil-
ver/alloy/nanoporous/other metals), in�uence of the plasmon resonance (excitation at varying light
intensity), organisation (separate particles or ordered structures) or comparisons with other types of
(gold) catalyst. The precise control over many of these properties, combined with the ability to precisely
characterize them means that systematic investigation of many di�erent parameters becomes available.
The choice of model-reaction is non-trivial as gold is generally only very active at very small particle
size. Another problem is that the amount of particles in a synthesis is typically very small for catalytic
experiments, on the order of 1–10 mg.

Using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) it is possible to directly map the intensity of the
plasmon resonance [186]. It would be interesting to perform such measurements at a high resolution
for the bimetallic nanorods and gain more fundamental insight into the in�uence of both chemical
composition and morphology on the properties of the plasmon resonance. Because such experiments
are performed in a high-resolution electron microscope with EELS capabilities, detailed structural and
chemical information of the particle is present alongside of the intensity of the plasmon resonance
at di�erent energies. This enables for highly detailed correlation of the optical properties with the
particle structure on a single particle level. While such measurements have been done for spherical
gold-silver alloys [187], the optically more interesting alloy nanorods have not been studied with such
single-particle methods. Additionally, the interaction between multiple particles at close distance can
be mapped to understand the coupling of the plasmon and the presence of ‘hot spots’ in certain places.

To continue the self-assembly part of this research more experiments are needed to elucidate the in-
�uence of small quantities of CTAB on the formation of a thin silica shell using the water glass method.
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Figure 8.1: Preliminary results of simulations by Robin van Damme of the supraparticle synthesis for rods with
AR = 7. At high volume fraction (>0.5) strong smectic ordering of the system is observed for most particle sizes.
Curiously, small particles all exhibit chiral twisting.

We have limited evidence that the presence of a larger concentration of CTAB leads to increased shell-
thickness but no systematic testing of this hypothesis was done. One method would be to repeatedly
wash the particles with water containing known quantities of CTAB until the additional CTAB intro-
duced by the particle surface can be assumed to be negligible, followed by growth of the silica shell.
Repeating this for di�erent CTAB concentrations, the in�uence of CTAB on the silica shell formation
can be studied. While our method has major advantages over other literature methods, the poor control
over the shell thickness is an issue that needs to be worked on. Further systematic investigation of the
concentrations of AuNRs and sodium silicate as well as the pH, reaction time and reaction temperature
can provide a more detailed insight into the shell growth. For SERS applications it would be of interest to
see if the thin shell is indeed completely non-porous, which could be checked for example by adding an
etching agent for the gold or by measuring SERS signals for molecules that strongly adsorb on the gold
surface (like pyridine). The SERS signals of AuNR@thin-SiO2 may be interesting by themselves as the
shell is thin enough to allow for considerable electric �eld enhancement while simultaneously shield-
ing the gold from contamination and degradation, in correspondence with recent reports on similar
particles for shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS) [106, 115].

The di�culties with alignment of the rods over a long range purely based on the particle shape
would be hard to overcome, because the nature of these e�ects is inherently short-ranged. Even when
local e�ects that lead to tip-to-tip alignment are strong, the smallest degree of �exibility may ultimately
result in twisting and curves that may, depending on the application, be undesirable. One method to
induce true long-range ordering in systems is to use external triggers with a directional component
such as magnetic, gravitational, or electric �elds. AuNRs have been shown to have a much higher
diamagnetic response to magnetic �elds than bulk gold. Furthermore, this response is anisotropic
which induces a net torque on the AuNRs, causing them to align their long axis along the magnetic �eld.
Unfortunately the diamagnetic e�ects are still small with respect to the thermal energy and considerable
alignment is only found at extremely high magnetic �elds (35 T) [188, 189]. A better approach may be
to use an external alternating current (AC) electric �eld that can interact with the resonating electron
cloud of the AuNRs. It has been shown in our group (SCM) that orientational alignment in liquid
crystals of micron sized silica rods could be turned on and o� by applying an external electric �eld,
thereby controlling the optical response in the system [162]. Using such a method for gold nanorods
would be interesting as it could demonstrate similar e�ects for particles with a completely di�erent
length scale and composition. To highlight the size di�erences between the silica and gold rods, a TEM
image containing both a large silica rod and AuNRs is given in the appendix (Fig. B.21). Due to their
strongly directionally anisotropic polarisability and the induced dipole moment they exhibit, AuNRs
can be expected to show a similar alignment in an (AC) electric �eld. Several groups have indeed
reported such an e�ect [190–194]. An interesting method could be to use the electric �eld component
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Figure 8.2: TEM images and Monte-Carlo simulations of binary smectic phases with long range ordering in
systems of NaYF4 rods and Fe3O4 spheres. Reprinted from ref. [200].

of electromagnetic radiation for this purpose. Since the excitation of the LSPR depends strongly on the
polarisation of the light and the orientation of the particle, laser light will excite only particles parallel
to the �eld. Because laser light is coherent, all particles see the same �eld and thus the electron clouds
resonate in such a way the net electric �elds at the tips would favour tip-to-tip alignment of the excited
rods in one direction. Self-assembly under IR-laser excitation may thus induce alignment in the rods
at high volume fractions. Lastly, alternative possibilities have been reported that induce alignment
via additional materials such as micelles that align spontaneously or in external �elds [195], patterned
substrates [29, 196, 197], polymers [25, 29, 198] or anisotropic density in a gravitational �eld [146].

A more accurate analysis method for the ordering of the supraparticles would be to use serial
block-face imaging (FIB-SEM slice-and-view) for a full real-space 3D reconstruction. This allows for
particle tracking and statistical analysis of the structure, as well as theoretical calculations on the optical
properties, based on coordinates and orientations extracted from the real structure. A full reconstruction
of a large templated array of ordered silica-enclosed AuNRs was already reconstructed and analysed
in such a way by Hamon & Liz-Marzàn et al. [33, 185]. To decrease the deformation due to the milling
we aim to do these experiments at cryo-temperatures. For supraparticles of su�cient size (>2 µm)
there is the possibility that so-called ‘whispering-gallery’ modes are observed, that lead to enhanced
absorption due to internal resonance of waves inside of the particle [199]. To our knowledge these
whispering gallery modes have never been observed in spherical superstructures of gold nanoparticles.
The whispering gallery modes may increase the signal in SERS or other applications that rely on the
local electric �eld enhancement. In this work no SERS measurements were performed, but the ordered
supraparticles are expected to show strong enhancement of the Raman signal of organic molecules that
can di�use into the supraparticles due to the presence of plasmonic hot-spots. Comparisons between
the SERS signals of individual silica-coated AuNRs and supraparticles can potentially demonstrate such
an e�ect.

In our work we use oil-in-water emulsions for the supraparticle synthesis, but in principle there
is nothing that prohibits the use of a water-in-oil emulsion. The major advantage of such a method is
that no functionalisation of the silica shell is needed. As an alternative to the OTMS-functionalisation
of AuNR@thin-SiO2, we did some preliminary experiments with methanol-in-dodecane emulsions us-
ing SPAN80 and SDS as surfactants, which required some tuning to obtain stable emulsions. Because
there is more experience in our group with the cyclohexane-in-water system and because water-soluble
supraparticles are preferred, we decided not to pursue this method any further, but it may yield inter-
esting results due to the higher particle stability of particles with a very thin (2–3 nm) silica shell before
the OTMS functionalisation. Using a water-in-dodecane emulsion, the drying speed is expected to be
slower than for cyclohexane and the larger silica charge may be advantageous to the ordering. Lastly
this allows for facile incorporation of other water-soluble molecules or particles into the structure. By
using methanol or ethanol in dodecane emulsion a water free supraparticle synthesis can be achieved.
Another possibility is not to grow a silica shell but rather to directly functionalise the gold surface
with apolar molecules. Several methods for thiol-functionalisation for hydrophobic AuNRs have been
reported [156–158]. A protective silica shell may then be grown around the supraparticles after the
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emulsion self-assembly.
Recent reports have demonstrated very interesting phase behaviour from systems of both rod-like

and spherical colloids, where various binary smectic phases (Fig. 8.2) were observed depending on the
size ratios of the rods and spheres [200–202]. In many cases rods and spheres are known to phase sep-
arate [203], but under the spherical con�nement of the droplet self assembly this may be very di�erent
as all particles in the initial droplet ultimately will end up in the supraparticle. While this provides
valuable fundamental insights into the phase behaviour of complex mixtures, it is also interesting for
various applications as the spheres could be interchanged for di�erent materials. When quantum dots
are used, this method may place them in an ideal position for plasmon-enhanced �uorescence where
the plasmon resonance enhances the excitation and/or emission of �uorescent particles or molecules,
which can occur for instance due to selective enhancement of radiative relaxation while not a�ecting
the non-radiative relaxation [110, 204, 205]. Other potentially interesting systems would be to form
binary smectic supraparticles with porous (silica) spheres that allow for good di�usion of reactants or
analytes into the plasmonic hotspots or to position catalytically active particles between the AuNRs. It
may be useful to perform computer simulations to analyse under which circumstances such phases are
expected in spherical con�nement. Some results from preliminary simulations by Robin van Damme
showed that for soft repulsive rods of AR = 7 ordered domains were present, in good agreement with
our experimental results, while a further increase in the volume fraction caused alignment over multiple
layers. Simulations of binary systems in such a way would be useful.
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Appendix A

List of chemicals and apparatus

A.1 Chemicals and glassware

All chemicals were used as received without further puri�cation. The following chemicals were used:
chloroauric acid trihydrate (HAuCl4.3H2O, Acros Organics no. 411070010), hexadecyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide (CTAB, >98%, TLC no. H0081), sodium oleate (NaOL, >97%, TLC no. O0057), AgNO3
(≥99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich no. 209139), L-ascorbic acid (AA, vitamin C, ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich no. A5960),
hydrochloric acid (HCl 37% aqueous solution, Sigma-Aldrich no. 258148), nitric acid (HNO3, 65% aque-
ous solution, Acros Organics no. 124660025), hydroquinone (≥99%, Fluka no. 53960), Sodium dode-
cyl sulfate (SDS, ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich no. 436143), NaOH (Acros Organics no. 134070010), dextran
(average mol wt 1,500,000–2,800,000, Sigma-Aldrich no. D5376), butylamine (99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich
no. 471305), octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS, 90%, Sigma-Aldrich no. 376213), cyclohexane (≥99.8%,
Sigma-Aldrich no. C100307), toluene (≥99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich no. 179418), ethylene glycol (≥99.5%,
Fluka no. 03750), tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich no. 131903), sodium silicate so-
lution (≥27% SiO2 basis, Purum ≥10% NaOH. Sigma-Aldrich no. 13729), ethanol (100%, Interchema
no. I-AS.102.46D), methanol (prac., Interchema no. 603-001-00-X), (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane
(MPTMS, 95%, Sigma-Aldrich no. 175617), (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich
no. 440140), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich no. 216763).

Solutions of NaBH4, AA, AgNO3, sodium silicate, TEOS, H2O2, APTES and MPTMS were always
prepared directly prior to use. Nanopure water was produced using a Millipore Direct-Q UV and had a
resistivity of 18.2 MΩ. All glassware and stirring beans used were cleaned with Aqua Regia (a 3:1 V/V
mixture of concentrated hydrochloric acid and concentrated nitric acid), rinsed with copious amounts
of nanopure water and dried in an oven, except for 2, 4, 20 and 40 mL single-use glass scintillation vials
which were used as received unless stated otherwise. Volumetric quantities were determined using the
appropriate Finn-pipettes unless stated otherwise.

A.2 Apparatus

The following centrifuges were used:

• Eppendorf 5415C with an F-45-18-11 �xed angle rotor for 2 mL Eppendorf tubes
• Eppendorf 5424R with an FA-45-24-11 �xed angle rotor for 2 mL Eppendorf tubes
• Eppendorf 5430R with an FA-45-24-11 �xed angle rotor for 5 mL Eppendorf tubes
• Hettich Rotina 380R with a 1720 �xed angle rotor for 15 mL and 50 mL centrifuge tubes
• Hettich Rotina 360R with a 5699 swinging bucket rotor for 15 mL and 50 mL centrifuge tubes or glass

scintillation vials
• Centrikon T-324 with a �xed angle rotor for 50 mL centrifuge tubes
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Extinction spectra were recorded with a Bruker Vertex 70 FT-IR with a quartz beamsplitter and a Si
diode detector.

The following electron microscopes were used:

• Fei Tecnai 10 operated at 100 kV for BF-TEM
• Fei Tecnai 12 operated at 120 kV for BF-TEM
• Fei Tecnai 20 with a FEG operated at 200 kV for BF-TEM, (HA)ADF-STEM and secondary-electron

SEM
• Fei Talos F200X with a FEG operated at 200 kV for BF-TEM, (HA)ADF-STEM, HR-EDX and tomogra-

phy
• Phenomworld Phenom Pro operated at 10 kV for low-resolution BSE-SEM
• Fei Helios NanoLab DualBeam operated at 22.5 kV for SE and BS-SEM and with a gallium ion beam

FIB-SEM.
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Figure B.1: Logarithmic plots of the negative real (−ϵ1, left) and imaginary parts (ϵ2, right) of the dielectric
functions for gold and silver. The data were obtained from ref. [61] (Au) and ref. [206] (Ag).

A B

Figure B.2: Beam damage e�ects in the TEM. A: AuAg CSNRs imaged at low beam intensity; the porous structure
of the silica shell can be seen. B: destruction of the silica shell structure when the same area is imaged with a
medium electron intensity.
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Figure B.3: Di�erent batches of AuNRs prepared with the YM1 method.
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A B

Figure B.4: The two batches of AuNRs prepared with the YM2 method.

Figure B.5: Two synthesis batches where many non-rodlike particles (shape contaminants) were observed. Left:
spherical particles present when precipitation of AgCl was observed after addition of HCl using a YM3 method.
Right: YM6 synthesis with a larger CTAB concentration.
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A B

Figure B.6: Fractions from the bottom (A) and side (B) of a centrifuge tube.

Figure B.7: Evolution of the meso-SiO2 coating over time. Left: 45 minutes after the �rst TEOS addition (just
before the second). Right: 45 minutes after the second TEOS addition
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A B

C D E

Figure B.8: TEM images of deformation of AuNRs in the thin SiO2 shell. A&B: representative images of the
speci�c areas on the TEM grid where deformed particles were observed. This accounted in total for less than
∼5% of particles. A–C: three areas near each other on the same TEM grid. In this case, very severe deformation
was seen.
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A B

C D

Figure B.9: Additional TEM images of AuNR@thin-SiO2. All images are of di�erent samples made using the
same protocol. The average thickness of the silica shell varied between 2 and 4 nm

Figure B.10: Representative BF-TEM images of AuAg CSNRs grown at reduced temperature.
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Figure B.11: FTIR extinction spectra of CS-NRs taken during the silver deposition. A: evolution of the spectrum
over time during the silver deposition at pH 3.7 (0.25 V%) with a time interval of 15 seconds between the start of
the measurements. B: pH 3.3 (0.50 V%) with a time interval of 1 minute. C: pH 3.0 (1.00 V%) with a time interval
of 1 minute between the start of the measurements. D: wavelength of the LSPR maximum as a function of the
reaction time.
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A B

C D

Figure B.12: BF-TEM images of alloying experiments. A&B: AuAg CSNRs alloyed in 80/20 N2/CO at 500 ◦C. No
deformation or core-shell structure was observed. C: AuAg CSNRs after 4 h at 200 ◦C in synthetic air, the particles
still have a core-shell structure. D: AuAg CSNRs after 24 h at 200 ◦C in synthetic air, the particles still have a
core-shell structure and show only very minor signs of deformation.
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Figure B.13: TEM images of AuAg-CSNRs with a very large silver content (left) and the same particles after
alloying and subsequent dealloying with concentrated HNO3.

Figure B.14: TEM images of AuNRs after attempted copper(oxide) growth. Left: secondary nucleation when
AA at high pH and high concentration is used. Right: AuNRs that underwent a peak shift upon attempted silver
deposition. No core-shell structure was observed.
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Figure B.15: Results of the custom tracking code for TEM images of AuNRs, the tracked features are highlighted
in blue and the corresponding minimum bounding box used for the orientation determination is shown in red.

A B C

Figure B.16: Low resolution SEM images of supraparticles of AuNR@meso-SiO2 made with di�erent emulsi�ca-
tion methods. A: shear-cell, B: sonication, C: shaking and vortex mixing. Grooves in the background are features
of the SEM-stub used and not a result of the sample.

A B C

Figure B.17: A: xy orthoslice of a DART reconstruction of the small supraparticle. B & C: xy and xz orthoslices
of a WBP reconstruction of the large supraparticle.
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A B C

Figure B.18: 3D particle tracking in of the tomographic reconstruction. A&B: overlays of the tracked rods
(purple) over the tomography stack after binning, blurring and background subtraction (green) in the xy and xz
planes respectively. C: visualisation of the resulting track where the colour indicates the orientation.

Figure B.19: Left: low magni�cation HAADF-STEM overview showing the preferred side-by-side ordering of
the rods. The inset shows a FFT of the left image where the �rst ring corresponds with the particle-particle
distance (20.5 nm). Right: side-by-side alignment in ordered supraparticles made from AuNRs with AR = 5.0.
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A B C

D E F

Figure B.20: A&B: slices from FIB-SEM measurements on ordered supraparticle. C: cross-section of a nonspheri-
cal ensamble of AuNRs in the sample shown in D&E. D: FIB-SEM cross-section of a large supraparticle consisting
of AuNRs with a rough inhomogeneous silica coating. The contrast was digitally enhanced. The AuNRs are
randomly oriented in the particle. E&F: HAADF-STEM and SE-SEM images of unordered supraparticles. AuNRs
with AR=5 were used.

Figure B.21: Size-comparison of a silica rod as frequently used for self-assembly experiments of rod-like particles
and the AuNRs used in this research.
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Supplementary code

The following is the Wolphram Mathematica [169] code used for the calculation of the orientational
correlation functions of 2D BF-TEM images:
1 (*Load data*)
2 image = ImageResize[ImageTake[Import["image.tif"], 4096], 2048];
3
4 (*Settings for tracking*)
5 minwidth = 8;
6 maxwidth = 20;
7 minAR = 4;
8
9 (*Run the rodtracking*)

10 edges = EdgeDetect[image, 1, 0.20];
11 components = MorphologicalComponents[FillingTransform[edges]];
12 selected = SelectComponents[components, {"Width", "Length"}, #1 > minwidth && #1 < maxwidth &&

#2/#1 > minAR &];
13
14 (*Get the result*)
15 data = ComponentMeasurements[{image, selected}, {"Centroid", "Orientation"}][[All, 2]];
16 coordinates = data[[1 ;;, 1]];
17 orientation = Mod[data[[All, 2]], Pi] − Pi / 2;
18
19 (*Show the result*)
20 boxes = ComponentMeasurements[{image, selected}, "MinimalBoundingBox"][[;; , 2]];
21 Show[HighlightImage[image, selected // Image, "HighlightColor" −> Blue], Graphics[{Transparent,

EdgeForm[Red], Polygon /@ boxes}]]
22
23 (*Set range for the order parameter calculation*)
24 minR = 10;
25 maxR = 300;
26 deltaR = 2;
27
28 (*Show progress of the calculation*)
29 ProgressIndicator[Dynamic[i], {1, Length[coordinates]}]
30 ProgressIndicator[Dynamic[min], {minR, maxR}]
31
32 (*Run the orientational correlation function calculation*)
33 nf = Nearest[coordinates];
34 radius = {}; s = {}; bin = {};
35 Table[(*start loop min over all distances*)
36 max = min + deltaR;
37 theta = {};
38 Do[(*start loop i over all particles*)
39 a = Complement[nf[coordinates[[i]], {Infinity, max}], nf[coordinates[[i]], {Infinity, min

}]];
40 rot = orientation[[Position[coordinates, #][[1, 1]]]] & /@ a;
41 theta = Join[theta, Abs[Mod[orientation[[i]] − #, Pi, −Pi/2] & /@ rot]];
42 , {i, Length[coordinates]}
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43 ];(*end loop i*)
44 bin = Append[bin, min + 0.5*deltaR];
45 s = Append[s, 2*Mean[Cos[theta]^2] − 1];
46 , {min, minR, maxR, deltaR}
47 ];(*end loop min*)
48 result = Transpose[{bin, s}];
49
50 (*Plot the result*)
51 ListLinePlot[result, PlotRange −> {{minR, maxR}, {0, 1}}]

The following is a code for MATLAB using the ASTRA Toolbox (for reconstruction) and IMagic [207]
(for importing and exporting MRC �les). The code performs a SIRT reconstruction using 30 iterations
of a 512×512 dataset with tilt angles from −70° to 68° in 2° increments. A volume of 415×415×415
pixels is reconstructed.
1 % load data
2 A = im2double(ReadMRC('binned_tiltseries.mrc'));
3 proj_data = permute(A(:,:,1:end),[1,3,2]);
4
5 % Create volume and projection geometries
6 angles = linspace2(−70,70,70)/180*pi;
7 vol_geom = astra_create_vol_geom(415, 415, 415);
8 proj_geom = astra_create_proj_geom('parallel3d', 1.0, 1.0, 512, 512, angles);
9 rec_id = astra_mex_data3d('create', '−vol', vol_geom);

10 proj_id = astra_mex_data3d('create', '−proj3d', proj_geom, proj_data);
11
12 % Set up the parameters for a SIRT reconstruction using the GPU
13 iterations = 30;
14 cfg = astra_struct('SIRT3D_CUDA');
15 cfg.ReconstructionDataId = rec_id;
16 cfg.ProjectionDataId = proj_id;
17 cfg.option.MinConstraint = 0;
18
19 % Create and run the algorithm object
20 alg_id = astra_mex_algorithm('create', cfg);
21 astra_mex_algorithm('iterate', alg_id, iterations);
22
23 % Get the result
24 rec = astra_mex_data3d('get', rec_id);
25
26 % Rotate, normalise and save the result
27 rec = permute(rec,[1,3,2]);
28 rec(rec > 0.01) = 0.01;
29 rec = (rec−min(rec(:))) ./ (max(rec(:)−min(rec(:))));
30 WriteMRC(rec,1,reconstruction_SIRT_30.mrc');
31
32 % Clean up of memory
33 astra_mex_algorithm('delete', alg_id);
34 astra_mex_data3d('delete', rec_id);
35 astra_mex_data3d('delete', proj_id);
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